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Chapter 1

1: Green growth: moving the discussion 
from religion to reality? 

There are compelling and varied arguments for moving 
to low-carbon, high-efficiency energy systems. Reduc-
ing emissions to limit or avoid climate change leads the 
public debate, but reduced dependence on imported en-
ergy, avoidance of conflicts over energy resources, and 
the rising price of fossil fuels also motivate action.  Nev-
ertheless, the potential cost and difficulty of making the 
transition to a new energy system have generated sub-
stantial opposition from entrenched economic interests 
and consumers alike.4

In this article we ask whether and how this transfor-
mation could become an economic opportunity rather 
than a costly burden. Could a transformation to a low-
carbon energy system induce net economic growth that 
can ease the transition to a low carbon economy? Or 
must it only be a pricey impediment whose costs offer 
support to those who would resist change? We address 
three aspects of this problem:

1.   What are the proper roles for markets, prices, and gov-
ernments in the move to a new energy system?

2.   Which policy interventions can become investments 
in a productive future, and which are just costs that 
we must bear to achieve our other policy objectives?

3.   Can the shift to low-carbon, high-efficiency energy 
drive “green growth” and business opportunity?

As we shall argue, answering these questions must be-
gin with the concept of an energy systems transformation, 
which we turn to in the next section.

To date, such discussions of “green growth” have been 
more religion than reality. For those convinced of the 
urgency of a low-carbon energy systems transformation, 
“green growth” holds out the hope that the investment 
and innovation required for this transformation can be-
come the foundations of a new wave of economic growth. 
This would cut the Gordian knot of tradeoffs between 

4  Certainly, climate change mitiga-
tion will require significant reduc-
tions in carbon emissions over the 
next century. The enormous car-
bon footprint of fossil fuels suggests 
that this goal will require the trans-
formation of today’s energy system. 
Dependence on imported energy 
poses, for many countries, signifi-
cant economic and political secu-
rity risks, quite apart from the im-
pact on their balance of payments. 
Conflict over energy resources 
will, very likely, become more in-
tense as the energy requirements of 
the emerging economies particu-
larly the new titans – China, India 
and Brazil – expand.   Apart from 
conflicts over access to resources 
as demand pressures mount fossil 
fuel prices will rise and often spike. 
A broadly cast solution will be 
needed to contain emissions, limit 
import costs and political vulner-
ability and help stabilize energy 
cost.  Just adding energy efficient 
lighting or solar panels to the ex-
isting system will not solve any of 
these problems. The changes re-
quired will be significant.  

5 For a full review of the debates 
on green growth and the evidence 
for the positions in that debate, see: 
Mark Huberty et al, "Shaping the 
Green Growth Economy: a review 
of the public debate and prospects 
for success", prepared for The 
Mandag Morgen Green Growth 
Leaders Forum, April 2011. Avail-
able at greengrowthleaders.org/
wp-content/uploads/2011/04/
Shaping-the-Green-Growth-Econ-
omy_report.pdf. Last accessed 9 
May 2011.

economic growth and emissions reduction. Doing so, it 
would solve the political economy problems created by 
the transition to a low-carbon society, offering a world 
where a growing green economy rewards  the winners of 
the green energy revolution and compensates to its los-
ers. Given these advantages, it is no surprise that politi-
cians from Brussels to Beijing have embraced the prom-
ise of green growth via energy systems transformation.5 

"The easiest arguments about green growth are not 
satisfactory"

But the easiest arguments about green growth are not 
satisfactory. Indeed, both politically and technically, the 
green growth arguments are fraught with challenges. 
New “green collar” jobs may not be enough to offset the 
“brown collar” jobs they replace. Green growth wholly 
dependent on export of green energy products threatens 
a new green mercantilism where countries view green 
growth as a zero-sum game. And while green energy may 
offer new opportunities to the energy sector, it remains 
unclear what new prospects an energy system built on 
“green electrons” offers to the wider economy, which al-
ready enjoys abundant, dependable energy from other-
wise indistinguishable—but cheaper—“brown electrons.”

Debates over energy policy remain rooted in issues 
of how much must be paid and by whom, and solutions 
mired in what appears to be diffuse, hard-to-identify 
benefits in the face of acute and easily observed costs. 
Whether right or wrong, those fears limit support for the 
transformation. Moreover, given the central importance 
of the energy system to modern industrial society, the 
effort to change the system will in any case encounter 
determined interests entrenched in the old order.  In 
this context, it’s no wonder that change has been slow 
in coming for all but those economies most exposed to 
unstable energy prices and supplies. 
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2: “Green growth and the transformation 
of the energy system: a first step toward 
reality" 

The advocates of “green growth” may be correct. Indeed, 
we hope they are.  But moving green growth from re-
ligion to reality will require going beyond jobs or ex-
ports to examine how changes in to the energy system 
can create pervasive economic growth. Earlier systems 
transformations—the railroads or information technol-
ogy—drove growth by changing the possibilities for pro-
duction in the broader economy. The opportunities that 
emerged from these transformations created powerful 
interests that sustained them, and generated the prof-
its and employment to continue investment in the new 
system and absorb the workers displaced from the old. 
Green growth, if it emerges, must come from this kind of 
systems transformation.  

"Earlier systems transformations—the railroads or in-
formation technology—drove growth by changing the 
possibilities for production in the broader economy."

By system, we refer to an array of separate elements 
complementary to one another and tightly inter-linked. 
In economic terms the widespread adoption of some 
technologies requires investment in related, comple-
mentary, technologies. Thus, as is now understood, 
widespread adoption of intermittent renewable energy 
resources will require complementary changes to modes 
of energy distribution and patterns of energy use.6 Those 
complementarities, in turn, are not merely technological 
but economic and regulatory as well. Absent adaptation 
of energy markets and regulatory systems along with the 
technological changes required for low-carbon energy, 
the energy system will not maintain its ability to provide 
reliable, predictable energy to the economy. The result-
ing difficulties will slow the transition to a low-carbon, 
high-efficiency economy. It is this complementary series 
of technological, economic, and regulatory changes that 
we refer to as an energy systems transformation.   

The character of these complementary changes im-
plies that policy must target a particular kind of transfor-
mation. That transformation must emphasize a shift to a 
different trajectory of energy development,  not merely 
the improvement of the existing system. More efficient 
light bulbs, or better gas mileage for vehicles, can im-
prove the efficiency of today’s energy system. However, 
those changes will not fundamentally transform our 
dependence on carbon energy.  Doing so will, instead, 
require an altogether new systems trajectory, one that 
promotes complementary innovations leading to a low 
carbon system that produces, distributes, and uses en-
ergy in new ways. 

This will require more than just one-off technologi-
cal breakthroughs. For instance, advances in wind power 
technology must be matched by developments in the 

power grid and energy use to accommodate wind pow-
er’s fundamental intermittency. Likewise, an efficient, 
reliable electric car will require substantial increases in 
electricity supply from low-emissions sources, and a new 
network of refueling stations, even as it promises to radi-
cally reduce the role of oil in transportation. These prob-
lems demonstrate the importance of energy as a system, 
and inform against approaching treating the problem as 
one of isolated solutions.7

This article argues that political and economic suc-
cess at such a green energy-led systems transformation 
can only come from the possibilities it would create for 
the broader economy. Facilitating those possibilities 
confronts policymakers with two problems: first, how 
to shift the development of the energy system from its 
present high-emissions, low-efficiency trajectory to a 
low-emissions, high-efficiency alternative; and second, 
how to enable the broader economy to discover and ex-
press the presently unknown—and unknowable—oppor-
tunities that such a new system may create.  In the past, 
most of the value of systems transformations, whether 
the railways and transport or IT and communications, 
was created by network users rather than by the networks 
themselves. Green growth will require the same of this 
transformation of the systems and networks that power 
the economy.

This argument poses serious challenges to climate and 
energy policy. Given the need for coordinated transfor-
mation of the energy system’s capacity to produce, dis-
tribute, and use energy, price alone may be insufficient in 
spite of prevailing policy wisdom. Moreover, the power 
of a network transformation may lie less in the particu-
lar technological characteristics of the new system than 
in the design of the markets, access rules, and standards 
that facilitate its exploitation. Finally, and in contrast to 
appeals for a one-size-fits-all approach to climate and en-
ergy policy, the link between green growth and energy 
systems transformation will depend critically on national 
circumstances and require distinct national strategies. 

Hence green growth is by no means certain and poses 
serious challenges to the public and private sector. This 
article lays out those challenges, and explores how they 
can be resolved given the logic of the energy system itself. 
In particular, we emphasize that policymakers should 
exploit the critical role that the power grid will play in 
this transformation for strategic leverage over the entire 
energy system. Conceived correctly, both strategic in-
vestment and market reform, in the context of broader 
interventions including a carbon price, offer the best op-
portunity to exploit emissions reduction to generate sus-
tained and sustainable economic growth.

3: Why a transformation: decentralization, 
intermittency, and demand management 

Most discussion of renewable energy and emissions re-
duction emphasizes the sources—wind, solar, nuclear, 
geothermal and others—that will provide the carbon-less 

6  Roger Noll (2011) writes “ As 
a result, many prospective tech-
nologies that might contribute 
to reducing the cost of curtailing 
GHG emissions are complements 
of either other potential green 
technologies or other investments 
that must be made to accommo-
date their widespread adoption. “ 
See “Encouraging green energy: 
a comment”, Energy Policy, forth-
coming.

7  This system transformation will 
require difficult changes in three 
distinct domains, 1) Energy ef-
ficiency can reduce demand, but 
those demand reductions make 
planning harder and diminish the 
requirements for new capital in-
vestments potentially embodying 
low carbon technology. 2) Rene-
wable electrical energy sources 
are intermittent, creating new de-
mands for grid management. Bio-
fuels require significant alteration 
of fuel distribution systems; and 3) 
Decarbonizing existing fuel sour-
ces, as well as introducing renew-
ables, comes at the price of higher 
energy costs.  Those costs must be 
borne directly by energy users, but 
the benefits are quite diffuse.
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electrons to power a clean energy economy. Why, then, 
do we speak of a transformation of the energy system, 
rather than a program for investment in new energy 
sources? We would argue that source replacement alone 
cannot achieve the scale of renewable energy adoption 
required for serious decarbonization of the energy sup-
ply. Moreover, viewed as mere source replacement, the 
green energy revolution would have only a limited im-
pact on the economic activity of an advanced industrial 
economy. Technically, large shares of renewable energy 
pose serious challenges to today’s centralized, constant-
load, supply-equilibrated energy supply. Economically, 
mere replacement would have a defined and very limited 
scope, limiting further the growth prospects for replace-
ment of cheap fossil fuels with expensive renewable en-
ergy. Thus any hope of both decarbonizing the energy 
supply and achieving economic growth via clean energy 
requires looking at the possibilities of the broader energy 
system. 

Technically, renewable energy poses three challenges 
to the functioning of modern energy systems. Today’s 
energy systems provide constant energy supplies through 
centralized distribution systems that treat demand as an 
exogenous variable. Tomorrow’s renewable energy sys-
tems must manage both demand and supply to accom-
modate the variability of renewable energy generated by 
a wide range of distributed energy systems. These three 
challenges together imply an energy systems transforma-
tion. They also demonstrate the importance of the power 
grid to this transformation.

Centralization poses the first challenge. Since Nikola 
Tesla’s alternating current system won out over Edison, 
large, centralized power plants have dominated modern 
energy systems.8 Improvements in long-distance trans-
mission now mean that most generation plants are now 
located far from centers of economic demand. Electricity 
flows almost exclusively from the plant to the center of 
demand, via a series of transmission substations. 

Renewable energy requires a very different structure 
for the energy system. Because plants must be located 
wherever renewable resources may be found, renew-
able energy frustrates any attempt at centralization. To 
accommodate distributed generation, a power grid de-
signed around centralized power plants must be recon-
figured to handle different inputs, of different scale, from 
a geographically disperse set of resources. This will re-
quire significant new investment in transmission and 
distribution capacity.9

These investments are closely related to the second 
challenge, intermittency. Fossil fuel sources provides 
electricity as stable as the supply of fossil fuels to their 
boilers. This has meant a reliable, stable, dependable en-
ergy supply for industrial societies. In contrast renewable 
energy resources like wind and solar are notoriously in-

termittent, in ways unrelated to the actual demand for 
energy.10 Stabilizing the energy supply from renewable 
energy sources therefore requires complementary meas-
ures of one of two forms. Geographic diversification pro-
vides one possibility. Intermittency is very weakly cor-
related over long distances: wind speed in North Dakota 
and solar intensity in Arizona don’t vary in the same way 
at the same time. If transmission capacity can tie together 
sufficiently geographically dispersed markets, then ener-
gy supply can be averaged to match energy demand. 

Alternatively, a range of new energy storage solutions 
can be added to the grid in order to stockpile energy gen-
erated at times of low demand for use at times of high de-
mand. Again, however, this requires that the power grid 
have the ability to accommodate a much wider diversity 
of sources than it does at present, and to manage those 
sources in real time against the demands of industrial 
societies. In either case, however, the problem remains 
the same: moving away from fossil fuel dependence for 
the power supply will require a set of complementary 
changes to the electricity grid. Source replacement alone 
will not suffice to achieve a low-carbon energy systems 
transformation.

Whether some of these challenges can be made easier 
by demand management brings us to the third driver of 
energy systems transformation. Historically, the energy 
system treated demand as a given and worked to provide 
sufficiently flexible supply capabilities to satisfy it. But 
managing demand against supply may offer both price 
and performance advantages to the energy system. If 
some forms of energy demand can be adjusted in tandem 
with variability of renewable energy supplies, it could in-
crease both the efficiency and the stability of the system. 
Such an approach would be vital to the large-scale in-
corporation of electric vehicles, which would simultane-
ously represent an enormous new demand on the system 
and a huge potential pool of electricity storage. 

Thus three challenges—intermittency, distributed 
generation, and demand management—suggest that only 
a transformation of the energy system will suffice to de-
carbonize the energy supply of modern industrial socie-
ties. Source replacement alone cannot achieve the level of 
renewable energy generation required without posing se-
rious challenges to the stability and reliability of the elec-
tric grid. Taken together, this implies a threefold trans-
formation for energy production, distribution, and use.

This transformation will require huge investments 
across the economy. A variety of popular and policy argu-
ments has suggested that these investments represent the 
next technological transformation of the economy, im-
plying manifold new opportunities for innovation, em-
ployment, and economic growth.11 If true, the economic 
possibilities they imply could more than offset the costs 
of investment. The “green growth” that ensued would 
turn the logic of climate change on its head, suggesting 
that climate change mitigation could generate real, mate-
rial benefits in addition to the abstract benefit of averted 
global climate change. This would fundamentally change 
the terms of debate. But how should we understand the 

"Viewed as mere source replacement, the green energy 
revolution would have only a limited impact on the 
economic activity of an advanced industrial economy"

8  See Thomas Hughes’ excellent 
treatment of the interaction of 
technology, social structures, and 
politics during electrification, in 
Networks of Power: electrification 
in Western society, "1880-1930 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1983) and “The 
Electrification of America: the 
system builders”, Technology and 
Policy 1979, pp124-161.

9   Indeed, European Union Energy 
Commissioner Günther Oettinger 
has called for € 1 trillion in new 
energy infrastructure investment 
in the European Union over the 
period 2011-2020, in order to ac-
commodate new renewable energy 
capacity. See “Energy Infrastruc-
ture Priorities for 2020 and bey-
ond – a blueprint for an integrated 
European energy network” (The 
European Commission, November 
2010).

10  Most studies of the managea-
bility of high-renewable-energy sy-
stems suggest 20% as the limit for 
renewable energy penetration in 
the current system. See, for instan-
ce, “Accommodating High Levels 
of Variable Generation” (Integra-
tion of Variable Generation Task 
Force, North American Electri-
city Reliability Corporation, 2009). 
Denmark already obtains 20% 
of its electricity from renewable 
energy, mostly wind. At high-wind 
periods, the flood of wind energy 
into the power grid can destabilize 
the grid and drive electricity pri-
ces below zero. As a consequence, 
the Nordpool energy markets, of 
which Denmark is a part, have 
imposed a € 200/MWh tariff on 
Danish wind farm operators who 
do not shut down their turbines 
at periods of high energy demand.

11  See, for instance, "Van Jones, 
The Green Collar Economy: how 
one solution can fix our two big-
gest problems" (San Francisco: 
HarperOne, 2008); The European 
Commission, “An Energy Policy 
for Europe”, Communication to 
the European Parliament and 
European Council no. SEC(2007) 
12, 2007; and United States Presi-
dent Barack Obama, “State of the 
Union Address”, January 27 2011.
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possibility of this outcome? For that, we turn to other 
instances of technological transformation in networked 
systems, to see where and how they supported sustained 
economic growth.

4: An earlier transformation: networks 
and the ICT revolution 

Significant infrastructure changes have often prompted 
broad investment to take advantage of them. Railways in 
the 19th century radically transformed time and space, 
drove transport costs to a minimum, and opened up vast 
new territories, resources, and markets to economic ac-
tivity. Likewise, the information technology revolution 
built new business models and products atop radical 
changes to the structure and function of telecommunica-
tions networks. Both transformations provided the foun-
dations for decades of sustained economic growth. 

"The network—power grids or rail infrastructure—
played the critical role in each transformation"

These earlier transformative epochs provide impor-
tant lessons for thinking about how and where the trans-
formation of the energy system—itself a network like 
rail or information technology—could do the same. In 
each case, two lessons stand out: first, that the network—
power grids or rail infrastructure—played the critical 
role in each transformation; and second, that most of the 
growth generated by these earlier systems transforma-
tions came from the possibilities created for the broader 
economy, rather than from the investments in the sys-
tem itself. This mismatch between the social and private 
benefits should lend caution to those predictions of pure 
market-based solutions.

We begin with the ICT revolution. In 1991, the United 
States National Science Foundation opened its internal, 
distributed information network that it had inherited 
from the Department of Defense to commercial activ-
ity. The Internet, as it came to be known, was born. By 
2000, internet-related commerce accounted for at least 
$100 billion in annual turnover and 2.5 million jobs in 
the United States alone12, acounted for several firms in 
the Fortune 500, and laid the foundations for a second 
round of innovations in social media, communications, 
and logistics management that continue to this day13. 
Thus, within twenty years of commercialization, the in-
ternet had radically transformed both communications 
and the broader economy, and generated significant eco-
nomic growth and productivity improvements.14

Why did the digital revolution happen so quickly, 
and so smoothly? We argue that the economic transfor-
mation wrought by the Internet and ICT came in two 
phases. Both phases merged private-sector investment 
and innovation with public-sector market formation and 
rulemaking. While neither phase proceeded via some 

grand design, both shared critical features: support for 
basic research and development as well as early deploy-
ment, market rules that favored openness and access and 
checked monopoly and tremendous private sector in-
vestments in experimentation both within and on top of 
the evolving network.  That experimentation established 
a symbiosis in which rapid innovation in new ICT prod-
ucts created ever-new possibilities for incorporation of 
digital technology in production processes and products. 
Those new possibilities, in turn, drove new demand that 
funded subsequent waves of ICT innovation. This sym-
biosis, founded on the possibilities ICT created for the 
economy at large, made the revolution self-sustaining.

The first phase of the ICT revolution, lasting from the 
invention of the transistor in 1947 to the introduction of 
the personal computer in the 1980s, coupled private sec-
tor innovation to public-sector restriction on the ability 
of dominant market players to restrict the diffusion of 
those innovations. Many of the innovations critical to 
the ICT revolution came out of industrial giants, most 
notably AT&T and IBM. Left to their own devices, either 
firm might have used their monopoly positions to gener-
ate rents, constrain market competition, and compete on 
the basis of network access instead of product features. 
Instead, AT&T found itself the subject of ongoing anti-
trust scrutiny starting as early as 1947 – well this goes 
back to MCI and even answering machines. IBM came 
under scrutiny starting in the late 1960s. That meant that 
although AT&T’s Bell Labs invented the silicon transis-
tor in the 1950s, the technology quickly diffused into the 
market, rather than remaining trapped inside the AT&T 
monopoly. An ongoing set of antitrust and network ac-
cess decisions meant that AT&T could not use its owner-
ship of the communications network to limit access to 
new competitors exploiting the possibilities in emerging 
digital technologies. 

Likewise, IBM initially thought that their control of 
the BIOS—the control logic of a personal computer—
would allow them to control the PC, while they out-
sourced the operating system and other components. 
But IBM could not dominate semiconductor markets 
without falling afoul of its federal antitrust investigators. 
As a consequence, the personal computer became an 
open standards platform. This gave rise to the IBM clone 
market, massive competition and price pressures, and 
increasingly inexpensive computing power. Thus private 
innovations—the semiconductor, the transistor, and the 
personal computer—were coupled to public initiative to 
ensure that new technologies were not constrained by the 
market power of dominant players. 

Finally, especially in the 1950s and 1960s, but less so 
thereafter, a number of the initial products of private sec-
tor firms were predominately purchased by governments 
with bottomless pockets and a perceived need for maxi-
mal performance—chiefly the United States Department 
of Defense and the space program—whose purchases at 
very high prices with enormous margins underwrote the 
early experimentation in the industry.

In the second phase of the ICT revolution, beginning 

Chapter 1

12  See the summary of Mea-
suring the Internet Economy 
in John Leatherman, “Internet-
based Commerce: Implications 
for Rural Communities” Review 
of Economic Development Lite-
rature and Practice 2000:5. The 
United States Census Bureau puts 
the total value of e-Commerce 
related shipments in 2004 at $996 
billion. See “E-stats”, 27 May 2005, 
at http://www.census.gov/econ/
estats/2005/2005reportfinal.pdf. 
Last accessed 9 May 2011.

13  Tyler Cowen would argue 
that this last series of innovations 
marks the erosion of the long tail 
of investments made in the 1960s 
and beyond. Whether this holds 
true or not remains to be seen; 
though Kondradieff-wave style 
arguments would suggest this to 
be true. See "The Great Stagna-
tion: How America ate all the low-
hanging fruit of modern history, 
got sick, and will (eventually) get 
better" (New York: Dutton, 2011).
 
14  Those productivity improve-
ments have been famously hard 
to track. For attempts at quantifi-
cation, see Bart Van Ark, Robert 
Inklaar, and Robert McGuckin 
(2002) “”Changing Gear: Produ-
ctivity, ICT, and Services: Europe 
and the United States” Research 
Memorandum GD-60, University 
of Grönigen Growth and Develop-
ment Center; and Sinan Aral, Erik 
Brynjolfsson, and Marshall Van 
Alstyne “Information, Technology 
and Information Worker Produc-
tivity: Task Level Evidence”. Eco-
nometricians have been skeptical 
of these claims. For an earlier at-
tempt at establishing ICT-based 
improvements to productivity, see 
Alan Krueger (1993) “How Com-
puters Have Changed the Wage 
Structure: Evidence from the mi-
crodata, 1984-1989” The Quar-
terly Journal of Economics 108(1) 
February 1993, pp33-60. John 
DiNardo and Jorn-Steffen Pischke 
(1996) responded to this attempt 
by using the same methodology 
to show similar productivity gains 
from pencils, suggesting that the 
identification strategy contained 
severe flaws. See “The Returns to 
Computer Use Revisited: Have 
Pencils Changed the Wage Struc-
ture Too?” NBER Working Papers 
Series no. 5606. National Bureau 
for Economic Research. 
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in the mid-1980s, private innovation was again facilitated 
by public action, this time in the realm of standards-set-
ting. Rapid growth in ICT depended on the interoper-
ability of a range of devices. Absent standards, the large 
positive network externalities of the internet might not 
have materialized. Indeed, a network model along the 
lines of first-generation firms like AOL or Compuserve 
might have led to competition over network access rath-
er than product features. Instead, the early emphasis of 
DARPA and the NSF on an open, redundant, standards-
based network and, in particular, TCP-IP led to what be-
came the Internet. Coupled to antitrust restrictions on 
control of telecommunications networks, those stand-
ards enabled a range of new competitors—from Cisco 
Systems to Microsoft to Google—to enter markets con-
trolled by AT&T and IBM, disrupt them, and generate 
transformative innovation. 

Those innovations, in turn, drove a series of invest-
ment booms in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.  In most 
cases, the investment in ICT technologies themselves 
were only a part of the overall investment in the new 
possibilities for business activity they created. The trans-
formation of supply chains, for instance, merged the in-
formation monitoring capacity of ICT with fundamental 
transformations in the production processes and man-
agement structures of major firms. Those changes would 
not have been possible without ICT, but were neverthe-
less innovations in and of themselves.15 As noted above, 
this symbiosis between ICT-sector innovation and inno-
vation in the broader economy drove a virtuous cycle of 
innovation, demand, and investment that sustained re-
peated and rapid waves of ICT-driven economic growth.

We can distill this history to five important points:

1.   The ICT revolution built new industries, and later 
transformed older ones 

2.   The early construction of that industry was heavily 
underwritten—both financially and structurally—by 
the public sector, chiefly the United States Defense 
Department and the National Science Foundation

3.   Regulatory intervention ensured that legacy market 
players could not use dominant market positions to 
limit competition through control of either techno-
logical standards or network access 

4.   The economic value of the ICT transformation came 
from both the networks themselves, the products they 
enabled, and the processes that they transformed

5.   And the ICT revolution sustained itself because digital 
technologies meant that existing tasks could be done 
more cheaply and more effectively, and new value-
added tasks could be envisioned

We would emphasize the point that, for the most part, 
the ICT revolution created entirely new industries. Most 
of the infrastructure that the revolution required had 
no real predecessor: the capabilities of the PC so over-
whelmed those of the typewriter or adding machine that 
they are almost not comparable. As such, the industry 
faced few legacy barriers to entry. That lack of barriers 

created the latitude for experimentation, permitting the 
structure of the network to evolve free of constraints 
from legacy systems requirements. As we shall see, this 
condition, so important to the progress of the ICT revo-
lution, is not reproduced for energy systems.

Thus the ICT revolution was predominately a systems 
transformation, in two senses. First, it marked a transfor-
mation of markets in order to support the development 
and diffusion of information and network technologies. 
Second, it generated massive spillover benefits by trans-
forming the possibilities for economic activity in the 
broader economy. The economic growth generated by 
the ICT revolution was at the very least equally distrib-
uted between the ICT sector and the broader economy. 
Achieving this kind of transformative growth required 
both the private investments in new technologies and 
business models, and public support for open, com-
petitive, standards-based markets in which those invest-
ments could thrive.  

5: Challenges to green growth: 
employment, mercantilism, and the limits 
to systems transformation 

The core of the green growth argument suggests that the 
energy systems transformation described in section 3 
can drive the same kind of economic transformation that 
ICT wrought.16 To date, however, neither policymakers 
nor policy analysts have paid attention to whether the 
conditions that made ICT into a revolutionary technolo-
gy are also present in the transformation to a low-carbon 
energy system. Instead, most of the emphasis has con-
centrated on near-term benefits from jobs or capture of 
export markets for so-called “green” goods. 

This lack of scrutiny poses serious problems not least 
because of the differences between ICT and energy that 
become apparent upon even cursory examination of 
these two systems transformations:

1.   Unlike ICT, the energy system in the advanced coun-
tries is fully built-out, and new capacity will only be 
added slowly. Consequently, new approaches to en-
ergy must be implemented by retrofitting the existing 
system.  

2.   That retrofit must occur while preserving an uninter-
rupted supply of energy to the economy.

3.   Both the public and private sector have limited re-
sources relative to the scale of investment required 
compared with the initial era of semiconductor and 
ICT innovation

4.   In many countries, certainly the US, the networks be-
long to a diverse set of owners operating in many dif-
ferent regulatory jurisdictions, frustrating attempts to 
enforce interoperability for new grid capabilities and 
open access for new technologies and market players. 

5.   The investment horizons don’t support rapid adoption 
or iterated innovation. Investments in ICT depreciat-
ed over months or years, creating consistent demand 

Chapter 1

15  For a complete discussion of 
the process of the revolution and 
its implications for firm strategies, 
see John Zysman and Abe New-
man, eds "How Revolutionary was 
the Digital Revolution" (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2006).

16  In some cases, advocates make 
this analogy quite explicitly. See, 
for instance, the internet-energy 
analogy made by Randy Katz and 
co-authors in Katz, et al (2011) 
“An Information-Centric Energy 
Infrastructure: the Berkeley View” 
Journal of Sustainable Computing 
1(1) 1-17.
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for new innovation and investment. Investments in 
energy infrastructure depreciate over decades.17

6.   Renewable energy does not, for the most part, offer 
immediate competitive advantage to early adopters 
the way ICT investments did. 

Given these differences, the short-term focus on jobs 
is particularly damaging to the long-term prospects for 
green growth. Absent a renewed focus on how the in-
vestments in green energy might translate into broader 
opportunities for the economy, the contribution of green 
investment to growth—whether jobs, employment, or 
productivity—will necessarily remain limited. In this 
context, the real green growth challenge lies in how best 
to structure and support markets for green investment 
and innovation that can discover and express new op-
portunities created by low-carbon energy for the econ-
omy as a whole. Anything less risks an energy policy 
that achieves only short-term job gains and may inad-
vertently provoke a new wave of mercantilism in green 
products.

5.1 Mistaking jobs for growth: the myth of green jobs 
and the threat of green mercantilism
In the aftermath of the 2007-2009 financial crisis, the 
“green jobs” variant of the green growth argument gained 
currency across the industrial world. United States Presi-
dent Barack Obama, the European Union, and a range 
of American states and European countries have all 
sought to tie green energy investment to job creation.18 
As Barbier (2010) notes, this led to a significant quantity 
of economic stimulus funds directed to energy efficien-
cy, renewable energy, and energy-related research and 
development. Support for these investments were but-
tressed by fears that insufficient domestic support for en-
ergy investment would lead to permanent disadvantages 
in a new green technology frontier, particularly vis-à-vis 
new economic powerhouses like China.19

"This emphasis on jobs and export competitiveness 
should raise immediate concerns"

This emphasis on jobs and export competitiveness 
should raise immediate concerns on two fronts. First, a 
focus on job creation in the green energy sector alone 
cannot form the basis of sustained economic growth in 
advanced industrial societies. If those jobs result from 
Keynesian demand stimulus, as in 2007-2009, their vi-
ability necessarily fades as the economy returns to full 
employment. But even if those jobs could stand on their 
own, they would have limited potential for widespread 
employment. As already discussed, those societies have 
fully built-out energy systems and relatively modest 
growth in energy demand. In this case “green jobs” will 
necessarily replace “brown jobs” in operation of the ener-
gy system; and the new “green jobs” created for the period 
of system retrofitting will necessarily be short-lived, last-

ing only as long as the retrofit itself. Finally, those “green” 
jobs will have limited impact on the overall employment 
picture, as they emphasize the energy sector alone rather 
than the economy as a whole.20 Thus even if the invest-
ment in systems retrofits will lead to near-term job crea-
tion, the timeframe for those jobs is necessarily limited. 

The quality of those jobs is also open to criticism.  
Some argue that an investment in green electricity gener-
ates more jobs per unit installed capacity than an invest-
ment in equivalent brown energy capacity.21 But this im-
plicitly suggests that the green energy industry achieves, 
at present, lower labor productivity than the fossil-fuel 
power sector. If the goal is pure Keynesian job creation to 
employ idle labor, then this justification may make sense. 
But as a long-term employment strategy, it cannot sus-
tain high wages in advanced industrial economies.22

Moreover, the quality of these jobs in high-wage ad-
vanced industrial economies requires careful scrutiny.  
We can think of green jobs as coming in one of two cat-
egories: high-productivity producing the components of 
the energy system; and relatively lower-productivity jobs 
in the installation and servicing of these components 
and in other labor intensive domains such as energy ef-
ficiency improvements. The former, largely high produc-
tivity manufacturing and design jobs, produce largely 
traded goods.  The latter, essentially construction and 
installation jobs, produce untraded goods. The advanced 
countries’ stated goal of capturing the high-productivity 
“green collar” jobs as a path to industrial revitalization 
has given rise to risks of a new “green mercantilism.” 
Countries now openly express concerns that the failure 
to create domestic markets in green energy will lead to 
loss of global competitiveness, particularly to the de-
veloping world. On the surface this is an excellent jus-
tification for domestic “green” investments.  However, it 
risks improper direct and indirect subsidies at home and 
a conflict over international access to markets abroad.  
This view of “green growth” as a zero-sum game portends 
a counterproductive period of international competition 
that brings to mind the failures of the mercantile system 
of the late 19th century or the import substitution period 
of the mid-20th century.  

5.2 Beyond jobs and exports: systems transformation 
and sustained growth
Short-term emphasis on green jobs or green export com-
petitiveness will not lay the foundations for the “green 
industrial revolution” predicted by advocates of green 
growth. But as we have seen, systemic investment in dis-
ruptive technological innovation may create new oppor-
tunities throughout the economy.  Industrial history pro-
vides many examples, beyond ICT, of situations where 
innovations in one sector or technology domain enabled 
dramatic growth in the rest of the economy. These exam-
ples underpin much of our understanding about the con-
nection between disruptive technologies and long-term 
economic growth. A few examples23 will suffice:

•   Steam power, which dramatically altered the amount of 

17  Varun Rai, David Victor, and 
Mark Thurber make this point for 
carbon capture and sequestration 
in particular. The large financial 
and technological risks that CCS 
presents, coupled with the huge 
investment cost and regulatory 
uncertainty, promise to forestall 
innovation and investment. See 
Rai, Victor, and Thurber, “Carbon 
capture and storage at scale: Les-
sons from the growth of analogous 
energy technologies” Energy Po-
licy 38(8), pp 4089-4098. 

18  For the European Union, 
see The European Commission 
(2007). For the Danish emphasis 
on job creation from renewable 
energy, see The Danish Gover-
nment (2011). For related argu-
ments from prominent figures in 
the public debate, see Jones (2008) 
and the European Green Party 
(2009). 

19  Chinese competition in rene-
wable energy industries featured 
heavily in this debate. In 2010, the 
United States referred China to the 
World Trade Organization on the 
basis of allegations that its subsi-
dies to its domestic wind turbine 
industry constituted unlawful state 
aid. China’s rapid expansion of ca-
pacity in renewable energy also led 
it to capture 90% of the California 
solar cell market. For the solar 
market, see Woody (2010) “China 
snaps up California Solar Mar-
ket”, The New York Times Green 
Blog, 14 January, at http://green.
blogs.nytimes.com/2010/01/14/
china-snaps-up-california-solar-
market/#more-38129. For China’s 
rapidly emerging wind industry, 
and Western responses, see Keith 
Bradsher (2010), “To conquer 
wind power, China writes the ru-
les”, The New York Times, 15 De-
cember 2010, page A1; and Mark 
Scott (2010), “GE, Vestas fall be-
hind in China’s ‘Tough’ wind mar-
ket”, The New York Times, 14 May. 

20  The scale of the energy sector 
points to the limits of job creation 
in that sector alone. For instance, 
Denmark obtains about 10% of its 
overall exports from its wind ener-
gy sector. But that sector employs 
only 24,000 people, or about 1% 
of the Danish workforce. In most 
Western economies, the total value 
of energy consumption runs about 
2-4% of GDP; not insignificant, 
but also not very large compared 
with the economy as a whole. As 
such, betting on massive job crea-
tion through renewable energy 
rings hollow. 

21  Daniel M. Kammen and Dietlev 
Engel (2009) “Green Jobs and the 
Clean Energy Economy” Thought 
Leadership Papers Series No. 4, 
Copenhagen Climate Council. At 
http://www.copenhagenclimate-
council.com/dumpfile.php?file=Z
mlsZWJveC8xODk=&filename=
VExTMDQgX0dyZWVuSm9icy5
wZGY=. Last referenced 1 March 
2011. 
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power that could be applied to a given task and created 
a platform for innovation in economic production and 
transportation 

•   Railroad transportation, which significantly lowered 
the cost of transportation and tied local markets into 
national economies. Railroads shrank time and space, 
creating much larger markets for goods that justified 
wholly new modes of firm organization and capital 
investment.

•   Electrification, which enabled the reorganization of 
factories, and made possible the introduction of myri-
ads of new devices simply not possible with coal or gas.

•   The internal combustion engine, which provided the 
energy efficiency and intensity necessary for the trans-
portation revolution. 

•   Semiconductors and information networks, which en-
abled the information revolution and spawned entirely 
new forms of value creation based on information as a 
good. The internet fundamentally changed the ability 
to aggregate, access, process, and use information.

These innovations made possible products, processes, 
and ways of doing business that simply were not possible 
earlier.  The network innovations in particular– railroads, 
the electric grid, the internet – all fundamentally changed 
the possibilities for the organization of the rest of the 
economy.  The new market possibilities, and not just the 
networks themselves, generated economic growth.

"Spectacular success in adding renewable energy to 
the energy system means the energy user will notice 
no difference between electrons generated by coal and 
those generated by wind or solar."

There is a real question as to whether "clean energy" 
generates pervasive opportunity in the same way. Spec-
tacular success in adding renewable energy to the energy 
system means the energy user will notice no difference 
between electrons generated by coal and those generated 
by wind or solar.  A watt of electricity is a watt of electric-
ity and joule of power is a joule of power. All the invest-
ment in storage, the smart grid, and new energy sources 
will go towards ensuring that today's patterns of energy 
use remain viable. It will do little to enable some new 
generation of energy uses. Even the invention of a whole 
new class of automobiles still only strives to produce a 
personal transportation device as good as automobiles 
available today.

Nevertheless, innovations in energy technology may 
reduce energy costs or provide value by correcting for 
negative externalities like pollution-induced health costs 
or extreme weather events related to climate change. But 
these benefits are largely about cost savings or avoidance 
of damage.  These technologies do not, as of yet, promise 
radically different, more productive, more diverse forms 
of economic value creation.24 Thus green growth and the 
energy systems transformation on which it depends re-

main very different from these earlier epochs of trans-
formative technological change. 

These differences make it incumbent on those who 
advocate for green growth to demonstrate the systems 
advantages that would lead to repeated innovation in the 
private sector and that would drive growth through new 
possibilities for products, production, or productivity.25

We would point out that the economic significance 
of radical systems changes often comes in disguise. The 
advantages of a new energy system may not be evident 
immediately. In the 1940s, IBM is reputed to have sug-
gested, famously, that it would only sell a handful of its 
new mainframe computers.26 The enormous utility of 
the mainframe and its successors only became apparent 
through experimentation in the market. Microproces-
sors followed a similar pattern. Intel had to invest heavily 
in explaining to potential customers the possibilities of 
this new device to a lay audience. Indeed, its marketing 
manager at the time had a Ph.D. in electrical engineer-
ing—a qualification Intel considered necessary for artic-
ulating the potential of this new technology for tangible 
economic benefits to a lay audience.27 Last but not least, 
the commercial power of the Internet was hardly obvious 
at the beginning.  

Similarly, the real advantages of “green” tech, and 
there may well be many, will be discovered in the mar-
ketplace.  But the very different nature of this transfor-
mation, and the very large investments it will require, 
behooves the participants—private and public sector 
alike—to proactively identify the economic possibilities 
that may emerge from green energy. That discussion will 
prove a necessary precursor to policy that can go beyond 
merely driving the development and adoption of “green” 
energy, to enable the broader adaptation in the economy 
as a whole.  

6: The policy challenge: energy systems 
transformation with an eye to green growth 

Thus policymakers face real challenges translating green 
into growth. The emphasis on green jobs quickly runs 
into limits from employment and productivity. The at-
tractiveness of export-led growth from green industry 
risks viewing the green energy systems transformation as 
a zero-sum game, leading to green mercantilism. Finally, 
the analogy to earlier transformations in high-technol-
ogy systems shows how different the transformation to 
a low-carbon energy system may be. Those differences 
translate into real challenges in using energy innovation 
to spur a self-sustaining transformation of the energy 
system with large spillover benefits for the economy as 
a whole. 

This problem should be addressed in three stages. 
First, we need to ask what policy must accomplish in order 
to achieve a successful systems transformation. Second, 
we need to determine what policy instruments best re-
flect these goals, and whether the conventional approach 
to climate policy is consistent with that determination. 

22  This argument has re-appeared 
in the European Green Party’s 
Green New Deal, which explicitly 
calls for a substitution of produc-
tivity for employment in pursuit 
of energy efficiency improvements 
and renewable energy installati-
ons, among other changes to the 
economy. While such substituti-
ons may make sense in the guise 
of lots of labor rendered idle by 
an employment shock, it doesn’t 
justify high wages characteristic of 
the living standards present in the 
advanced industrial economies. 
See Schepelmann et al. (2009). 
23  Carlotta Perez treats these as 
successive Kondratieff waves. We 
need not engage in the debate over 
the relevance of the Kondratieff 
concept to acknowledge that its 
core contention—that some tech-
nological innovations provide the 
foundation for a huge spectrum of 
subsequent growth—holds in each 
of these cases. See Perez (1985) 
“Microelectronics, Long Waves, 
and World Structural Change: 
New Perspectives for Developing 
Countries” World Development 
13(3), pp 441-463.

24  There may be some exceptions 
to this. Renewable energy sources 
such as solar and wind do permit 
decentralized energy production, 
reducing energy users’ depen-
dence on the grid. Whether this 
translates into radically new forms 
of production or the organization 
of production is as of yet unclear.

25  The problem runs deeper than 
that. Growth may be the only 
thing that can sustain the energy 
systems transformation. No one 
believes that the policy goals of 
emissions reduction and energy 
security will be satisfied in the first 
generation of new energy techno-
logies.  Rather, it will require waves 
of innovation in energy produc-
tion, distribution, and use.  The 
scale and diversity of investment 
in these goals will require can only 
come from a private sector that 
sees economic opportunity in on-
going energy innovation. 

Politically, commitment to 
energy systems transformation 
will only endure if it creates eco-
nomic opportunities and not me-
rely costs. Public investment must 
therefore set the foundation that 
enables this investment, by buil-
ding a platform for growth along 
a low-carbon, high-efficiency tra-
jectory. Only green growth along 
this trajectory can accomplish the 
energy systems transformation.

26 The source of this story and 
similar stories is unclear and may 
be apocryphal. Nevertheless, in 
the early years few computers were 
bought or used, and it was by no 
means obvious that something 
that would later be called the digi-
tal revolution had just begun.
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Third, we need to find policies that can be implemented, 
which is particularly the ease given the resistance to car-
bon taxes? Finally, if a self-sustaining, growth-inducing 
energy systems transformation is the ultimate goal, then 
we should consider how these policy instruments might 
be best deployed in service of that end. 

Addressing the problem of energy systems transfor-
mation in light of this approach suggests that today’s 
emphasis on carbon pricing fails to reflect the complex-
ity of energy systems transformation, and may offer lit-
tle opportunity to put that transformation in service of 
economic growth. Not only might prices fail to achieve 
meaningful decarbonization of the energy system, but 
they offer no sustained support for the complementary 
changes required to achieve an energy systems transfor-
mation of the form described in section 3. 

6.1 Goals
Renewable energy-focused policy usually expresses a 
single goal: to reduce emissions via altering the depend-
ence of industrial economies on fossil fuels. But as we saw 
in section 3, that goal really requires an energy systems 
transformation.28 That transformation, in turn, requires 
parallel and complementary changes to energy produc-
tion, distribution, and use in order to adapt to the different 
technical and economic properties of renewable energy.

The near-term goal for policy in this context is not 
the completion of the transformation itself. The scale 
and degree of investment required to do so make such 
an outcome improbable. Rather, the real goal should be 
to shift the energy system onto a new and self-sustaining 
development trajectory. The nature of today’s energy 
system provides large incentives to innovate within its 
constraints. The scale of the network means that such 
innovations immediately enjoy large markets and easy 
compatibility.  Note of course  that resistance is enormous 
in larger markets.  Often .smaller markets are where new 
technologies gain a foothold. This of course poses serious 
problems for any attempt to transition out of the present 
equilibrium. But it likewise suggests that a self-sustaining 
process of investment and innovation in favor of a low-
carbon energy system is possible, if only we can find the 
right policy levers to achieve the initial shift in the trajec-
tory of the system as a whole.

Such an achievement may provide the best opportu-
nity for green growth. As with past technological sys-
tems transformations, growth via a low-carbon energy 
systems transformation requires a self-sustaining pattern 
of innovation and investment in both the energy sector 
and the broader economy. At present, it remains unclear 
whether renewable energy can promise this kind of inno-
vation. But it most certainly cannot if it continues to op-
erate under the constraints of an energy system designed 
predominately around fossil fuels.  

6.2 Instruments
Climate change mitigation confronts policymakers with 
a wide range of choices in service of both “green growth” 
and a low-carbon energy systems transformation. The 

most vibrant policy debates today concern the role that 
four different policy instruments should play: 
1.   Carbon pricing to incentivize both technological de-

velopment and low-emissions energy adoption; 
2.   Technology policy to support research and development; 
3.   Regulatory policy to change market rules to favor new 

forms of energy production, distribution, and use29;   
4.   Direct state action for public infrastructure invest-

ment and industrial policy.

6.2.1 Carbon pricing and its shortcomings
Conventional policy wisdom for carbon emissions miti-
gation argues in favor of a credible, sustainable, and high 
carbon price, perhaps supplemented with subsidies to 
basic research and development for new energy tech-
nologies.30 Such policy, its advocates argue, will allow the 
economy to discover the most efficient way of reducing 
emissions. In contrast, other options—such as industrial 
policy, subsidy of renewable energy sources, or mandates 
in favor of energy efficiency—are seen as inefficient 
meddling in the market that will ultimately cost more 
than a policy reliant on price alone. 

This conventional wisdom falls short of the goal of 
changing the development trajectory of the energy sys-
tem. Three shortcomings stand out:

1.   The self-identified preconditions for a successful 
carbon pricing policy—a universal, sustainable, high 
carbon price—appear politically impossible either do-
mestically or internationally

2.   It is by no means clear that the efficient carbon price, 
equal to the marginal cost of emissions, is high enough 
to overcome the substantial network externalities 
present in the energy system 

3.   The carbon price offers little support for the substantial 
coordination and market reform issues that will play a 
critical role in the viability of future energy innovations

William Nordhaus’ “carbon price fundamentalism” 
argues that a “universal, sustainable, and high” carbon 
price is a sufficient condition for the innovation and 
investment required for a low-carbon energy systems 
transformation. Realizing those conditions today ap-
pears impossible. Moreover, those conditions appear in-
ternally contradictory. 

"Since any price on carbon is entirely a political con-
struct, the durability of the carbon price depends 
entirely on the ability of a given political system to 
sustain it."

 Since any price on carbon is entirely a political con-
struct, the durability of the carbon price depends entirely 
on the ability of a given political system to sustain it. Sus-
tainability will depend entirely on the relative ability of 
winners and losers created by carbon pricing to either 
erode or protect the price level. A carbon price will hurt 

27    Bill Davidow, recounts this 
story from his time as head of 
marketing at Intel. See Wil-
liam Davidow (1986) Marketing 
High Technology: an insider’s 
view (New York: The Free Press).   
There are other versions about 
how the Microprocessor spread.  
Some contend it spread amongst 
hobbyists first rather than existing 
businesses.  The two stories are, of 
course, compatible.

28 Advocates of nuclear energy 
or carbon sequestration techno-
logies might object that either or 
both together provide real alter-
natives to intermittent renewable 
energy sources, and don’t require 
the kinds of systemic changes 
we outline. In the case of nuclear 
energy, this is in fact true. But nu-
clear energy faces a range of other 
environmental, economic, and po-
litical difficulties that have made 
it unviable at large scale in most 
industrial economies. In the case 
of carbon sequestration, the tech-
nology is largely unproven and sig-
nificantly decreases the delivered 
power of any power plant (due to 
the substantial energy required to 
sequester the carbon in the first 
place). Thus while either or both 
technologies may contribute on 
the margins to energy decarboni-
zation, neither appear politically, 
economically, or environmentally 
viable as of this writing.

29  These three elements of the 
energy system are configured dif-
ferently in each country by regu-
lation and ownership structure, 
creating distinct national dyna-
mics of demand and supply. Hence 
there will not be one universal tra-
jectory to a low carbon future and 
cannot be a single best regulatory 
strategy.
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concentrated interests like energy firms and large energy 
consumers (and, to a less concentrated degree, individu-
als and households). Even if the benefits it generates from 
emissions reduction entirely offset these costs, they come 
far in the future, and are broadly distributed across the 
entire population—and even beyond state borders. This 
is the classic definition of an externality. Standard po-
litical economy arguments from a range of cases show 
the extraordinary vulnerability of policies that generate 
acute, concentrated costs for powerful interests while 
producing weak, diffuse benefits. And those problems 
worsen with higher, and more punitive carbon prices. 
Thus “high” undermines “universal” and “sustainable.”

This mismatch between political reality and policy 
theory undermines the edifice of carbon pricing. The 
absence of a long-term, credible, and increasing carbon 
price dilutes the incentives for significant investments in 
innovation and infrastructure. Absent those investments, 
the changes required to transform the energy system will 
happen more slowly or not at all. 

The demand for complementary changes to achieve 
an energy systems transformation poses the second 
obstacle to a price-driven approach. This approach has 
emerged out of a line of economic argument that treats 
emissions as a market failure, a negative externality. That 
approach implies the belief that the market already con-
tains the ability to produce what we need for a low-car-
bon energy system, but under-produces it because of the 
mismatch between private and social costs. Under that 
assumption, correcting this mismatch generates the most 
efficient incentives for the market to increase its produc-
tion of the components necessary for a low-emissions 
energy system. 

"Hence we should expect, and accommodate, distinct 
national solutions to systems transformation"

But the energy systems transformation we’ve outlined 
suggests that the present market is locked into a trajec-
tory in which it doesn’t produce the elements needed 
for a low-emissions energy system. A long history of 
economic research has suggested that technological sys-
tems face serious barriers to systemic change because the 
existence of the system itself provides large incentives 
not to invest in alternative technologies and business 
models.31 In a scenario where we have a reasonably good 
idea of the broad outlines of what that alternative looks 
like—a low-emissions energy system capable of support-
ing the needs of industrial society—these large barriers 
to entry may impede progress at all but very high prices. 
Moreover, that price must be high enough such that all 
three domains of the system—production, distribution, 
and use—have incentives to generate the complementary 
changes required of them. Given the size, scale, and com-
plexity of modern energy systems, it’s reasonable to argue 
that these barriers might be very high, such that absent 
more directed state intervention in the markets, new in-

novations might not emerge or be adopted at scale.32 
Appropriate pricing policy, technology strategies, 

regulatory programs, and infrastructure policies are es-
sential.  Each of these policy tools has a role to play.  
But none constitutes a comprehensive solution on its 
own. Moreover, we emphasize that national variation 
in the regulation of the energy sector, the ownership 
structure of its firms, and the dynamics of finance cre-
ate opportunities and constraints that will affect each 
of these three policy tools differently. Hence we should 
expect, and accommodate, distinct national solutions to 
systems transformation.

6.2.2 Technology policy to support research and 
development
Proponents of public support for research and develop-
ment argue that these policies can achieve the goals that 
carbon prices cannot. Certainly the need for innovation 
in renewable energy, energy distribution, and energy ef-
ficiency will require significant public investment. How 
best to make those investments remains the subject of 
spirited debate.  

Traditional technology policy can take at least three 
forms: 1) intensive support of narrow innovation priori-
ties, as in the Manhattan project,  2)  diffuse support of 
research and development through research institutes 
and universities, and 3) policies to promote the adop-
tion and diffusion of the new technologies. Manhattan 
Project-style efforts may be appropriate for capital-in-
tensive, high-risk problems like nuclear fusion or carbon 
sequestration, but are of little use in delivering diffuse 
innovations for efficiency across a spectrum of sectors. 
Diffuse innovation, in contrast, is enormously success-
ful when the standards for interoperability are already 
settled, and thus coordination among researchers is un-
important.  Similarly, policies for adoption and diffu-
sion of technologies, whether through public or private 
mechanisms, assume reasonably mature technology de-
velopment. One must emphasize that technology policy 
does not necessarily constitute “industrial policy” since 
it need not determine technology choices in the market.  

6.2.3 Regulatory intervention
Governments can successfully use regulatory incentives 
to drive the adoption of new energy technology where, 
again, the technological targets are well-understood and 
where the regulators have significant weight in the mar-
ketplace. Many countries or U.S. states have already done 
so, via Renewable Energy Portfolio requirements for 
power generators, energy efficiency programs for home-
owners, and changes to energy tariffs. Regulation can 
affect the deployment and diffusion of technology, but 
does not necessarily create the framework for sustained 
private investment.  Without considerable regulatory will 
the incentives to continue these programs may fade. Un-
less an energy systems change can be achieved, the im-
pact of these regulations would be limited. 

30  See here William Nordhaus 
(2010),  “Designing a Friendly 
Space for Technological Change to 
Slow Global Warming”, at http://
nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/docu-
ments/sm_052610.pdf. Referen-
ced 1 March 2011. This is the latest 
and most comprehensive review 
of what Nordhaus styles “carbon 
price fundamentalism.”

31  See Michael Katz and Carl 
Shapiro. “Network externalities, 
competition, and compatibility”. 
The American Economic Review, 
pages 424–440, 1985; “Techno-
logy adoption in the presence of 
network externalities”. The Journal 
of Political Economy, 94(4):822, 
1986; and “ Systems competition 
and network effects.” The Jour-
nal of Economic Perspectives, 
8(2):93–115, 1994.

32   For a parallel discussion of this 
problem, see Roger Noll (2011) 
“Encouraging green energy R&D: 
a comment” Energy Policy, forth-
coming.
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6.2.4 Direct state action: infrastructure and industry 
policy 
Government, of course, may act in energy markets di-
rectly, as in building out new energy infrastructure or 
obligating private actors to do so. The question becomes 
whether energy systems transformation requires direct-
ed state action in addition to the less intrusive policies 
noted above. Importantly, infrastructure policy need 
not be directed at industrial policy; it need not dictate or 
support the success of particular firms or of particular 
technologies.  Nevertheless, the classic questions arise of 
how to best organize state action, whether through ad-
ministration, public companies or public-private part-
nerships.  There will be a variety of national answers. 
Similarly, the issue raised throughout this discussion re-
mains: which elements of the energy system, such as the 
electricity grid, if altered, will induce a significant shift 
in the energy system? 

7: Points of leverage for the green energy 
systems transformation 

Given the complexity of these systems, policymakers 
face difficult choices about where to apply these policy 
tools. With limited resources, policymakers should seek 
points in the energy system where limited interventions 
can change the trajectory of development, by altering the 
choices of actors throughout the system. We have noted 
that the railroad and the telecommunications network 
played this role in past economic transformations. Do 
similar levers exist for energy, which if pulled would 
induce broad private investment to capture the diverse 
advantages of the new system?   

"With limited resources, policymakers should seek 
points in the energy system where limited interven-
tions can change the trajectory of development,"

Certainly there must be a debate about whether there 
is such a lever and what it might be.  We define a lever 
to be a change or set of changes to part of the system 
that, if carried out, will induce or enable complementary 
changes in the rest of the energy system.  For the case of 
the energy system, the power grid provides an excellent 
example of such a lever. The grid is central to choices 
about how to produce, distribute, and use energy; and 
changes in the grid alter options in all three dimensions 
of the energy system. Consequently the grid provides 
significant leverage for policies intent on accomplishing 
energy systems transformation. Energy policy should 
use tightly focused technological innovation, coupled 
to regulatory reform and standards-setting processes, 
to develop and deploy a power grid capable of handling 
significant change to technologies for production and 
use. For example, the introduction of a “smart” grid—the 
integration of digital intelligence and power transmis-

sion—can support not only more efficient transmission, 
but also more and different forms of renewable energy 
and improved energy efficiency. Standardization of the 
networks may also enable the grid to operate as a plat-
form for further private sector innovation. That innova-
tion, in turn, can drive both the technological advances 
required for the adoption of new energy sources, and the 
investment and employment required for green growth.

8: Climate policy in comparative 
perspective: a diversity of responses 

We have advocated for a transformation of the debate 
about “green growth” from a justification for environ-
mental policy into a search for the absolute advantages of 
a lower-emissions energy system. Doing so would frame 
the green growth problem in terms similar to earlier eras 
of transformative economic change.  But, like those ear-
lier eras, the initial expense of the transformation and the 
interests of those who profit from current arrangements 
have often delayed action. “Green energy” sources are, 
at least in the short-to-medium term, more expensive 
than conventional ones. Their “green electrons” have no 
obvious and automatic advantages over “brown” ones. 
The higher costs of “green energy” pose a burden for 
those who use energy, potentially lowering productivity 
and slowing growth. Unsurprisingly, then, most existing 
energy suppliers of energy and energy equipment have 
been as content to continue providing low cost, depend-
able, reliable fossil-fuel energy as their customers have 
been to consume it. 

Consequently the push for a low carbon energy sys-
tem has required a policy strategy capable of address-
ing an array of problems created by today’s high-carbon 
system—many of which have little to do with emissions 
per se. The structure of the current system implies one 
set of winners and losers, groups that benefit from the 
configuration of today’s energy system and others that 
suffer various forms of harm.  The transition to a new 
system will create another, different, set. But there, the 
losers from the transition to a new system are obvious 
and powerful, while the winners are often unknown, 
weak, or both. This bias in favor of inertia lies at the root 
of prominent examples of inaction. In the American case, 
America’s overwhelming dependence on domestic coal 
for electricity and significant domestic coal and natural 
gas deposits have created a foundation for resistance to 
a de-carbonized energy system. Similarly, in China, the 
inescapable need for energy to fuel economic expansion 
and rising living standards—the basis of both political 
stability and prosperity—has made the government re-
luctant to part with fossil fuels in any meaningful sense. 
Indeed, given such a thorny political economy problem, 
a cynic might ask why we observe any progress at all. 

Elsewhere, however, “green growth” strategies are 
much in evidence. Denmark has committed to a fossil 
fuel free economy by 2040.33 The South Korean govern-
ment has embarked on the development of a broadly 

33   This and subsequent country 
cases are based on Kelsey et al 
(2011),
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rooted growth strategy intended to reorient the Korean 
economy around green technology, public transport in-
novation, and efficiency-improving uses of information 
and communications technology. Despite the broader 
American inertia, California and Colorado have both 
embarked on economic growth strategies that emphasize 
the link between action on climate change mitigation and 
new economic opportunities. 

This variation in both openness to and action on green 
growth as an economic strategy cannot be viewed only 
as an outcome of enthusiasm for environmental protec-
tion. Rather, it reflects important differences in national 
prerogatives for domestic energy systems. In cases where 
“green growth” has received significant attention, that at-
tention is in every case motivated by significant non-en-
vironmental domestic interests—whether economic de-
velopment, energy security, or competitiveness. Because 
those interests can provide immediate counterweights to 
resistance from those who benefit from today’s system, 
they help overcome the policy inertia generated by the 
pre-existing structure of domestic energy production, 
distribution, and use.  

Two dimensions appear particularly critical in shap-
ing national positions on energy systems transformation.  
First, a country’s choices on energy policy in particular 
derive from a set of idiosyncratic national goals—wheth-
er for energy security and independence, reliability, af-
fordability, emissions reduction, or other goals. Second, 
those goals are viewed through the lens of a country’s 
domestic resources, natural or otherwise. For example, as 
Kelsey et al (2011) make clear, the sharp contrast between 
China and Denmark reflects different priorities.

“Denmark’s core problems and objectives have to do 
with: (1) ensuring predictable availability of energy at an 
acceptable long-term cost, ideally by achieving energy 
independence; (2) driving economic growth; and (3) 
lowering emissions. Choosing to make green industry a 
core of Denmark’s economy – and choosing to structure 
its economy and infrastructure to take full advantage of 
this industry – creates a unified solution to all of Den-
mark’s problems.

China, by contrast, needs to do the following: (1) 
achieve massive, near-future increases in energy avail-
ability; (2) continue growing economically at a rapid 
rate; and (3) very much secondarily, deal with a growing 
particulate emissions problem. Moreover, it is well-en-
dowed with coal, a cheap-but-dirty energy source. Given 
the current state of technology, these objectives mandate 
both green technology and brown growth. Denmark’s so-
lution would not solve China’s problems.”34

We observe a diverse set of “green growth” strategies, 
and a variety of instruments employed to accomplish 
the distinct goals. Amidst the diversity, we propose, that 
there is a common political foundation. That foundation 
requires a deal between industry and those who would 
advocate for significant transformation of the energy sys-
tem. Sometimes those advocates will be environmental or 
energy consumer groups, as in California or Colorado.  
In others, as in the case of Korea, the advocates will in-

clude or be led by government strategists concerned with 
security—either energy security in a narrow sense, or na-
tional security more broadly—or with finding the basis of 
a new trajectory of economic growth.  No matter where 
the initial impetus comes from, however, the energy sys-
tem transformation cannot be sustained by environmen-
tal consciousness alone. Rather, it requires a broader deal 
that brings economic interests inside the coalition in fa-
vor of a low-carbon energy systems transformation.

"We propose, that there is a common political foun-
dation. ...... a deal between industry and those who 
would advocate for significant transformation of the 
energy system.

The origins of those deals have, in the past, varied sig-
nificantly. In some cases, as in Denmark and California, 
the deals grew from the synthesis of historic concerns 
about energy security and modern priorities for eco-
nomic development and environmental protection. For 
the Danes, the initial problem was one of energy security, 
when following the oil crisis of the 70s the country’s po-
litical elite recognized their vulnerability to dependence 
on imported energy. Policies at that time gave rise to a 
wind industry that has been a global leader and generates 
nearly 10% of Danish exports. Those policies also set a 
framework in which the major energy producers found 
advantages in moving both to renewable energy sources 
and more efficient energy generation technologies.35 In 
contrast, for California the initial problem was urban 
smog, particularly in the Los Angeles basin, that contrib-
uted to a strong environmental movement in the state.  
Resistance to nuclear power when Jerry Brown was first 
governor gave rise to the energy efficiency programs.36

In contrast, political realignment enabled change in 
Colorado and policy realignment underpins South Kore-
an strategies. In Colorado, an initial grass-roots push for 
clean energy quickly garnered support from major en-
ergy companies who stood to benefit from the shift from 
high-emissions coal electricity generation to lower-emis-
sions gas and a renewable energy-based generation. In 
Korea, the need to respond to both increased competitive 
pressure from developing countries and a stagnant glo-
bal economy promoted a drive toward a broad reorienta-
tion of the economy in the direction of “green” goods. 
That reorientation was secured by positioning policy 
measures as a solution to energy security, unsustainable 
congestion and transport-related pollution, and the pos-
sibilities for capturing global markets in green goods.  In 
both the Californian and Korean cases, then, the initial 
push for environmental policy was secured through a set 
of bargains that brought industry inside the coalition and 
created near-term and acute incentives for policies that 
otherwise generated only long-term, diffuse benefits. 

Thus the real policy challenge at the heart of green 
growth lies in securing effective, stable alliances for in-
dustrial redevelopment. Those alliances must support a 

34    Ibid.
 
35  Information based on inter-
views and correspondence with 
executives and staff at DONG 
Energy and Vattenfall, Inc. Den-
mark, February-April 2011. 

36  California’s energy efficiency 
programs are generally credited 
to have contributed about 25% of 
the state’s reduced energy input 
to a unit of GDP.  The rest of the 
gains are attributed to other fac-
tors including shifts in industry 
composition and away from heavy 
manufacturing, mild climate, and 
other particular demographic sta-
tistics. For a more complete analy-
sis of these policies see Sudarshan 
and Sweeney (2008).
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broad transformation of the energy system. Stabilizing 
that transformation will require compensating those 
who will lose from the transformation to a low-carbon, 
high-efficiency energy system. That compensation, in 
turn, must come from the economic opportunity and 
value created by the transformation itself. In short, the 
same challenges that confront economic restructuring 
in other guises—whether during industrialization, or in 
response to changing international competition, or tech-
nological change—will challenge the transformation of 
today’s energy system.

"Thus the real policy challenge at the heart of green 
growth lies in securing effective, stable alliances for in-
dustrial redevelopment"

9: Governments, markets and green 
growth: concluding remarks 

There are compelling and varied arguments for mov-
ing to low-carbon, high-efficiency energy systems that 
include climate change and energy security.  The notion 
of “green growth” expresses the hope, or ambition, that 
such a transformation can be compatible with, or could 
even drive, sustained economic growth. We argue here 
that the concept of an energy systems transformation 
must underpin discussions of and policy for climate and 
green growth. By system, we refer here to an array of sepa-
rate elements complementary to one another and tightly 
inter-linked. In economic terms, the widespread adoption 
of some technologies requires investment in related, com-
plementary, technologies and policy innovations to fa-
cilitate or permit their diffusion. It is this complementary 
series of technological, economic, and regulatory changes 
that we refer to as an energy systems transformation.   

There are three significant implications of our argument.   

•   First, with limited resources, policymakers should seek 
points in the energy system where limited interven-
tions can change the trajectory of development, by al-
tering the choices of actors throughout the system.  We 
defined such a lever to be “a change or set of changes to 
part of the system that, if carried out, will induce or en-
able complementary changes in the rest of the system.”

•    Second, enduring economic and political success at 
a green energy-led systems transformation can only 
come from the possibilities it would create for the 
broader economy.  Emissions reduction is principally 
motivated by the need to avoid the damaging conse-
quences of the existing energy system.  But achieving 
emissions reduction presently provides few immediate 
benefits. “Green” electrons differ from brown elec-
trons largely by being more expensive and requiring 
the expensive replacement of a significant infrastruc-
ture. Green jobs will often simply replace brown jobs. 
The acute costs and diffuse benefits of emissions re-

duction pose serious challenges to sustained progress. 
Consequently, policy discussion must also focus on the 
advantages of a low-emissions energy system. Those 
advantages, if they exist, will come from enabling the 
broader economy to discover and express the presently 
unknown—and often unknowable—opportunities 
that such a new system may create.  

•   Third, achieving this transformation will require a 
complex set of offsetting deals that often compen-
sate those discomfited or disadvantaged while allow-
ing market incentives to induce the enormous private 
investments that will be required.  Governments will 
need to play a role: setting technology standards and 
market rules, balancing losers from the transition, in-
vesting in technology development and often in the 
deployment of critical infrastructure.

In sum, moving green growth from religion to reality, 
and thereby exploiting the  redeployment of the energy 
system as the basis of sustainable prosperity, will require 
a technological and economic transformation akin to 
those of the emergence of steam, or rail, or—more re-
cently – information technology. That transformation 
will not come through a focus on one technology or an-
other. Rather, it will require attention to the restructuring 
of the energy system as a whole, and the role that policy 
must play in structuring and facilitating that systems 
transformation.
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1 Overview: The country cases
This set of five green growth cases (with two forthcom-
ing) explores the variety of green growth strategies coun-
tries and states are putting into practice: how they define 
success; what obstacles they face; and what kinds of poli-
cy outcomes they produce. In essence, what is the politi-
cal and economic logic underpinning different strategies 
and their success?

1.1 Cases presented
The cases presented include:
Europe, including:
1. An analysis of the European Union policy environment
2. An analysis of the Denmark case
The United States, including:
1. An overview of the federal policy environment
2. An analysis of the California state case
3. An analysis of the Colorado state case
Korea
China
Brazil

2 Key lessons
Some key lessons seem to emerge from this set of cases. 
We propose these points for discussion:

2.1 Each green growth story is unique
The case variation, not surprisingly, turns on two questions:

First, what are the core energy problems or key objec-
tives that a country seeks to solve – energy availability? 
Independence? Predictability or affordability of energy 
pricing? Economic growth? Particulate pollution? Emis-
sions? Others?

Second, what is a country’s energy system endow-
ment? In other words, what are the domestic resources it 
is given to work with? Is it well endowed with coal, gas, 
sun, wind, or some other resource or mix of resources?

Consider the contrast between Denmark and China:
Denmark’s core problems and objectives have to do with 
(1) ensuring predictable availability of energy at an ac-
ceptable long-term cost, ideally by achieving energy in-
dependence, (2) driving economic growth, and (3) low-
ering emissions. Choosing to make green industry a core 
of Denmark’s economy – and choosing to structure its 
economy and infrastructure to take full advantage of this 
industry – creates a unified solution to all of Denmark’s 
problems.

China, by contrast, needs to do the following: (1) 
achieve massive, near-future increases in energy avail-
ability, (2) continue growing economically at a rapid rate, 
and (3) very much secondarily, deal with a growing par-
ticulate emissions problem. Moreover, it is well-endowed 
with coal, a cheap-but-dirty energy source. Given the 
current state of technology, these objectives mandate 
both green technology and brown growth. Denmark’s 
solution would not solve China’s problems.

2.2 But there are overarching patterns in how green 
growth stories play out
We see two different patterns by which green growth 
policy develops:

1)  Evolution: in this pattern, green growth policy is the 
result of a slow evolution. Early energy usage and/
or pollution challenges prompt initial policy moves 
that begin to decouple energy growth from economic 
growth (green-compatible growth). These early poli-
cies build comfort and create constituencies for them-
selves. Policymakers can then proceed to more aggres-
sive attempts to eliminate fossil fuel usage and reorient 
toward green industry as a economic power (green-
driven growth). In effect, each phase creates the politi-
cal will for the next phase, and progress toward more 
aggressive green policy thus becoming self-sustaining. 
In both the California and Denmark cases, this evolu-
tionary process begins with an energy crisis, perhaps 
because such a crisis provides the impetus to override 
initial obstacles.

2)  Political realignment: in this pattern, seen in Colorado 
and Korea, aggressive policy for green-driven growth 
can spring forth abruptly rather than proceeding evolu-
tionarily from more humble beginnings. These kinds of 
rapid policy developments are the result of political will 
and leadership (such as those exhibited by the Lee My-
ung-bak administration in Korea or a set of Democratic 
policymakers in Colorado) combined with an environ-
ment in which a set of key interests align to support this 
leadership (as, for instance, the electoral movement in 
Colorado found support both in urban liberal popula-
tions and in rural conservative populations).

"In general, an alliance between policymakers and 
strategic parts of industry seems to be a critical part of 
the aggregation of interests necessary to achieve green 
growth,"

2.3 Whether and how policy-makers ally with industry 
is critical
In general, an alliance between policymakers and strate-
gic parts of industry seems to be a critical part of the ag-
gregation of interests necessary to achieve green growth, 
whether it is the result of an evolutionary process or part 
of a rapid political realignment. There are two probable 
reasons for this. First, opposition from industry may be 
particularly effective at blocking action, in which case an 
alliance with industry is necessary to defuse or disrupt 
such opposition. Second, when the goal is economic (as 
green growth is) buy-in from strategic partners in indus-
try is necessary to make the goal credible and attainable.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, energy systems transformation has 
become the new and unheralded frontier of European 
deepening. Starting in 1996, the European Union man-
dated the liberalization and integration of national en-
ergy systems, put a price on greenhouse gas emissions 
from electricity generation, established binding targets 
for renewable energy adoption, mandated the breakup 
of state energy monopolies, and sponsored the creation 
of EU-level regulatory and standards-setting bodies for 
energy infrastructure and markets. Most recently, the 
Europe 2020 program has established enforceable goals 
for the integration, liberalization, and decarbonization 
of the European electricity supply system, and ambitious 
but aspirational targets in energy efficiency. 

Most analysis of this European policy history has em-
phasized the role of environmental politics in driving 
progress on emissions reduction. Appeals to environmen-
tal politics in this context appear to explain the apparent 
willingness of the European economies to trade off the 
economic costs of climate change mitigation for the per-
ceived ecological and social benefits it might bring. Con-
sistent with this understanding of the politics of European 
energy policy, green parties and social movements have 
been given significant explanatory weight.

"Appeals to environmental politics...appear to explain 
the apparent willingness of the European economies 
to trade off the economic costs of climate change miti-
gation for the perceived ecological and social benefits 
it might bring."

This paper argues that the environmental politics ap-
proach falls well short of a satisfying explanation for both 
the evolution of European policy and the characteristics 
of the policy suite. The attention to environmentalism, 
rather than to the details of European energy policy and 
the constraints of the current European energy system, 
over-emphasizes the role of environmental concerns. 
It also leads to the conclusion that the European policy 
suite may be fundamentally unstable–prone to reversal 
when the costs of environmental action exceed the altru-
ism of European publics. This poses particular problems 
when faced with the fact that progress on emissions and 
renewable energy continued even after European en-
largement added 12 member states with significantly less 
enthusiasm for climate change mitigation and signifi-
cantly greater reliance on fossil fuels. 

Instead, European policy must be understood as an at-
tempt to transform the energy system amidst, on the one 
hand, the need to maintain a stable political coalition of 
EU member states supportive of the transformation; and, 

on the other, the technological and economic complexity 
of the energy system. This trifecta of constraints–politi-
cal, technological, and economic–complicates the proc-
ess of policy design. But it also improves the prospects for 
sustaining policy through cross-subsidization across pol-
icy domains. These constraints and opportunities arise 
from the common role played by energy in emissions, se-
curity, and technological change. That role is closely in-
tertwined with the possibilities for technological change 
in the energy system. Thus only by understanding both 
the technological challenge of energy systems transfor-
mation, and the political conflicts implicit in that trans-
formation, can we understand the resulting policy suite.

2 Green parties for green energy? 
Competing explanations for EU policy 
leadership

While the energy sector itself accounts for only 2-4% of 
European GDP, the central role of energy in modern in-
dustrial society gives changes to the energy system im-
portance far in excess of their immediate economic valu-
ation. Today, Europe’s energy system provides abundant, 
reliable, relatively inexpensive energy. Disruption of any 
of these characteristics would pose major challenges to 
the rest of the economy. Thus it is not surprising that 
both the European Union and its member states have 
approached climate and energy policy as an attempt to 
restructure the inputs to the energy system while leaving 
the outputs untouched. Technologically, that has meant 
switching away from imported fossil fuels towards do-
mestic renewable energy. Economically, this has meant 
marketization of the energy system; dismantling of ver-
tically-integrated state-owned energy firms; and differ-
ential regulation of energy production, distribution, and 
use. These initiatives all seek to accomplish the decar-
bonization of European energy supplies and the integra-
tion of European energy markets while leaving the indus-
trial superstructure of the European Union unperturbed.

On their own, these technical and regulatory changes 
pose significant challenges. Ongoing changes in the po-
litical landscape of the European Union have only com-
pounded these challenges. Europeanization of energy 
policy has taken place amidst an enlargement program 
that has made Europe’s climate and energy interests more, 
not less, diverse. The industries of eastern Europe and 
the Baltic states in particular were more dependent on 
greater quantities of less expensive carbon energy than 
their Western counterparts. The publics in those coun-
tries were less enthusiastic about climate change mitiga-
tion, and more likely to support exploitation of domestic 
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fossil fuel resources–many of which, like Polish lignite 
coal, were particularly dirty energy sources. Yet despite 
the increased diversity of interests, the EU continued to 
make progress after enlargement on the decarbonization 
of the energy supply and the deployment of more expen-
sive renewable energy. 

Explaining this ongoing progress poses two challeng-
es for policy analysts. First, most contemporary accounts 
of European progress in energy systems transforma-
tion or climate change mitigation have relied on either 
domestic party structures–the role of green parties in 
particular–or foreign policy entrepreneurship–chiefly 
leadership in the United Nations COP process–to ex-
plain ongoing progress.2 Yet energy reform has contin-
ued despite the enlargement of the EU to include coun-
tries without strong green movements; and amidst the 
return of center-right parties to government in countries 
like Denmark, Germany, and the United Kingdom.3 Fur-
thermore, the failure of EU policy leadership to secure 
binding emissions targets at the 2009 COP-15 negotia-
tions has made no appreciable difference to the goals of 
EU climate policy. 

Second, these political accounts of Europe’s energy 
systems transformation have little to say about the par-
ticular contours of European policy. The choice of a poli-
cy suite that includes a carbon emissions trading system, 
a renewable energy mandate, and energy market liber-
alization is in many cases at odds with European green 
parties’ preferences. Indeed, if the green parties were as 
important to policy outcomes as is claimed, we would ex-
pect to see much more radical policy than we do: more 
aggressive targets, less dependent on market-based in-
struments like carbon pricing, founded on a stronger 
critique of the ecological and equity costs of capitalism.4  
Moreover, progress on both energy market reform and 
emissions reduction has continued despite, as in Den-
mark and Germany, the return of center-right parties to 
government.5

"To a great degree, the stability of the European energy 
policy suite relies on spillover benefits in energy secu-
rity and competitiveness to justify ongoing emissions 
reduction."

Beyond these theoretical arguments, an improved 
understanding of the policy rationale at work in Europe 
is critical for two purposes. First, it provides a response 
to the self-styled “price fundamentalism” of economic 
analysis.(Nordhaus, 2010) Such fundamentalism usually 
leads to the conclusion that the EU policy mix represents 
an inefficient departure from a ideal price-based emis-
sions control mechanism. But this conclusion arises from 
an emphasis on emissions reduction to the exclusion of 
other policy prerogatives, and in doing so obscures the 
potential reality that, absent this policy suite, the political 
economy of energy and climate policy would not have 
tolerated a carbon price at all. The choice, in other words, 
was not between the first- and second-best, but between 

the second best and nothing.
Furthermore, a better understanding of the policy 

rationale will improve our ability to predict the success 
and longevity of the policy itself. To a great degree, the 
stability of the European energy policy suite relies on sp-
illover benefits in energy security and competitiveness to 
justify ongoing emissions reduction. This “green growth” 
strategy promises to turn on its head the core problem of 
climate change mitigation–the tradeoff of present con-
sumption for future benefits–by reconciling emissions 
reduction to economic growth in the present. If success-
ful, this would mark a radical shift in the potential for se-
rious emissions reduction. If not, it marks a critical weak 
point in European ambitions and an implicit limit to the 
tolerance for the costs of emissions reduction.

3 The european energy policy suite

As of 2010, the EU has deployed a range of policy mecha-
nisms to reduce emissions, secure energy supplies, and 
incentivize energy sector innovation. This suite of poli-
cies should be seen as an attempt to simultaneously ad-
dress three energy-centered externalities: global climate 
change; energy security and price instability; and com-
petitiveness and technological innovation. The exist-
ence of multiple energy-related externalities complicates 
the problem of policy formation. But it also provides a 
means to build sustained policy coalitions through link-
age of objectives in one domain to action in others. That 
linkage generates policy stability in two ways: first, the 
beneficiaries develop acute interests in ongoing progress 
that allow emissions reduction policies to move beyond 
mere cost minimization; and second, linkage provides 
for cross-subsidization of transition costs among politi-
cal and economic actors both within the member states 
and between them. Indeed, whether intentional or not, 
the policy suite that has developed in Europe over the 
last decade shows all the signs of fulfilling these political 
economy functions.

3.1 Progress in European energy policy, 2000-2010
As of 2010, the European energy policy suite consists of 
four major initiatives: 

1.  The Emissions Trading Scheme, which sets a price on 
energy-derived carbon emissions for approximately 
40% of the European economy via annual limits on 
emissions and a secondary market for emissions per-
mits within that limit. 

2.  The Renewable Energy Directive, which puts binding 
targets on member states to consume, as an EU average, 
20% of their electricity from renewable sources by 2020.6  

3.   The Energy Market Liberalization Program, which 
mandates the breakup of vertically integrated national 
energy markets into separate domains of production, 
distribution, and retail; and which sets new terms for 
market competition in wholesale and retail energy 
provision(Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005). 

4.  The SET-Plan and Framework Programmes, which 

2  See, for instance Jacobsson 
and Lauber (2006) on German 
renewable energy policy, Chri-
stiansen and Wettestad (2003) 
on the origins and content of the 
Emissions Trading System legisla-
tion, and Schreurs and Tiberghien 
(2007) on EU climate and energy 
policy.

3  Indeed, amidst extreme austerity 
measures in the United Kingdom 
under the Conservative-Liberal 
Democratic coalition after 2010, 
one of the few things that has not 
been cut is the UK’s aggressive 
plan for energy investment and 
market restructuring.
  
4  See, for instance, the European 
Greens’ 2009 election manifesto, 
which called for sweeping env-
ironmental reforms and an explicit 
tradeoff of productivity for emplo-
yment in environmental goods in-
dustries (European Greens Party, 
2009; Schepelmann et al., 2009).
  
5  Indeed, in early 2011 the Danish 
center-right government released a 
highly ambitious domestic energy 
and climate policy platform that 
exceeded the expectations of ne-
arly every major opposition party. 
Interviews in Denmark shortly af-
ter the platform was released indi-
cated that this will probably set the 
terms of the debate for the 2011 
election and subsequent energy 
policy choices. See Danish Mini-
stry of Climate and Energy (2011).

6  A 20% improvement in energy 
efficiency accompanies this goal, 
but as of April 2011 has no legal 
force behind it.
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provide significant European and Member state fund-
ing for research, development, and deployment of new 
energy technologies (European Commission Staff, 
2009; The European Commission, 2007; European 
Commission, 2009). 

Figure 4 shows that this policy suite did not arrive at 
once–rather, it evolved over time. As it did so, the politi-
cal justification for each policy evolved as well. The lib-
eralization of the energy market began in 1996 as a fairly 
standard extension of the Common Market, in parallel 
with other EU attempts at services and goods market in-
tegration.7 In its initial form, the European Commission 
justified the program on the basis of more competition in 
energy markets, lower prices for retail and industrial cus-
tomers, and improved investment in energy infrastruc-
ture.(The European Commission, 2001) By 2003, the 
Parliament and the Council had adopted the second gas 
and electricity directive to begin the process of integrat-
ing national markets via network connection and market 
reform. Those reforms were extended and deepened via 
the 3rd market directive, issued as part of the 2008 Cli-
mate and Energy Package.

In contrast to these market reforms, which have a long 
history in European widening and deepening, the Emis-
sions Trading Scheme was a direct response to external 
events. At the Kyoto talks in 1997, EU member states had 
committed to emissions reductions of 8% below the 1990 
baseline by 2012.8 The EU believed that it could achieve 
these reductions more efficiently acting as a body, than if 
each member state did so on their own. Economic costs 
figured heavily in this decision. Since the majority of 
European Union trade takes place among the member 
states themselves, a pan-EU emissions regulation mecha-
nism would minimize potential distortions to the Com-
mon Market that state-level policy regimes could have 
introduced. It also had the potential to lower compliance 
costs, by allowing member states to invest in emissions 
reductions (via the indirect mechanism of emissions 
permit purchases) where the marginal cost of reduction 
was lowest. The Emissions Trading Scheme thus began 
largely as a carbon market, intended to price carbon and 
so incentivize emissions reduction via efficiency, invest-
ment, and innovation.

In 2007, two years into the operation of the ETS, the 
Commission proposed strengthening the ETS and im-
plementing aggressive targets for renewable energy de-
ployment. In what became the so-called 20/20/20 goals, 
the 2007 Commission white paper (The European Com-
mission, 2007a) proposed that, by 2020, Europe obtain 
20% of its energy from renewable sources, use energy 
20% more efficiently, and reduce emissions by 20% rela-
tive to 2005 levels. To do so, it proposed moving beyond 
the emissions trading scheme to use direct subsidies to 
renewable energy–so-called feed-in tariffs or other sup-
port schemes–to incentivize renewable energy adop-
tion and decarbonization of energy production.9 This 
proposal was eventually adopted in December 2008 as a 
set of legislation known as the 3rd Climate and Energy 

Package.10 In addition to the renewable energy and emis-
sions targets, the Package also provided for EU-level co-
ordination of national energy market regulations, estab-
lished an EU-level energy regulator, and reinforced the 
mandate for the breakup of vertically-integrated national 
electricity monopolies into separate markets for produc-
tion, transmission, distribution, and retail.

Finally, the EU has moved to implement significant 
support for energy R&D relative to its budget. The Stra-
tegic Energy Technology Plan (European Commission, 
2009) laid out a series of innovation and pilot program 
investments seeded with EU funding but completed by 
consortia of private corporations and member states. 
Those investments complemented existing investments 
in energy R&D in the 7th Framework Programme, which 
invested €2.3 billion in energy-related research over the 
period 2007-2013. 

3.2 Policy redundancy in the EU emissions reduction suite
This energy policy suite marks a major accomplishment 
for the EU. It has significantly expanded EU authority over 
a major sector of the European economy. It has created 
new EU institutions that usurp some member state author-
ity over energy market regulation. It has led to the formal 
or legal dismantling of state-owned energy monopolies, 
foot-dragging by Germany and France notwithstanding. 
All these developments have given the EU new influence 
of the evolution of the rest of the economy, via regulation 
of how energy is produced, distributed, and used. 

But, theoretically, much of this policy should not be 
necessary for the EU’s climate policy goals. Emissions 
reductions, in particular, should not require parallel 
programs to incentivize renewable energy, energy ef-
ficiency, or research and development. Rather, the con-
sistent message from economic analysis has emphasized 
the primary of the carbon price alone.11 Given the right 
emissions price, market actors should of their own ac-
cord determine the most efficient way to optimize their 
investment in greenhouse gas emissions reduction. By 
this argument, separate policies to promote renewables 
and push energy efficiency may constitute market-dis-
torting industrial policy.12 Indeed, it now appears that 
most of the 2020 emissions goals in the EU will be sat-
isfied through widespread deployment of renewable en-
ergy, even though many cost estimates (such as Enkvist 
et al. (2007)) show that energy efficiency improvements 
are often much cheaper.

This problem only compounds other issues of the de-
sign of the ETS itself: rights to emit are granted via the 
member states, rather than auctioned by the EU, lead-
ing to all kinds of chicanery among the member states13; 
allocation is based on prior-period emissions, providing 
perverse incentives to over-emit and thus keep the base-
line high; and the price of emissions permits on the sec-
ondary market has proven somewhat volatile and unpre-
dictable. All of these institutional designs raise the price 
of emissions and reduce the effectiveness of the ETS.14

This gap between theory and policy implementation 
is puzzling in light of the political economy of climate 

7  This is true with one signifi-
cant exception: unlike most goods 
industries, electricity does not 
permit integration via mutual re-
cognition. Rather, integrated elec-
tricity markets require common 
standards for operation of the elec-
trical grid. Some regions–notably 
the Nordpool market in Scandina-
via–had accomplished electricity 
market integration outside of the 
European Union. Now that grid 
policy has become a European 
competence, the ENTSO-E body 
has been tasked with this process. 
But the EU has relatively little ex-
perience in standards-based mar-
ket integration.

8  The Kyoto Protocol’s carbon 
market mechanism was actually 
something foreign to the Euro-
pean Union. The EU member 
states had traditionally preferred 
top-down regulatory instruments 
for environmental policy. They 
agreed to the permit trading con-
cept at the insistence of the United 
States. Despite the latter’s withdra-
wal from the Kyoto Protocol, the 
European Union continued with 
the framework and its price and 
quantity instruments.

9  The European Court of Justice 
played a critical role in the evolu-
tion of feed-in tariffs. Many of the 
member states had adopted feed-
in tariffs in the 1990s, but doubts 
remained as to whether they 
constituted illegal state aid under 
the Common Market regulations. 
A 2001 ECJ decision (European 
Court of Justice, 2001) confirmed 
the legality of feed-in tariffs and 
paved the way for their adoption 
across the EU.

10 Timing here proved critical. 
2009 saw a rapid worsening of 
the European economic situation 
and financial crises in a series of 
peripheral economies. Interviews 
with a variety of EU and member 
state policymakers in late 2010 
and early 2011 confirmed that 
the Climate and Energy package 
would not have passed under 
those circumstances. The decision 
of the French Presidency to push 
for ratification at the end of its 
term played a critical role in in-
stitutionalizing the Commission’s 
white paper.

11  This has developed into a self-
styled “carbon price fundamen-
talism.” Nordhaus (2010) notes 
that “under limited conditions, a 
necessary and sufficient condition 
for an appropriate innovational 
environment is a universal, credib-
le, and durable price on carbon 
emissions.” The potentially infini-
tesimal intersection of the limited 
economic conditions he refers to, 
and the limited political conditi-
ons that would lead to a “universal, 
credible, and durable” price, poses 
major problems.

12 For public criticism of such 
parallel efforts, see Schmalensee 
and Stavins (2011). For attempts 
to quantify the differential cost of 
emissions reduction via renewable 
energy incentives versus emissions 
pricing, see Palmer and Burtraw 
(2005).
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change action. Climate change poses fundamental policy 
problems because it imposes immediate, acute costs to 
achieve diffuse benefits far in the future. Achievement of 
50-80% reductions in absolute emissions levels over the 
course of the 21st century will require significant invest-
ment in new energy infrastructure15, as well as potential-
ly large changes in the structure of cities and suburban ar-
eas, the methods used in agriculture, and the operations 
of a wide range of other sources of emissions. Because 
global climate change depends on the stock, rather than 
the flow, of carbon emissions, those changes must begin 
fairly soon, even if their unabated effects would not occur 
until far in the future. Finally, when implemented, they 
would result in nothing more than a world that looks 
largely like the one we know today–perhaps a bit warmer, 
given damage already done. In other words, the benefits 
as classically conceived come entirely through relative, 
and largely invisible, cost-avoidance, rather than absolute 
and tangible improvement.

This structure of costs and benefits has led other ma-
jor emitters–notably the United States in the developed 
world, and China and India in the developing–to reject 
climate action. In the case of the EU, they are powerful 
arguments for choosing the least-cost means of action. 
Indeed, interviews with the European Commission in 
late 2010 suggested that the EU abandoned earlier ideas 
for a command-and-control approach to emissions regu-
lation largely because of fears about cost. Despite those 
concerns, however, they have subsequently added to the 
carbon price framework a range of policies regarded as 
more costly, and less efficient, than a carbon price alone. 

This is all the more surprising given that the Renew-
able Energy Standard was adopted after the accession 
of the new member states. As figure 2 shows, these new 
member states were considerably more reliant on ener-
gy and on fossil energy than the EU-15. Given that the 
EU-15 were already concerned about potentially detri-
mental effects of carbon pricing on competitiveness, the 
addition of 12 new members with even greater concerns 
should have made progress even more fraught. Under 
any theory of policy formation that gives primacy to effi-
ciency and cost minimization, we would expect that this 
would make the EU more likely to pursue carbon pricing 
as the low-cost option. But this did not occur.

4 Complementarity, not redundancy: 
climate policy as energy policy

This portrayal of the puzzle of policy redundancy relies 
on viewing policy goals as either climate or energy fo-
cused. This is incorrect. European Union actions on cli-
mate and energy cannot be separated. Analytically, such 
a separation fails to account for the vital role played by 
the energy system in any serious attempt at emissions 
reduction. Politically, this separation ignores the imme-
diate conflation of climate and energy goals and inter-
ests–and the political battles this brings–that occurs as 
soon as an emissions price is introduced. Substantively, it 

fails to recognize the underlying technological character-
istics of the European energy system, the profound barri-
ers to change those characteristics pose, and the actions 
required to overcome these barriers. 

4.1 Climate between energy and security
Resolving these analytic failures must begin with the rec-
ognition that EU policy is optimizing across three separate 
externalities: emissions, energy security, and economic 
competitiveness.16 But those externalities are closely con-
nected to each other via mutual dependence on the ener-
gy system. Implicitly, solutions to any one of them suggest 

Figure 1: : Emissions and energy intensity in the EU-27 + 
Norway, 2005. Greece omitted due to lack of data. Energy 
intensity data from Eurostat. Emissions intensity data based on 
author’s own calculations using GDP data from Eurostat and 
emissions data from the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis 
Center at Oak Ridge National Lab.

Variation in national energy markets

Source: National Bureau of Statistics (2010, 2-7)
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13  Germany and Poland both 
had their drafts of the Phase II 
National Allocation Plan denied 
by the European Commission, 
on the grounds that they used al-
location as a kind of de facto state 
aid policy that interfered with the 
functioning of the internal market.
  
14  The EU has recognized many 
of these problems. The Third Pha-
se of the trading system, beginning 
in 2013 will use auctioning rather 
than free allocation to improve 
the efficiency of the system and 
reduce opportunities for collusion. 
Much of the demand for a shift to 
auctioning appears to have come 
from firms, who could not rely 
on smooth adjustments to their 
allotment quotas under the free 
allocation system.
  
15  Energy Commissioner Öt-
tinger has called for €1 trillion in 
energy infrastructure investment 
alone.(The European Commissi-
on, 2010) Whether this will mate-
rialize in an age of budget austerity 
remains to be seen. 

16  This mantra has become a 
common feature of energy po-
licy documents originating in the 
Commission, starting with the 
2007 energy strategy white paper. 
Interviews with Commission staff 
in late 2010 suggested that, even 
within the Commission itself, opi-
nions as to the relative importance 
or attainability of each goal varied 
greatly; and that the emphasis on 
any one of the three varied over 
time.
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some form of energy systems transformation. 
This has two important consequences. First, because 

of the variation in national energy markets, summarized 
in figure 1, the importance of each externality varies by 
member state. Spain and Portugal are energy islands due 
to the isolation of the Iberian peninsula; most of eastern 
Europe remains dependent on fossil fuels, either domestic 
coal or gas imported from Russia; Denmark is, at least for 
the near term, a net energy exporter that has decoupled 
GDP growth from energy consumption; France has al-
ready decarbonized 80% of its electricity supply through 
reliance on nuclear energy. These national differences in 
the structure of energy production, distribution, and use 
alter the importance that each member state attaches to 
the goals of competitiveness, energy security, and emis-
sions reduction.

Second, isolated solutions to one externality may well 
exacerbate the others. Thus pursuing individual solu-
tions to each of these externalities could well fracture the 
coalition required to maintain policy at all. The climate 
policy mix, therefore, should be viewed not as an attempt 
to resolve the emissions externality alone, but to optimize 
policy within the constraints imposed by these three en-
ergy-related externalities. 

Those constraints come in two parts. Politically, each 
externality has its own constituency inside the EU. En-
ergy security is most salient for the new member states, 
whose exposure to Russian influence through their de-
pendence on energy was made clear by the 2005-2006, 
2007-2008, and 2009 Ukraine gas crises. The western 

European states, who depend less on Russian energy, 
are correspondingly less concerned (though balance-
of-payments concerns over imported fossil fuels remain 
salient). Emissions reduction is most important to some 
states with strong green parties, and to those who view 
European climate leadership internationally as vital. But 
states with relatively high carbon energy shares view 
emissions reduction as a potential drag on economic 
competitiveness. Competitiveness, of course, is a uni-
versal concern: but states with strong renewable energy 
technology industries (like Denmark or Germany) stand 
to benefit substantially from EU-wide emissons reduc-
tion programs, while other states may become net im-
porters of these technologies. Thus each policy domain 
has separate, though sometimes overlapping, member 
state constituencies. 

Optimizing along any one externality would risk frac-
turing the coalition along these lines. Pursuing emissions 
reduction through a high emissions price would have 
two immediate effects: first, it would substitute Russian 
gas for domestic coal in electricity generation, at an im-
mediate 40% reduction in carbon per unit energy. Sec-
ond, it would raise retail electricity prices substantially, 
and disproportionately in high-carbon-share economies. 
These developments might lead to defection by member 
states concerned about energy security and reduced eco-
nomic competitiveness. 

Likewise, pursuit of energy security alone would lead 
to significantly greater use of domestic EU coal. Much 
of the remaining coal in Europe, such as that around Si-

Figure 2: Emissions and energy intensity of economic activity in the EU across enlargements. Emissions data are expressed as MMT 
carbon per constant 2005 €. Energy data are taken from Eurostat and are expressed as kg. oil equivalent per real €1000. 

Emissions and energy intensity 

Source: Emissions data are taken from the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis center and are expressed in MMT Carbon.
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lesia in Poland, is of the soft brown ligniteWorld Energy 
Council (2010) variety, which in addition to its carbon 
emissions carries a much higher share of other pollutants 
compared to the hard coal of earlier generations. This 
would alienate member states more committed to emis-
sions and pollution reduction, and frustrate EU attempts 
to achieve its commitments under the Kyoto protocols. 

Furthermore, a renewables target alone would gen-
erate signficant benefits for member states with strong 
wind and solar power industries. Those countries would 
stand to benefit from increased exports of capital goods, 
such as wind turbines and solar cells, to other member 
states lacking domestic production capacity.17 But that 
would come at large costs to technology-importing 
countries, both in absolute terms and in the secondary 
effects on trade balances. 

Finally, linkage of security, competitiveness, and cli-
mate change goals was made easier by energy market 
reform. Adoption of significant volumes (> 20%) of non-
hydroelectric renewable energy–a cornerstone of energy 
security, emissions reduction, and policy competitive-
ness–poses significant challenges to the power grid. 
Technologically, the intermittency of most renewable 
energy sources can destabilize the power grid and lead to 
supply disruption. Those problems can be offset through 
grid reinforcements and investments in new technolo-
gies. Making those investments, however, would not have 
been in the interest of older, vertically-integrated state 
power moonopolies. Their control of both production 
and transmission of electricity gave them large incentives 
to favor their own energy production assets in making 
new grid investments and allocating grid capacity. As a 
corollary, it also gave them few incentives to invest in 
new transmissions connections for renewable energy re-
sources, or to harden the power grid to effectively man-
age intermittent generation. In this context, the breakup 
of the power monopolies and the creation of independ-
ent markets for production, transmission, distribution, 
and use was a critical step in pushing for the adoption of 
low-carbon energy sources.18

Thus each policy problem carries with it unique inter-
ests for and against that would frustrate attempts to pur-
sue them in isolation. Instead, the EU energy and climate 
policy suite has evolved to yoke progress along any one 
policy dimension to progress along the others. The mix 
of costs and benefits to any one interest group varies by 
the policy instrument, implicitly cross-subsidizing policy 
compliance. Finally, the ability to pursue all of these poli-
cies was highly contingent on the market reforms that 
enabled their implementation.

4.2 Political economy as a rebuttal to price 
fundamentalism
This analytic framework suggests that the arguments of 
the price fundamentalists miss the forest for the trees. As 
emissions policy alone, the ETS may be inefficient and 
cumbersome compared to a pure carbon price. As energy 
policy, the renewable energy mandates crowd out other, 
cheaper emissions-reducing fuels and efficiency invest-

ments. As market policy, energy market liberalization 
makes only partial sense in a world of massive, highly 
centralized fossil fuel generation plants. 

But in practice, the policies manage the tradeoffs 
between each of the three externalities. The renewables 
mandate accomplishes four ends: it provides emissions 
reduction largely through renewable electricity adoption; 
it expands domestic renewable energy markets, gener-
ating profits for firms in renewable energy leaders like 
Denmark and Germany; it provides indigenous energy 
substitutes not subject to Russian influence; and it shifts 
the cost incidence of emissions reduction from retail 
electricity prices to subsidies paid, at least partially, from 
general taxation. 

"Thus the renewables mandate solves the security prob-
lems of new energy sources, and generates significant 
income for some member states"

Absent some means of subsidization, the renewables 
mandate might generate opposition among either those 
less concerned with emissions or those net renewable 
energy technology importers. But the Emissions Trad-
ing Scheme, together with reallocated EU Structural 
Adjustment Funds, provides a political framework for 
implicit cross-subsidization. As Zachmann (2011) has 
shown, the new member states–for whom energy secu-
rity via renewables is more expensive than via domestic 
coal–receive relatively more permits than they should 
compared with historic baselines. Conversely, countries 
like Germany and Denmark–who stand to benefit from 
the expansion of the renewable energy market–receive 
relatively fewer.19  Since those permits have value on sec-
ondary markets, this represents an implicit subsidy to the 
same member states who are most exposed to the costs 
of renewables-led emissions reduction. Thus the renew-
ables mandate solves the security problems of new en-
ergy sources, and generates significant income for some 
member states. But some of that income is recycled via 
the ETS permit process, cross-subsidizing energy secu-
rity via renewables rather than domestic coal. 

Finally, the pursuit of emissions reduction raises con-
cerns about European competitiveness in the face of high 
energy prices. To offset these concerns, both the renewable 
energy mandate and the ETS provide compensating in-
centives. First, renewable energy has become a significant 
area of European comparative advantage. Maintenance of 
that advantage will require ongoing innovation. As a range 
of studies have shown, many aspects of energy innovation 
respond better to learning by doing than by laboratory or 
“big science” research alone.(Heymann, 1998; Kamp et al., 
2004; Meyer, 2007; Acemoglu et al., 2009) The renewables 
mandates, by expanding the market for installation of new 
technology, provide the means for that kind of innovative 
activity. Meanwhile the emphasis on energy technology 
support in the SET-Plan and the Framework Programmes 
underpins basic research. Economically, these programs 
intend, at least, to generate signficant innovation and job 

17  This, of course, is limited to 
the case in which each member 
state had binding targets without 
tradeable certificates. In that case, 
member states could not satisfy 
their domestic targets through 
purchases of excess renewable 
energy production from abroad. 
As of 2011, the EU renewable 
energy goals permit only limited 
tradeability in renewable energy. 

18  Huberty et al. (2011) analogize 
energy systems transformation to 
earlier technological transformati-
ons like information and commu-
nications technology (ICT). Cog-
nizant of the differences between 
ICT and energy, the breakup of 
vertically-integrated energy sy-
stems bears some relationship to 
the United States government’s 
antitrust actions against the AT&T 
telecom monopoly. In both cases, 
policy action has attempted to fa-
cilitate innovation on the network 
by separating control of the net-
work from control of the devices 
and services that operate on it. 
Whether this will work for energy 
the way it did for ICT remains to 
be seen.

19  Note that this will persist even 
after the move to auctioned per-
mits. Auctioning will only control 
initial allocation within member 
states, not between them. Burden-
sharing will still govern member 
state quotas under the ETS, and 
the member states retain the rights 
to use auction revenues however 
they see fit.
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growth via investment in new high-technology sectors. 
Politically, they create new constituencies of firms and 
workers supportive of emissions reduction, offsetting the 
acute costs of emissions mitigation with the acute benefits 
of industrial competitiveness.

5 Green growth and the European Union

This study has so far demonstrated that European Un-
ion climate policy cannot be understood in reference to 
emissions reductions alone. Were that the case, a range 
of simpler, and potentially even cheaper, alternatives for 
climate change mitigation might have emerged as pre-
ferred policy options. Instead, the European Union has, 
whether by design or not, embarked on a policy suite that 
couples progress on emissions reduction to action on en-
ergy security and economic competitiveness. Doing so 
has allowed the cross-subsidization of different policy 
goals between the member states, keeping political coali-
tions for action together where action on only one goal 
might have generated defection. 

In doing so, the EU has embarked on a strategy that 
knits together many of the “green growth” proposals dis-
cussed in Huberty et al. (2011). Improved competitiveness 
from reduced reliance on imported fossil fuels, export-led 
growth in renewable energy industries via market promo-
tion at home, and revenue recycling from emissions pric-
ing to research and development all represent prominent 
green growth strategies. That the EU understands this is 
clear from statements by the Commissioners themselves. 
Commissioner for Energy Günther Öttinger argued for 
increased European spending on low-emissions energy 
technologies by stating that “in global competition we 
need to avoid that we start lagging behind China and the 
USA.”20 EU Commissioner for Climate Action, Connie 
Hedegaard, has also endorsed the growth potential of cli-
mate change mitigation. (Hedegaard, 2010)

Many of these strategies have worked well for indi-
vidual member states. Denmark has profited from both 
export-led growth in the wind turbine industry and 
increased global competitiveness through insulation 
from fluctuating fossil fuel costs. Germany has done 
well through promotion of renewable energy firms like 
Siemens at home (though as Frondel et al. (2009) show, 
that has come at a very high cost, particularly for solar 
energy technologies). Portugal and Spain both sought to 
use domestic market expansion to drive export competi-
tiveness abroad and industrial redevelopment at home.
(Rosenthal, 2010) Finally, a range of countries, from the 
United Kingdom to Poland, view offshore wind energy 
as new source of demand for skilled labor displaced from 
declining sectors such as offshore gas and oil explora-
tion (in Scotland) and ship building (in Poland). As Hu-
berty et al. (2011) noted, though, each of these strategies 
remain limited in scope and potential duration. In the 
case of the European Union, two threats in particular 
stand out. First, the process of market integration, criti-
cal to cost containment, has run into various regulatory 

Figure 3: Wind and solar photovoltaic power generation 
potential maps for the European Union. Source: ESPON Regions 
at Risk of Energy Poverty (ReRisk) project.
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Source: ESPON Regions at Risk of Energy Poverty (ReRisk) project.
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20  Speech of Commissioner Öt-
tinger at ENERI 2010, Belgian Pre-
sidency Conference on Infrastruc-
ture of Energy research. Brussels, 
29 November 2010
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problems on the ground. This is principally true in the 
case of power grid integration. Integration of renewable 
energy in the European power grid will be cheaper and 
less complex if accompanied by integration of the cur-
rent regional energy markets. By averaging intermittency 
and resources over a wider geographic range, market 
integration can improve the stability of the power grid 
and lower the price of renewable electricity. As figure 3 
shows, a European grid capable of drawing wind energy 
from northern Europe and solar energy from southern 
Europe would allow averaging of renewable power pro-
duction across the entire European continent.

But actually building the power grid interconnectors 
required to make this a reality has encountered two sig-
nificant problems. First, local resistance to new power 
lines has delayed new interconnector construction. Dis-
cussions with several European energy firms in late 2010 
suggested that the time from project announcement to 
the start of operations could be as long as a decade. Sec-
ond, potential solutions to local resistance–chiefly bury-
ing cables to minimize their aesthetic impacts–face sign-
ficant technical hurdles21 and raise construction costs 
dramatically.22 Thus despite ambitious goals for EU-level 
adoption of renewable energy and reform of power mar-
kets, the disconnect between EU-level goals and local 
regulatory and political reality may slow progress and 
increase costs. 

The second potential problem comes from the po-
litical economy of the Common Market itself. Presently, 
significant disparities in competitiveness in renewable 
energy technology exist among different EU member 
states. Given the lack of tariff barriers inside the EU, 

mandates to adopt renewable energy technology may 
exacerbate, rather than even out, these disparities. This 
harkens back to earlier debates about the impact of the 
Euro and a common monetary policy on member state 
heterogeneity. Then, the debate over optimum currency 
areas turned on whether a common monetary policy 
would generate convergence of business cycles among 
the member states; or, alternatively, reduce transaction 
costs, and so increase the specialization and heterogene-
ity of the EU economies. Now, the question is whether 
renewable energy standards will provide new industrial 
opportunities to all member states, or instead generate 
substantial windfall profits for already-competitive firms 
in specific member states. 

6 Conclusions: risks and opportunities 
for green growth in the European Union

The European Union, intent on climate change miti-
gation, has yoked emissions reductions to the cause of 
energy security on the one hand, and the promise of in-
novation-driven jobs and growth creation on the other. 
In doing so, it has created significant incentives for oth-
erwise reluctant actors to maintain their commitments 
to emissions reduction in the face of the costs. Eastern 
European member states concerned about the price of 
renewable energy nevertheless benefit from reduced 
dependence on uncertain foreign suppliers, and receive 
subsidies to offset the costs. Northwestern European 
countries offset the costs of those subsidies with the ex-
panded markets for the products of their high-technolo-
gy industries. Emissions prices provide near-term signals 
for energy market evolution and efficiency, but not at 
levels that would generate significant political backlash. 
In contrast to recommendations for “price fundamental-
ism”, this analysis would suggest that, given the interac-
tion of the EU climate and energy policy suite with the 
political interests at stake, the superficial inefficiency of 
EU climate policy is a feature, not a bug.

"The European Union, intent on climate change mitiga-
tion, has yoked emissions reductions to the cause of en-
ergy security on the one hand, and the promise of inno-
vation-driven jobs and growth creation on the other. "

Whether that translates into “green growth” is, of 
course, a different matter. As we have seen, EU policy 
faces obstacles to policy implementation and economic 
solidarity stemming from the dynamics of renewable en-
ergy adoption. Hopefully, the gains from “green growth” 
will remain large enough to help offset the costs implicit 
in these obstacles. If so, then the strategy of cross-subsi-
dization of interests can remain viable and help sustain 
emissions reduction in the future. If not, however, EU 
policy will face significant challenges in sustaining the 
transition to a low-emissions economy.

21  This problem is unique to alter-
nating-current transmission. The 
interface between the cable and 
the surrounding earth functions 
as a capacitor. Polarity-switching 
alternating current thus dumps 
most of its energy into charging 
and discharging that capacitor, to 
the point where line losses become 
very large. Solutions include use of 
direct current transmission (over 
very long distances) or shortening 
of the effective undergound cable 
length through periodic above-
ground stations.

22  See, for instance, the 2008-2009 
agreements among the Danish po-
litical parties and with the Danish 
network operator, Energinet.dk, 
on future construction of intercon-
nectors in western Denmark. The 
agreement approved the construc-
tion of what will be Denmark’s last 
new above-ground transmission 
line. It also set a framework for 
moving most of the high-voltage 
transmission infrastructure un-
derground, albeit at significantly 
higher cost. See “Undergrounding 
of 132-150kV grids”, at http://
energinet.dk/EN/ANLAEG-OG-
PROJEKTER/Infrastructure-
projects-electricity/Sider/Cable-
laying-of-132-150kV-grid.aspx. 
Accessed 5 April 2011.

Timeline of EU Energy and Climate Policy

● March, 2001 Commission proposes completion of the internal 
energy market via the 2nd Energy Market Directive

● September, 2001 Adoption of the Directive on the Promotion of 
Electricity from Renewable Sources

● August, 2003 Second Gas and Electricity Directive endorsed by 
the Parliament 

● October, 2003 Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) adopted

● May, 2004 “Big bang” enlargement creates EU-25

● January, 2005 First trading period of the ETS begins

● October, 2005 Climate and Energy prioritized at Hampton Court 
Palace summit under British Presidency

● January, 2007 Commission White Paper on EU Energy Strategy

● January, 2007 Romania and Bulgaria succession creates EU-27 

● March, 2007 European Council adopts 20/20/20 targets

● January, 2008 Second trading period of the ETS begins; 
Commissions proposes legislation for 20/20/20 targets

● June, 2008 ENTSO-E establishes operations

● December, 2008 Climate and Energy Package endorsed by the 
Parliament

● July, 2009 3rd Energy Package endorsed by the Parliament

● November, 2010 ACER, the European coordinating body for 
energy regulators, established

2000

2015
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Introduction
In 2006 the Danish Prime Minister presented the ambi-
tious goal of eliminating fossil fuels from the Danish en-
ergy mix. The recently published “Energy Strategy 2050” 
sets a target date of 2050 for achieving that goal and 
outlines a roadmap for getting there. What has enabled 
Denmark to pursue a strategy of eliminating fossil fuels 
from its economy without sacrificing growth? And why 
did Denmark adopt that objective? The answer to the 
first question is that a stable coalition between industry, 
civil society and government was formed following the 
oil crisis in the 1970s, and in a concerted effort it drove a 
relatively coherent transformation of the Danish energy 
sector over the following 30 years – today enabling the 
pursuit of fossil-fuel independence. The answer to the 
second question is that the emergence of a Danish clean-
tech sector, coupled with the building global awareness of 
disruptive climate change and related emerging clean tech 
markets, linked the policy objectives of energy security, 
economic growth and climate change mitigation under 
the overarching goal of realizing a fossil-free economy.

This paper will divide the story of Danish energy 
policy into four phases and argue that the policies of the 
first two periods fostered the industry, infrastructure and 
energy mix that, combined with domestic political pres-
sure and international developments, caused the policy 
change that enabled the fourth, emerging period.

The first part of the story – covered below in “green 
growth part I: energy security” – emerges in response to 
a highly oil-dependant economy shocked by the oil crises 
of the 1970s. This led to the first explicit formulation of 
Danish energy policy. This first phase of the story is char-
acterized by the primary political objective of achieving 
energy security, thus insulating the economy from future 
energy price shocks and sustaining economic growth. 
The second part of the story – covered below in “green 
growth Part II: The Auken years” – emerges from the elec-
tion in 1993 and is characterized by the increasing im-
portance of environmental priorities pursued by the new 
minister for energy and the environment, Svend Auken 
– not as a substitute for energy security, but as a layer on 
top of it. The policies pursued during the first two parts 
of the story had the derivative effect of decoupling emis-
sions and economic growth.1 As such we characterize this 
period as green growth in the sense of growth compatible 

with emissions reductions. The third part of the story – 
covered in “green growth part III: liberalization” – is a sort 
of intermezzo in the overall story of Danish energy policy. 
It emerges from a combination of EU liberalization pres-
sure and the 2001 election of a right-wing government 
eager to further this liberalization agenda. The fourth and 
currently emerging part of the story – covered below in 
“green growth part IV: The fossil-free economy” – is initi-
ated by the same right wing government’s sudden shift in 
energy policy in 2006 toward elimination of fossil fuels 
from the energy mix. This emerging phase is character-
ized by the political objective of moving away from a fos-
sil fuel-based economy, with the explicit objective of sup-
porting a green export economy. As such, we characterize 
the emergence of this fourth part of the story as growth 
driven by emissions reductions. 

Throughout the story, economic growth and energy 
security can be considered the primary policy objectives. 

Throughout the story, economic growth and energy 
security can be considered the primary policy objectives. 
But where emissions reductions are a derivative effect in 
the first parts of the story, they are seen as a vehicle of the 
primary objectives in the final part of the story. 

1 Green growth part I: energy security 
(1973 – 1993)

1.1 Initial policy drivers
The first Danish energy plan of 1976 emerged in the 
context of an economy highly dependent on oil, a civil 
society highly supportive of wind energy and critical of 
nuclear energy, and the limitations and opportunities in-
herent in Danish geography and existing infrastructure. 
Its primary objective was to achieve energy security for 
an economy highly dependent on imports of oil, in order 
to insulate the economy against any future shocks like the 
one caused by the oil crises of the 1970s. In other words, 
energy security was seen as a prerequisite for economic 
stability and growth. 

1  Emissions in this case are 
computed according to the IPCC 
method, which does not reflect 
the emissions “hidden” in the 
outsourcing of heavy industries to 
Asia, etc., as a result of globaliza-
tion. For a discussion of this issue 
see Wang  and Watson (2008). 
This caveat of course applies to all 
western economies.
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1.2 The toolkit: policy tools for energy independence
In the context of an economy 90% dependent on import-
ing oil for its energy supply, it is easy to understand why 
the 1970s oil crises forced the issue of energy security 
onto the political agenda. The three energy plans enacted 
during this period (1976, 1981 & 1990) employed a range 
of policies to achieve energy security, which can be cat-
egorized under four headings: substitution and explora-
tion; support for alternative sources of energy; energy 
efficiency; and infrastructure investment. (Mendonca, 
Lacey, and Hvelplund, 2009; Hadjilambrinos, 2000)

Figure 1: The historical development in electricity production by fuel reveals the integration of natural gas and renewables at the 
expense of oil and coal since 1994.

Electricity production by fuel 1994-‐2009

Source: DEA 2010:11
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Figure 2: The actual historical energy use corrected for climate variability and energy use related to international electricity trade 
reveals the steady increase of renewables and natural gas at the expense of coal and oil since 1980.

Gross energy consumption by fuel 1980-2009

Source: DEA 2010:18
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1.2.1 Substitution and exploration
The electricity industry responded independently to the 
oil crisis by beginning a transition from oil to coal as the 
primary fuel in electricity production. Oil and electricity 
taxes were enacted to support the shift and within a few 
years the electricity industry had almost completely sub-
stituted coal for oil, a condition that would persist until 
the mid 1990s. It can be argued that this substitution does 
not eliminate the issue of energy security, in that coal has 
to be imported as well. However, there is no OPEC in 
world coal markets, which makes dependence on coal 
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imports significantly more desirable than dependence 
on imports of oil. In the 1990s the share of natural gas in 
electricity production and heat generation gradually in-
creased. Figures 1 and 2 show electricity production and 
final energy consumption by fuel historically. (Hansen, 
2003; Grohnheit, 2001; De Lovinfosse, 2008).

Related to the gradual substitution of fuel input, ex-
ploration of natural gas and oil in the North Sea was ac-
celerated, which helped achieve the objective of energy 
security, as Denmark increased its production of both, 
and finally became a net exporter of oil and natural gas in 
1995, see figure 3 below. According to the Danish Energy 
Authority, Denmark is expected to remain a net exporter 
of natural gas until 2020 and oil until 2018. (DEA 2010; 
DEA 2011:16)

1.2.2  Support for alternative sources of energy
Substitution and exploration largely achieved the objective 
of energy security. Another important element of the first 
energy plan however, was to explore alternative sources of 
energy. Initially, nuclear energy was the favoured option 
of policy-makers and the electricity industry, but a strong 
and broad coalition of civil society movements opposing 
nuclear power and supporting wind power successfully 
stalled plans to develop nuclear capacity, and in 1985 Par-
liament passed a moratorium on nuclear energy. “In 1979, 
energy and environmental politics, in that order, were the 
two policy areas (out of 20), which most Danes consid-
ered themselves ‘very interested’ in” (Andersen 2008:17).2

The coalition strongly favoured wind rather than nu-
clear energy, and with a geography that enabled wind – a 
flat country with lots of wind potential – and a history of 
experimenting with windmills dating back to the 1890s, 
the result was a gradual increase of wind as a share of elec-
tricity production (see figures 2, 3, 4 and 5). 

Early policies supporting local cooperative ownership 
helped strengthen public support for wind power produc-
tion and ease barriers to implementation of projects. By 

Figure 3: Production of primary energy measured by energy content. 
In other words: Oil and natural gas production are past their peaks 
and expected to be exhausted by 2018 and 2020 respectively.

Primary energy production 1980-2009

Source: DEA 2010:6
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2  Translated by author.

the early 1990s 120,000 people, out of a total population of 
roughly 5 million, were registered as owners of wind tur-
bines – either individually or through cooperatives (Men-
donca, Lacey, and Hvelplund, 2009). While the trend of 
local ownership has been reversed since the late 90s, it 
was a crucial part of the initial success of wind power 
deployment and helped build a foundation and broaden 
grassroots support for the strong wind power industry 
that exists in Denmark today spearheaded by the global 
leader in windmill markets, Vestas. Political support for 
renewables consisted of electricity taxing schemes, in-
vestment subsidies, and RD&D support for renewable 
energy. The total share of renewables gradually increased 
to roughly 27% of electricity production and 20% of final 
energy consumption in 2009. (Hansen 2003; DEA 2010; 
Hvelplund 1997; Toke 2002; Loring 2007; Karnøe and 
Buchhorn 2008; Toke, Breukers, and Wolsink 2008)
1.2.3 Energy efficiency
The third category of energy policies during the first pe-
riod of Danish energy policy was energy efficiency poli-
cies. By mandating energy efficiency in buildings, tax-
ing delivered energy, and subsidizing energy efficiency 
measures; Denmark reduced specific heat demand by 
nearly 40% between 1981 and 1997. Overall CO2 inten-
sity has been cut by 50% from 1980 to 2006 (Grohnheit 
2001; DEA 2009). Crucially, as pointed out above, the 
share of natural gas in electricity production and heat 
generation increased as energy efficiency policies re-
warded combined heat and power (CHP) plants using 
natural gas and biomass. This brings us to the final cat-
egory of energy policies during the first part of the story: 
infrastructure investment. (Grohnheit, 2001)

Figure 4: The number of windmills deployed increased steadily 
from 1980 to 2000 but began declining as development 
shifted to off-shore projects. The cumulative capacity however, 
kept increasing.

Cumulative wind capacity 1980-2009

Source: DEA 2010:9
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1.2.4 Infrastructure investment
The development of district heating grids began in the 
1950s but was accelerated as energy policy became ex-
plicit during this first part of the Danish energy story. 
Furthermore, it enabled the introduction of natural gas 
and CHP plants in electricity production, as a large dis-
tribution network for natural gas was unnecessary – the 
distribution grid was already in place in the shape of dis-
trict heating and electricity grids, to which CHP plants 
could be connected (Grohnheit, 2001). This massively de-
creased the capital costs of a natural gas grid, thus render-
ing it a desirable policy option. As we shall see below, the 
widespread existence of district heating grids in Denmark 
becomes crucial in understanding the current policy shift.

1.3 Results
As alluded above, the exploration of oil and natural gas in 
the North Sea went a long way towards achieving the ob-
jective of energy security during the 1980s. This is not to 
say that energy security lost priority. Energy security in 
order to sustain economic growth remained the primary 
priority of Danish energy policy, and although becoming 
a net exporter of oil by 1995 meant that the Danish econ-
omy would now also benefit from future increases in the 
price of oil, the fact that oil is traded in a world market 
means that oil-consuming parts of the economy would 
still be exposed to any future ‘oil shocks’. In that sense, 
becoming a net exporter of oil acted as a sort of hedge for 
the overall economy, but further diversification of the en-

Figure 5: On-shore capacity increased rapidly during the 90s while off-shore capacity began increasing on the early 00s and again in 
the late 00s. The total share of wind in inland electricity production grew steadily until the mid 00s.

Wind power's share of electricity 1980-2009

Source: DEA 2010:9
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ergy mix to ensure stable economic growth in the rest of 
the economy remained a central driver of energy policy.

2 Green growth part II: The auken years 
(1993 – 2001)

2.1 A new layer of politics: the rise of environmentalism
After the 1993 elections a new social democratic-led gov-
ernment came into power, and with it came a significant 
addition to energy policy. The policies of previous years 
were largely carried on, but following the the World Com-
mission on Environment and Development’s publication 
of “Our Common Future” (1987) – better known as the 
Brundtland Report for its chair, former Prime Minister 
of Norway Gro Brundtland – environmental concerns 
became an increasingly important issue in public debate. 
This led to increased focus on the environmental ben-
efits of renewable energy under the tenure of Minister of 
Energy and the Environment Svend Auken (1993-2001). 
“The energy plan of 1996 “Energy 21”, contained more 
than 100 initiatives designed to reduce CO2 emissions.” 
(Karnøe & Buchhorn, 2008:76)

Among these were an annual target of 1% additional 
renewable energy in the energy supply, electricity taxes 
to finance energy efficiency programs, continued sup-
port for investments in district heating grids, and con-
tinued support for the development of oil and gas re-
sources in the north sea (Danish Government 1996). As 
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such the policies in the new plan represented a continu-
ation of previous policies as described above with an 
increased focus on the GHG emissions associated with 
energy consumption.

As evidenced by figures 1 above and 5 below, the 1990s 
marked the golden age of wind power deployment in 
Denmark with rapidly increasing shares of wind power 
in electricity generation. The ministry of environment – 
Auken’s initial portfolio – was merged with the ministry 
of energy in 1994, symbolic of the further integration of 
the two policy areas. (Hansen 2003; De Lovinfosse 2008t)

2.2 The birth of the green growth argument
The idea of supporting the clean tech sector to create 
export-led growth via ‘green exports’ can also be traced 
back to this period. The energy plan of 1996, Energi21, 
points to a Danish interest in positioning itself in inter-
national energy markets by investing in clean tech: “It is 
the Government’s intention to support a continuation of 

3 Translated by author.

4 Translated by author.

5  Four of the nine categories have 
been omitted here for clarity of 
presentation, as they have scored 
relatively low historically and are 
considered less important for the 
purposes of this analysis: balance 
of trade and payments; tax; EU, 
foreign & defence policy; other. 
The question is asked open-ended 
and researchers have then coded 
answers under these nine cate-
gories. This implies that energy 
issues might have been coded as 
an economy or unemployment 
issue because voters considered 
the economy and unemployment 
the problem – the major cause of 
both problems of course was the 
energy crisis.

Figure 6: Voters generally regard economic issues (unemployment, the economy in general and welfare) as the most important 
issues politicians need to take care of.

Relative importance of issues in public opinion 1971-20095

Source: Andersen, 2002; Andersen, 2008; Arbo-Bähr 2010
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Figure 7: While the environment has never been the most important issue in the eyes of voters, it was generally seen as more 
important in the 90s and again towards the end of the 00s.

Relative importance of issues in public opinion: the environment 1971-2009

Source: Andersen, 2002; Andersen, 2008; Arbo-Bähr 2010
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this [the massive growth of Danish energy technology 
exports in recent years] positive trend through the initia-
tives in Energi21.”3 (Danish Government 1996:13)

2.3 Political context
The overall political context of the Danish energy story is 
described below in figures 6 and 7: During each election, 
voters were asked the open-ended question “What is the 
most important problem today that politicians should 
take care of?”4 

Two things are important to note. First, the environ-
ment was never seen as the most important problem 
among the Danish electorate. While the data cited above 
in section 1.2.2 suggests that many Danes were inter-
ested in energy and environmental politics, the graphs 
here show that historically, only a relatively small minor-
ity has subscribed to the notion that ‘the environment’ 
is the most important problem facing politicians. Many, 
in fact most, thus considered themselves interested in 
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energy and environmental politics, but few considered it 
the most important problem facing the nation. It is not 
insignificant at all however, whether the group of people 
that do consider it the most important problem amounts 
to 3 % of the electorate, as in 2001, or 10 % and above as 
in most of the 90s and again in 2009. That is the differ-
ence between a statistically insignificant group of voters 
and a very significant group of voters, and thus for pol-
icy-makers, the difference between a ‘good’ and a ‘bad’ 
political sell.

Second, the major issues, aside from the recent advent 
of the immigration issue, have generally been issues of 
economic politics. The environment does however be-
come a more important issue in the 1987 election follow-
ing the publication of the Brundtland Report (WCED 
1987), and after an intial dip in the 2000s again in the 
2007 election. The report was published in May 1987 and 
propelled the issue of the environment and sustainability 
onto the political agenda of the september elections later 
that same year. The issue remains relatively important 
until the 2001 election with around 10 % of the electorate 
saying that it is the most important problem that politi-
cians need to address. Subsequently, other priorities rise 
to the forefront of public attention, as discussed below. 

"It would be more accurate to describe the new envi-
ronmentalist drivers as creating a second, complemen-
tary layer of policy objectives layered on top of energy 
security objectives"

The environmentalist policies deployed during this 
period did not represent a break in the pursuit of long-
term energy independence; this objective remained as 
a fundamental driver. It would be more accurate to de-
scribe the new environmentalist drivers as creating a sec-
ond, complementary layer of policy objectives layered on 
top of energy security objectives. The ability of Auken to 
increase the focus on environmental policies in overall 
energy policy is a result of the increasing public aware-
ness of the adverse impacts of environmental pollution 
and the developments during the first part of the story. 
The public awareness provides the political justification, 
and the bottom up support for renewable energy in the 
first part of the story had helped form broad public sup-
port for and acceptance of renewables as well as an in-
dustry, with which a strong coalition could be built to 
support further policies for renewable energy.

3 Green growth part III: Liberalization 
(2001 – 2006)

3.1 Liberalization: a political intermezzo
Following the Auken years of 1993-2001 a new right-wing 
government led by Anders Fogh Rasmussen6 came into 
power in 2001. This resulted in a reversal of energy poli-
cy: funding for environmental and renewable energy pro-

grams was cut in favour of deregulating energy markets 
and privatizing state functions. Annually installed wind 
capacity rates dropped accordingly, cf. figure 4 & 5. Subsi-
dies and other support mechanisms for renewable energy 
were seen as directly in conflict with the objective of liber-
alization. The election also led to the establishment of the 
Environmental Assessment Institute (EAI) under Bjørn 
Lomborg, which challenged the very rationale for sup-
porting renewable energy – i.e. that climate change was 
‘worth’ fighting – by questioning the science of climate 
change and suggesting that, for instance, supporting sus-
tainable development in third world countries was a more 
cost-effective way of pursuing environmental priorities.

This rather sudden shift, from a political environment 
that was quite supportive of green policy to one where 
green policy initiatives were slashed, requires some ex-
planation – particularly given that, as we discuss below in 
section 4, green policy was destined to reassert itself be-
ginning in 2006. Why did this “intermezzo” occur? An-
dersen (2008) suggests that a ‘lomborg-effect’ explains 
the dip in the importance of the environment on the po-
litical agenda in the early 2000s. (Karnø & Buchorn 2008; 
Meyer 2004a; Meyer 2004b; Andersen 2008)

But it is also very likely that environmental issues 
were simply drowned out by other issues coming to the 
fore at the time. It is important to note, that energy and 
environmental politics played a very minor role in the 
2001 elections, in which the core themes were the future 
of the welfare state and immigration. In an analysis of 
surveys conducted during the election7, Jørgen Goul An-
dersen shows that the two major issues for voters in the 
2001 elections were ‘welfare’ and ‘immigration’ (cf. figure 
7 above). Only 3 % of voters thought that the environ-
ment was the most important issue compared to 9 % in 
the 1998 election. 

Two key events, neither directly related to energy or 
green growth, shaped the outcome of the 2001 election. 
First, the incumbent social democratic-led government’s 
highly unpopular ‘third labour market reform’ of 1998, 
which was viewed as a ‘broken promise’ to voters. Sec-
ond, the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre in 
New York on 9/11. The former caused severe dissatisfac-
tion among social democrat faithfuls and the latter helped 
propel the issue of immigration onto the agenda, which in 
turn helped boost the right wing nationalistic party, the 
Danish People’s Party, to its best result yet, thus cementing 
the majority swing in parliament from left to right. (An-
dersen 2002:8; Larsen & Andersen 2009:255; Bille 2002)

This should not be interpreted as an exhaustive analy-
sis of the Danish 2001 elections but rather a highlighting 
of core themes. The point is that energy and environmen-
tal politics was not an important issue for voters and that 
it was not a central issue in the election. Fogh’s campaign 
was, among other things, based on a deregulation and 
privatization agenda to improve efficiency of the welfare 
state. Because of the unpopularity of the ‘broken promis-
es’ of the incumbent social democrats, his campaign was 
also based on the idea of ‘keeping promises’ as expressed 
by his coining of the concept of contract politics. This 

6  Henceforth referred to as Fogh 
to avoid confusing him with the 
following and current Prime Mini-
ster, Lars Løkke Rasmussen (07-?).

7  In Denmark, an election usu-
ally lasts three weeks. According 
to the constitution, the Prime 
Minister must call an election no 
later than four years following the 
last one and tradition dictates that 
he or she does so with 3-4 weeks’ 
notice. This, of course, does not 
prevent parties and politicians to 
position themselves continuously, 
but formally, an election lasts three 
weeks.
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concept became a central theme of his successful 2005 
and 2007 re-election campaigns (Andersen 2008:19).

Part of understanding the sudden shift in policy is 
also to understand the very coalitional nature of the Dan-
ish multi-party system of politics. In a parliament where 
governments have historically depended on centre par-
ties for parliamentary backing, the 2001 election marked 
the first time since 1929 that parties right of the middle 
held a majority in the parliament on their own (Bille 
2002). In other words, the government did not depend 
on a centre party for parliamentary majority, which likely 
would have limited the subsequent deregulation and lib-
eralization drive.

The following five years thus marked a period of Dan-
ish energy policy in which the political objective of liber-
alization was the main driver of policy. The change came 
about as a result of EU pressure that began the process of 
deregulating energy markets in the late 1990s, but with 
the election of 2001 the process received strong backing 
from the Danish parliament and government as well. The 
primary goal of energy policy was still to ensure stable 
economic growth, but in the eyes of the new government, 
liberalization of energy markets was crucial to ensuring 
this. (Mendonca, Lacey, and Hvelplund, 2009; Karnøe & 
Buchhorn, 2008; Jakobsen, 2010; Nørgaard and Torn-
bjerg 2002). 

The following five years thus marked a period of Dan-
ish energy policy in which the political objective of lib-
eralization was the main driver of policy. 

Despite the significant change in policies away from 
alternative energy support and environmental priorities 
during this period, the foundation for another critical 
change in policy had been laid. The changes to the ener-
gy mix and the investment in industry and infrastructure 
had created a context in which the goal of the fossil-free 
economy could emerge.

8  This part of the story is still 
being written, and for obvious rea-
sons telling it is associated with a 
certain amount of uncertainty. It 
should be noted that the strategies 
described in this section are just 
that – strategies. How they will ac-
tually play out remains to be seen. 
There are however, clear signs of 
a shift in direction of policies and 
industry onto a new and more 
‘green’ path. 

Figure 8: While GDP has grown substantially, the energy 
intensity of the Danish economy, i.e. energy used per unit of 
GDP, has decreased since 1980.
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3.2 Summary – results of the first three phases of Dan-
ish green growth
“Green growth” was never an explicit goal of Danish en-
ergy policy during these first three parts of the story, but 
the combination of policy tools used to achieve the pri-
mary objectives of supply security and economic growth 
had the derivative effect of decoupling emissions and 
economic growth (Danish Government 1996; Grohnheit 
2001). Thus, although emissions reductions did not at-
tract substantial focus as a political objective until the 
1990s, the decoupling of growth and emissions began in 
the 1970s. In the clarity of hindsight we can thus describe 
these first three phases as a form of green growth compat-
ible with emissions reductions. (See Figure 8 below for an 
illustration of this decoupling.)

“Green growth” was never an explicit goal of Danish 
energy policy during these first three parts of the story, 
but the combination of policy tools used to achieve the 
primary objectives of supply security and economic 
growth had the derivative effect of decoupling emis-
sions and economic growth

4 Green growth part IV: the fossil free 
economy8 (2006 – 2050)

In 2006, a combination of international developments 
and the policies pursued during the first phases of green 
growth had created the industry, infrastructure, energy 
mix and global market conditions that enabled Denmark 
to commit to pursuing the goal of a fossil-free economy. 
This commitment occurred in spite of the fact that Den-
mark was still governed by the conservative administra-
tion that had initially slashed green policy support. How 
did this reorientation occur?

4.1 The politics of reorientation
The change can be traced to back to September 2006, 
when Fogh reversed the previous five years of liberaliz-
ing energy policy priorities by announcing the goal of a 
fossil-free society. (Vestergaard 2006)

Understanding how this policy shift came about 
means understanding the political climate and emerg-
ing industrial structure of 2006. We divide this story into 
two sets of factors: first, a set of specific, circumstantial 
political events and conditions that impacted Fogh’s de-
cision-making at the time. Second, the playing out of the 
on-going structural reorientation of the domestic and in-
ternational market that began in the first three periods of 
Danish green growth.

4.1.1 Circumstantial political factors
During the government’s attempt to liberalize energy 
markets it sought to adhere to environmental obligations 
via the EU Emissions Trading Scheme and joint imple-
mentation projects under the Kyoto Protocol. Meilstrup 
(2010), based on interviews with ministers and high level 
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civil servants, argues that Fogh decided he needed to 
‘green’ the government in response to public pressure. He 
did this by appointing Connie Hedegaard as the Danish 
minister for energy and the Environment in 2004. In the 
heat of the cartoon crisis of 2006, she suggested to Fogh 
that pursuing the presidency of COP15, which was ex-
pected to deliver the next global climate change treaty, 
was a unique opportunity for Denmark to shift inter-
national focus away from the cartoon crisis. (Meilstrup, 
2010) The change in policy then is seen as a way for the 
government to position itself in the race for the presi-
dency of COP15, and later to bolster diplomatic efforts 
to achieve an ambitious treaty. 

Secondly, the increasing scientific consensus on the 
adverse impacts of climate change clearly also had an 
impact on the change in policy – though whether it was 
direct or through increasing public awareness and pres-
sure is unclear. As figure 7 above shows, by the late 2000s 
the environment was again becoming an increasingly im-
portant issue on the Danish political agenda. Moreover, 
according to public opinion polls, “already in May 2002, 
the environmental cuts were the most unpopular of the 
government’s new measures (50 % against, 35 % for)”9. 
(Andersen 2008:17)

Thirdly, the Danish public service does not change 
with elections. That is, aside from natural turnover, min-
isterial employees largely remained the same as during 
the Auken years, except for people let go as a result of 
funding cuts after the 2001 election. This implies that the 
policy ideas created during Auken’s tenure remained nas-
cent in the ministries. 

As it became apparent that COP15 would not produce 
the desired result, the government decided to link its en-
vironmental priorities to growth policies directly, which 
most recently has created the green growth strategy “En-
ergy 2050”, as described below in section 4.2.

"The best way to understand this shift is to see it as rep-
resenting a structural shift in the expectations created 
by regulation and the market for energy companies" 

4.1.2 Structural reorientation of the market
Simultaneously with the political reorientations, a sea 
change was occurring more broadly in the general econ-
omy. Structural changes were playing out in industry at 
international, domestic, and local levels. This is best ex-
emplified by the decision of the major energy company, 
DONG Energy, to pursue a ‘green’ strategy in 2008. The 
main tenets of the strategy are to stop new investment in 
coal-fired power plants and increase the amount of wind 
and natural gas-fired power plants in its portfolio. The 
goal is to increase the ratio of renewables to fossil fuels in 
the portfolio to 85/15, to cut CO2 emissions per energy 
unit in half over ten years, and to reduce it to 15 % of cur-
rent levels by 2040 (Bøss 2011).

In addition to this, DONG has also pulled back from 
coal-power activities generally, making the decision not 

to pursue any more coal-fired power plants in the future. 
Indeed, as of 2009 it has pulled out of all new coal fired 
projects – including projects to build coal power plants 
in Scotland and Germany – in spite of the fact that it has 
expertise in this area, had won these contracts, could po-
tentially make money from them, and had already sunk 
some investment into them. This seems to us to indicate a 
uniquely strong commitment to pulling back from carbon-
heavy power sources like coal. Why would DONG cancel 
projects it had already signed, secured, and invested in?

The best way to understand this shift is to see it as 
representing a structural shift in the expectations cre-
ated by regulation and the market for energy companies. 
DONG’s current strategy reflects a belief that coal is no 
longer a good investment – in any form. Pulling back 
from coal-fired plant projects that have already been 
won is a reflection of DONG’s growing expectation that 
conditions in the market – ranging from increasingly 
stringent projected carbon regulation to public opinion 
trends – will make it increasingly difficult to bring coal 
projects to completion as countries shift away from coal 
as a desirable power source, and that (even if completed) 
such projects will have increasingly uncertain returns 
on investment. In part, this is because of the surround-
ing regulatory environment, which places a growing 
cost on CO2; free CO2 quotas will disappear as of 2013, 
meaning that full CO2 costs will be incurred from that 
point on. Pursuing a coal project – even one that is al-
ready in process – no longer makes good business sense 
to DONG because it could lead to an expensive waste 
of effort and uncertain profitability over the long life-
time of these projects. Given that funds for investment 
are limited, and that the alternative investment – renew-
able energy – is desired and stimulated from a societal 
perspective, DONG sees this situation as prompting a 
strategic re-orientation toward low-carbon investment 
(Bøss 2011). Once expectations within the market have 
altered to this extent, green growth policy becomes in a 
sense self-sustaining, as perceived incentives lead to the 
growth of constituencies with a vested interest in green 
energy, and shrinkage of constituencies with a vested 
interest in fossil fuels. Indeed, DONG itself has adapted 
to the transformed market structure, and now supports 
CO2 taxes and increasing emissions reductions goals, as 
these regulations incentivize the continuing transition to 
the renewable energy world DONG is structuring itself 
for (Bøss 2011).

Once expectations within the market have altered to 
this extent, green growth policy becomes in a sense 
self-sustaining, as perceived incentives lead to the 
growth of constituencies with a vested interest in green 
energy, and shrinkage of constituencies with a vested 
interest in fossil fuels.

4.2 The new toolkit: policy tools for a fossil-free economy
The policy suite used today to pursue Denmark’s fossil-

9   Translated by author.
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free goals represents a continuation of trends during 
the first phases of Danish green growth, but the link-
age of growth and environmental priorities represents 
a re-imagining of policy priorities. As renewable energy 
and clean tech industry investments become a driver of 
economic growth, the political rationale for investing in 
these becomes significantly more robust, and crucially, 
the policy change occurs under a right-wing govern-
ment, which has, historically, been more sceptical of 
environmental priorities and alternative energy sourc-
es. The question is no longer whether or not Denmark 
should invest in renewables, but how fast it can, and 
how it should, eliminate fossil fuels from the energy mix 
(Vestergaard 2006). Political resistance to green growth 
policies has virtually disappeared.

The recent “Energy Strategy 2050” (published in Feb-
ruary, 2011) is the latest step toward Denmark’s current 
goal of finally eliminating fossil fuel dependency in the 
Danish economy, thus achieving the complimentary ob-
jectives of energy security, environmental protection and 
green growth. The policies emerging in the second part 
of the Danish green growth story can be characterized 
under 4 headings: Support for renewable energy sources, 
electrification, infrastructure investment, and energy ef-
ficiency. (Danish Government 2011)

4.2.1 Support for renewable energy sources
The policy shift picks up the historic support for renew-
able energy and seeks to support further integration of 
wind, biomass, and biogas through subsidies, RD&D 
support, and calls for tenders on two new off shore wind 
farms (400 + 600 MW). As the rationale for this policy is 
now economic growth as well as environmental protec-
tion and energy security, it should be understood against 
the backdrop of the developed clean tech industry that 
emerged as a result of the first phases of green growth. 
Two government studies from 2006 and 2009 investigat-
ing the “green” business potential in Denmark identified 

Figure 9: The major energy consuming sectors of the Danish 
economy are transportation, production, trade and services, and 
households. 
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Source: DEA 2010:18
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Figure 10: Energy consumption for household heating purposes 
has become significantly more efficient since 1980. The high 
amount of energy consumed however, speaks to the necessity 
of decarbonizing heating, to achieve the overall objective of the 
fossil free economy12
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a cluster of highly competitive clean tech businesses in 
Denmark producing and exporting “clean” solutions to 
environmental problems.10 As of 2006 the sector com-
prised 720 companies employing roughly 120,000 people, 
with total added value in the sector amounting to DKK 86 
billion – roughly 5 % of GDP (Andersen, Bertelsen, and 
Rostend 2006; FORA 2009).11 Export and revenue in the 
sector have exhibited strong growth rates from 2000-2008 
compared to the rest of the economy as well as the EU 
(Danish Government 2010). In other words, Denmark 
currently enjoys a strong position in parts of the global 
clean tech market. This position, in turn becomes inter-
esting politically as the demand for green energy globally 
is high and projected to increase massively in the future. 
There is a huge global market potential for clean tech, and 
investments in the sector are projected to increase rapidly 
over the next 20 years. (Meilstrup et al. 2010)

At this point the integrated Nordic electricity markets 
also deserves mention. The integration of the Nordic 
electricity grids (Nordel) enables the further integration 
of wind power in Denmark, and has done so historically, 
by allowing imports of hydropower to offset imbalances 

10 For the purposes of the two 
studies cited here, clean tech is 
divided into technologies aiming 
to solve 8 distinct environmental 
challenges: climate change; air 
pollution; water; land use & bio-
diversity; chemicals in products; 
land contamination; waste; and 
raw material use. The survey was 
conducted using ‘snowballing’, 
which implies that there may well 
be companies not identified in the 
survey.

11 264 of the surveyed compa-
nies identified clean tech as a se-
condary area of business; amongst 
the remainder of companies clean 
tech is defined as the primary - not 
the sole - area of business. As the 
available data does not allow for 
a distinction between clean-tech-
generated revenue and revenue 
generated from other areas of 
business, these numbers should 
be treated with some uncertainty.

12  Net consumption equals final 
consumption minus local losses in 
heating furnaces, etc.

13  Electric heat pumps use electri-
city to produce heat. They are cur-
rently being deployed in house-
holds not connected to district 
heating grids to replace oil fur-
naces. They are further envisioned 
to be deployed in district heating 
grids and as an alternative to indu-
stry use of fossil fuels. In all sec-
tors they serve the dual purpose of 
using electricity rather than fossil 
fuels, and providing the ability 
for flexible use of energy, i.e. the 
ability to produce heat when wind 
electricity production peaks and 
use it, when it is needed. (Danish 
Energy Association, 2009:16ff)

City-level green policy

Another part of Denmark’s green growth story is the ef-
forts undertaken at the city level. As of 2009, the muni-
cipal government of Copenhagen approved a plan to re-
duce CO2 emissions by 20 % compared to 2005 in 2015 
and to be CO2-neutral by 2025. The highlights of the 
plan include support for renewable energy in energy sup-
ply (biomass and wind); Influencing the transportation 
sector by advancing bikes and collective transportation, 
imposing restrictions on traffic, and supporting energy 
efficiency in transport; Energy efficiency in buildings; 
and information activities aimed at behavioral change. 
(City of Copenhagen 2010)
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between supply and demand in the context of fluctuat-
ing wind production (Grohnheit 2001). As penetration 
of volatile wind energy increases, there is a limit to how 
much the Nordel market can offset the fluctuations in 
Danish wind energy production. This leads to the idea of 
transforming the electricity grid by creating a Smart Grid 
(cf. section 4.2.3 below).

4.2.2 Electrification
Renewable energy has the potential to eliminate fossil fu-
els from electricity production, but so long as the internal 
combustion engine dominates the transport sector, fos-
sil fuels will remain a component in the overall energy 
mix. This leads naturally to the idea of electrifying the 
transport sector. If the electricity supply can be produced 
primarily from renewables, and the transport sector be-
comes dominated by electric vehicles, Denmark will have 
gone a long way towards eliminating fossil fuels from the 
overall energy mix. See figure 9 below.

Household heating consumption still represents app. 
20 % of final energy consumption. To eliminate fos-
sil fuels from this part of the energy sector, the strategy 
seeks to further develop the Danish energy infrastruc-
ture, which brings us to the third component of the 2050 
strategy.

4.2.3 Infrastructure investment
The strategy seeks to further investments in district heat-
ing grids and to further increase the use of biomass and 
electric heat pumps in district heating through subsidies. 
The increasing use of biomass helps eliminate fossil fuels 
in and of itself. The key here is that the ability to increase 
the use of biomass in CHP plants is facilitated by the de-
velopment of the natural gas and district heating grids 
that occurred during the first part of the story. Electri-
fication through dissemination of electric heat pumps 
achieves the same purpose, to the extent that electricity 
supply is transformed. Electric heat pumps however, also 
serve another important purpose: distributed battery ca-
pacity in a future Smart Grid.13

The development of a Smart Grid – an intelligent elec-
tricity grid – is a prerequisite to the further integration of 
wind energy. The Danish state-owned transmission sys-
tems operator and the Danish Energy Association envi-
sions the Smart Grid in the Danish context as a transfor-
mation of the electricity grid, which enables an effective 
interplay between wind power production, heat pumps 
and electric vehicles (Dansk Energy Association and En-
erginet.dk, 2010). The combination of real-time dynamic 
pricing of electricity through smart meters and distrib-
uted battery capacity in the grid – in the form of electric 
vehicles and electric heat pumps – to offset the volatil-
ity of wind electricity production, is thus envisioned to 
enable Denmark to massively increase the share of wind 
production in electricity generation.

The EU-funded ECOgrid project will turn the island 
of Bornholm into a large pilot project for the national 
implementation of a Smart Grid. The population of the 
island is 50,000 people. Its virtue is its isolation, which 

enables it to be disconnected from other grids. By 2014, 
50 % of its electricity supply will be covered by wind pro-
duction (Wittrup 2010; Energymap.dk 2010). 

4.2.4 Energy efficiency
The demand for fossil fuels is determined by the demand 
for energy in general. Energy efficiency presents an ob-
vious complement to the policies above by reducing the 
extent to which development of renewables, electrifica-
tion and infrastructure development is necessary. The 
strategy seeks to support energy efficiency advances in 
general and in buildings in particular through mandates, 
benchmarking and further support for district heating 
(cf. section 4.2.3 above).

4.3 Summary
All of the above policies conform to the goal of fossil fuel 
independence as well the complementary underlying 
objectives of environmental protection, energy security 
and Green growth. That 100 % renewables in the energy 
mix is good for the environment and for the security of 
supply is a straightforward proposition, but the green 
growth part of the story deserves special mention. The 
idea is to create green growth by supporting innovation 
in clean tech sectors. By turning Denmark into a “green 
growth lab” in which other countries look for ideas and 
inspiration for climate challenges, the triple policy objec-
tives of stimulating growth, achieving security of supply, 
and mitigating climate change can be pursued – not only 
domestically but internationally as well.14

5 Conclusion

The Danish strategy of energy independence, described 
in Part I & II, successfully achieved growth compatible 
with emissions reduction. It further created the industry, 
infrastructure and energy mix which, combined with in-
ternational developments, enable Denmark’s current at-
tempt to achieve a fossil fuel-free economy (as described 
in Part IV). The idea is to create growth that is not only 
compatible with emissions reductions, but also driven by 
them, thus fulfilling the triple underlying policy objec-
tives of energy security, climate change mitigation and 
green growth.

The current behaviour of Denmark’s energy industry 
suggests that expectations have been fundamentally 
reconfigured.

The ability to move from phase to phase of this pro-
gression has been an evolutionary process, with early 
phases creating the conditions that make later phases 
possible. Over time, evidence suggests that this has led to 
a very real transformation of the structure not only of the 
Danish energy system, but of its industry and markets 
as well. The current behaviour of Denmark’s energy in-

14  The concept “green growth lab” 
was coined by Monday Morning 
to describe the idea of supporting 
clean tech innovation, for the pur-
pose of gaining a leading global 
position on innovation of sustaina-
ble solutions, with the explicit pur-
pose of exporting these solutions. 
(Meilstrup et al. 2010)
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dustry suggests that expectations have been fundamen-
tally reconfigured. Denmark’s policy objectives have thus 
proven to be self-reinforcing in two ways: across objec-
tives in the sense that they are intertwined, each contrib-
uting to the fulfilment of the others; and over time in 
the sense that policy actions taken at one point in time 
help create the context that enables and supports policies 
within the next phase.

From an international perspective, Denmark’s experi-
ments with the Smart Grid, electric vehicles, electric heat 
pumps, biomass use in district heating, etc. will provide 
important lessons on how to decrease an economy’s de-
pendence on fossil fuels. While these lessons must be 
understood in the context of the general Danish energy 
story as explained in this paper, they will provide valu-
able insights for nations looking to – not just talk the talk 
– but also walk the walk of a fossil-free economy.

Finally, the policies pursued by Danish governments 
distinguish themselves by being relatively coherent over a 
long period of time. The lesson here for any country seek-
ing to reduce its carbon footprint is that it is crucial to 
secure a stable coalition to support policy change. Trans-
forming the energy system in an economy is not some-
thing that happens overnight. It requires concerted efforts 
on the part of political, industry and civil society actors 
over time, and in the Danish case the latter part of the sto-
ry takes place in the context of a EU that is also relatively 
eager to pursue green policies. While the specific policies 
pursued by Denmark since 1973 may serve as inspiration 
for countries seeking to reduce their carbon footprint, the 
key is to understand that any such effort has to be under-
taken in the context of stable coalition to sustain it in the 
long term. It is this type of long-term progression that is 
likely necessary to create a transformation in societal and 
industry behaviour and expectations. 
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1 The US: A federation of green policy labs

The US can be thought of as a collection of 50 semi-in-
dependent policy laboratories. States are constrained – to 
degrees that vary by issue area – by overarching policy 
frameworks or limitations at the federal level. When the 
federal government passes explicit legislation, it binds 
the states. However, nested within the federal framework, 
the individual US states generally retain relatively broad 
powers to set state-level policy. And as discussed below, 
these state-level powers are particularly strong in the area 
of carbon emissions, where we see a lack of a coherent 
policy at the federal level to shape state action. This lack 
of extensive overarching structure is compounded by 
the willingness on the part of the federal government to 
grant waivers to states, like California, that are interested 
in experimenting with stricter environmental standards 
than those created at the federal level.

The boundary between US and state-level policy-
making is therefore fuzzy, fluid, and prone to shift as 
policy-making proceeds in this area.

The boundary between US and state-level policy-
making is therefore fuzzy, fluid, and prone to shift as 
policy-making proceeds in this area. But in practice, the 
result is that the US’s 50 states have the potential to act as 
separate green growth experiments, each implementing 
different policy mixes in response to different situations 
and goals.1 The US story is really 50 stories – some of 
more analytic interest than others.

Therefore, telling the United States’ green growth sto-
ry means addressing two questions. First, what set of pol-
icy choices has the federal level made (or failed to make), 
and how and to what degree do these choices shape state 
policy-making? Second, nested within the federal con-
text, how do state-level stories play out? How are states 
constrained and influenced by the federal policy they 

collectively receive; and what happens at the state level 
that creates the individual green-growth policy stories of 
the states? We explore these issues below. It is important 
to note that much of what we discuss may be familiar to 
readers from the United States; because our audience is 
international, we cover some detail that may seem obvi-
ous to Americans.

2 Political gridlock

The general tendency of US policy-making to allow for 
state-level control is particularly strong in the area of cli-
mate and energy policy. This is because political gridlock 
currently makes national-level legislative action on emis-
sions reduction nearly impossible in the US. A brief re-
view of obstacles to legislative policy creation in the US 
federal government structure is included here for readers 
not familiar with the details of the US political system.

The political system of the US requires that legislation 
pass both the House of Representatives and the Senate. In 
law, the Senate requires a majority vote to pass legislation. 
However, in practice, on many controversial issues the 
Senate requires 60 votes to pass legislation, due to pro-
cedural requirements. This is an extremely difficult bar 
to clear. It is rare for either major political party to gain 
a full 60 seats in the Senate. Moreover, politics in the US 
is currently highly polarized, meaning individuals from 
one party are reluctant to vote for legislation supported 
by the other party unless the legislation is routine. Far 
from being routine, legislative action on climate change 
remains quite controversial in the US. The controversial 
nature of this type of legislation stems from three sourc-
es. First, many interests in the US have legitimate con-
cerns about reduced competitiveness and job loss relative 
to jurisdictions that do not implement carbon controls; 
second, the US has significant coal and oil interests, and 
local interests are highly reluctant to abandon these re-
sources; and third, the topic of climate change itself has 
become highly politicized in the US.

1  In fact, the story is somewhat 
more complex than this; policy 
can also play out at the regional 
level, with multiple states ban-
ding together on action as in the 
Western Climate Initiative. For 
clarity, in this initial statement 
we focus on policy at either the 
federal or individual state level.

Chapter 5
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3 What green growth policy is possible at 
the federal level?

These conditions, taken in sum, mean that it is extremely 
difficult to pass legislation leading to even moderate ac-
tion on climate change at the federal level. In practice, 
this has meant that action at the federal level has been 
limited to a few specific areas.

3.1 Official channels for federal energy policy
First, some legislation has passed as crisis response. The 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, passed to 
provide stimulus during the recent economic crisis, in-
cluded significant funding of various forms for renewable 
energy and efficiency measures.

Second, the US executive branch does have relatively 
wide-ranging powers over many areas of regulation and 
federal policy; in some cases these are, at least potentially, 
comparable to those found in the elite bureaucratic or-
ganizations in nations such as Japan or France. In areas 
relevant to energy policy, these include:

1)  The Department of Energy: The Department of Ener-
gy handles US energy-related policy issues; its mission 
is to “Ensure America's security and prosperity by ad-
dressing its energy, environmental, and nuclear chal-
lenges through transformative science and technology 
solutions.” (DOE 2011) In practice it is a major distrib-
utor of clean energy- and efficiency-related funding, 
administers green energy loan guarantee programs, 
and acts as a sponsor of basic and applied research in 
energy (the DoE operates a variety of research insti-
tutions including, for instance, the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratories). It also oversees the Energy In-
formation Agency, an extremely useful storehouse of 
domestic and international energy information.

2)  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC): 
FERC has authority over the national energy grid. In 
practice, however, its actual authority is limited largely 
to truly national-level issues, such as the regulation 
of the transmission, reliability, and wholesale sales of 
electricity between states. More local distribution sys-
tems and pricing are administered at the local level, 
with FERC holding advisory powers at best. Thus, 
FERC’s powers over important grid and generation is-
sues are very limited, with even multi-state, regional 
planning handled by state consortia (FERC 2011; Fox-
Penner 2010; NERC 2011).

3)  The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Courts 
have ruled that the EPA has the power to regulate 
greenhouse gases. But how this power will be de-
ployed2 is still being determined. It has not, thus far, 
been a major influence. The EPA also currently ad-
ministers some focused programs with emissions 
impact, such as the Energy Star program, an energy 
efficiency standards program.

4)  Various R&D units such as the newly created Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-
E), as well as existing units in the national labs, EPA, 
and Department of Defence, support basic research, 
innovation, and commercialization of products rel-
evant to energy. The assistance provided by these 
programs can range from very basic research to test-
ing to creating demand for prototype or early-stage 
products and helping innovations to overcome the 
“valley of death” between initial innovation and early 
commercialization.

The direct effects of executive-branch action are thus 
quite limited overall, relative to the more sweeping pro-
grams in some European nations. They are also not well 
coordinated from the perspective of overall strategy. 
They represent instead a somewhat haphazard concate-
nation of various programs initiated at different points 
in time in response to different stimuli. In practice, this 
all boils down to four major areas of effect on the state 
environment.

"In other words, we see no obvious bias that suggests 
the US is using stimulus funding to effectively favor 
any particular macro-level strategy on how to reduce 
emissions"

3.2 Practical effects of federal energy policy on the 
state policy environment
1)  Funding: Various channels – such as stimulus funding, 

guaranteed loan programs, and support for research 
and development, as well as a variety of indirect fund-
ing routes such as tax credits and deductions – channel 
meaningful amounts of subsidy into all stages of the 
research and commercialization chain for energy tech-
nologies. The largest chunk of direct funding in the 
recent past has been the stimulus bill; “green stimulus” 
funds have dwarfed other on-going non-stimulus di-
rect green energy spending. Stimulus spending seems 
to have been fairly evenly distributed, with major sums 
in all the important emissions reductions areas – re-
newable energy, efficiency and weatherization, trans-
portation, grid technologies, and carbon capture and 
storage all received large chunks of funding. In other 
words, we see no obvious bias that suggests the US is 
using stimulus funding to effectively favor any particu-
lar macro-level strategy on how to reduce emissions.

While we do not see any major redistributive biases in 
how funding is allocated by state, there is a reinforcing ef-
fect on the existing distribution of industry and research 
in the US. For example, Michigan, with its automobile 
industry, has received the largest share of transportation 
stimulus funds from the DoE. Similarly, states with major 
national research labs and strong university systems (like 
California and Colorado) have been particularly success-
ful in competing for research funds. Thus, the distribu-

2  Or even if it will be deployed, 
given legislative efforts to strip 
this power from the EPA.
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tion of funds seems to reinforce or amplify what states 
are already doing, rather than shifting or constraining.

The effects of this support are a double-edged sword. 
On the one hand, they can be hugely supportive to 
emerging industries and their markets. Sources in Colo-
rado tell us the stimulus funds received by Colorado were 
enormously helpful. They both kickstarted programs 
that might have been slow or difficult to start without 
funding assistance, and provided a rescue for programs 
that would otherwise have been vulnerable to cuts during 
the severe recession. Similarly, stimulus funding and loan 
guarantee programs have likely had a synergistic effect 
with venture capital interest in cleantech, turbocharging 
California’s cleantech investment wave and helping to 
grow the market for these technologies. (See Colorado 
and California State Case Study reports (Green Growth 
Leaders 2011a and 2011b) for further discussion.)

However, funding, particularly funding delivered di-
rectly to industry like guaranteed loans, may not be well-
targeted and may create large distortive effects by subsi-
dizing the recipient firm and/or particular technological 
solutions that are not inherently competitive without the 
subsidy. If this effect is large enough, it could swamp or 
distort better-targeted state-level policies to shape green 
industry. For instance, one source for this project sug-
gested that federal funding has tended to push venture 
capital investment in California toward large-scale, 
capital-intensive areas rather than the smaller, more eas-
ily scaled, lower-capital technologies it is better suited 
to (Kenney 2011). Such an effect would apply broadly 
across states, though the level of effect might depend on 
success in capturing funding.

2)  Innovation: Federal research investment has created 
a pool of innovation and new technology. Much as 
direct federal funding for industry has done, this re-
source pool of emerging technology has served as an 
accelerating force for the creation of green industry. 
If the research pool were biased, with most resources 
directed toward a particular technology, this could 
create a de facto influence on the development direc-
tions available to states. However, the spread of fund-
ing across solution categories appears diverse enough 
that this is not an issue (Prabhakar 2011).                                        

 Research takes place in a variety of units in the fed-
eral government and institutions funded by the federal 
government, often through the Department of Energy, 
including the national labs, research universities, and 
the struggling ARPA-E unit. One less obvious but sig-
nificant home for non-fossil fuel energy research and 
demonstration is the Department of Defense. Rising 
fossil fuel prices and the difficulty of protecting mas-
sive liquid fuel supply lines in operations both make 
the DoD interested in alternative energy options. 
Some particular areas the DoD is investing in include 
green aviation fuels, hybrid-electric ground vehicles 
and ships as well as alternative energy vehicles, battery 
storage, prediction modeling software for renewable 

resources, insulation technologies, microgrid tech-
nologies, solar thermal and portable solar arrays, and 
geothermal energy (Hourihan and Stepp 2011). The 
DoD can be a particularly important player in tech-
nological innovation because it is not just an R&D 
funder. It often also provides an initial purchaser for 
expensive prototype or early-stage products, helping 
them bridge the “valley of death” between initial in-
novation and commercialization. In later stages of 
commercialization, military procurement can help 
new products build scale. The military has provided 
an initial bridge to commercialization for many US 
technological advancements in the past.

3)  Failure to coordinate: The fact that national/regional 
policymaking is not strategically coordinated with 
state-level policymaking makes attempts to transform 
state-level systems that are linked to national systems 
problematic. This serves as an obstacle to success in 
some policy areas. This effect is seen, for instance, 
in the California deregulation story, where Califor-
nia state policy clashed with regional energy market 
policy, creating problems for successful deregulation 
(Sweeney 2002). (See the California State Case Study 
report (Green Growth Leaders 2011a) for further dis-
cussion.) This has a de facto effect on states’ abilities to 
deploy certain types of policy measures.

4)  Freedom to experiment: The federal government 
has been willing in some cases to actively increase the 
freedom of states to incubate policy at the local lev-
el. An important example is the waivers received by 
California, allowing it to experiment with pollution 
regulations more stringent than those imposed by the 
federal government. This type of action increases the 
potential of states to act as green policy labs.

The bottom line is that the federal government pro-
vides enabling inputs in the form of funding and re-
search, and creates some distortive effects via funding. 
But the particular evolution of state green growth stories, 
and hence the US green growth story collectively, owes 
more to state-level conditions, resources, and political/
economic history than it does to federal interference. We 
therefore briefly consider the general question of how 
state-level policy evolves, before turning to our two in-
depth case studies of individual states: California and 
Colorado.

4 Green growth policy evolution at the 
state level: an example

As we have stated, US states, collectively, constitute a 
green policy laboratory that allows for the testing of 
many approaches simultaneously – although in a highly 
unstructured and uncoordinated way. Strategies chosen 
by states are shaped by each state’s particular history, po-
litical and social profile, resource mix, legacy infrastruc-
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ture, and industrial breakdown. This effect is exemplified 
in a comparative study of the wind industries across states 
carried out by a Minnesota research group in 2010 (Fisch-
lein et al., 2010). The study examined the dynamics of the 
wind industry in four states – Massachusetts, Minnesota, 
Montana, and Texas – that exhibited a variety of levels of 
wind resources, legislative support, and actual installed 
capacity. We recap three of these stories as illustration:

 Massachusetts has a promising energy industry profile 
(a lack of local fossil fuel resources to create blocking in-
terests), environmentally friendly citizens, and a strong 
history of supportive legislative policy, including renew-
able portfolio standards. In spite of this, citizen-level 
resistance to wind (due to aesthetic and environmental 
concerns), infrastructure problems, and burdensome ex-
isting regulation have largely blocked wind development.

 Minnesota uses a high proportion of coal for power. 
Nonetheless, Minnesota has both a renewable portfolio 
standard and a community-based energy development 
program that includes incentives for community wind 
development with local ownership. This program has 
helped reinforce green policy by building support for 
local wind farming, which is well suited to Minnesota’s 
sparse population patterns.

 Texas already has significant wind resources deployed, in 
spite of a citizen base that is relatively uninterested in en-
vironmental concerns. Texas is one of the few US states to 
have successfully created a deregulated, highly competi-
tive electricity industry. Wind development looked like 
a particularly competitive option in Texas for two par-
ticular reasons. First, wind was made more economically 
viable by the fact that Texas’ major competitive energy 
source was natural gas, and natural gas was (at least at 
the time) typically more expensive than coal – so winds 
prices looked more competitive in Texas than they did 
in states reliant mainly on coal. Second, deregulation did 
trigger some worries about potential trends toward pol-
lution, and constituents thought wind might help guard 
against that risk.

We can derive a number of implications for state-level 
policy simply from looking at this bounded example of 
the wind industry:

First, states’ individual decisions about whether to 
pursue particular green growth policy options differ a 
lot. This is obvious in the wind cases discussed above, 
and holds generally for state-level green policy mixes.

Second, policy choices differ partly because the partic-
ular characteristics of states differ – in terms of resource 
profile, industrial profile, infrastructure, geography, and 
political and policy history. None of these characteristics 
is individually determinative: politics may trump re-
source profiles (and vice versa), economics may trump 
politics (and vice versa), and so on.

Third, there are a wide variety of veto points at the state 
level. These can range from physical blocks like unsuita-

ble infrastructure to political blocks like resistant citizens. 
They may be specific to the particular policy under con-
sideration. State-level veto points emerge from the par-
ticular political and economic structures of states and are 
separate from the veto points found at the federal level.

Fourth, similarly, individual states have individual sets 
of relevant key players or groups acting as green policy 
supporters and gatekeepers. These players may be linked 
to key players at the federal level, but can function inde-
pendently at the state level.

"Fifth, successful green growth stories happen when 
(a) a high enough proportion of relevant key players 
support specific green growth policies, and (b) veto 
points are avoided or overcome"

Fifth, successful green growth stories happen when (a) 
a high enough proportion of relevant key players support 
specific green growth policies, and (b) veto points are 
avoided or overcome.

Sixth, individual moves toward green growth policy 
(such as energy efficiency and renewables policy) can be 
self-reinforcing. This occurs if green policy moves cre-
ate observable benefits and learning effects, and increase 
comfort levels, in ways that increase the proportion of 
key players that are willing to support or tolerate green 
growth policy.

In sum, what the points above suggest is that the 
evolution of green growth policy is path-dependent, 
with prior history shaping the tools accessible to policy-
makers. Particular choices regarding infrastructure or 
policy at one point in a state’s history serve to enable or 
choke off access to subsequent choices in the next phase 
of policy-making.

5 Conclusion
We see these points play out in more detail in the in-
depth state cases that follow. The California case is a sto-
ry that begins with policy actions triggered by crises that 
create political opportunity. Events such as the air pollu-
tion crisis of the 1940s and 1950s or the oil shock of the 
1970s created windows of opportunity where blocks to 
action were low, allowing California to initiate multiple 
rounds of de facto3 green growth policy. These rounds 
of policy in turn created or expanded the size of green-
friendly key players and groups, by creating learning 
effects and by creating new interest groups that benefit 
from green policies. Each succeeding phase of policy laid 
the groundwork for the next phase.

The Colorado case is a story that begins with a geo-
graphic and economic profile that created obstacles in 
the form of a thriving fossil fuel industry. It also cre-
ated opportunities – a huge, exploitable wind resource 
located within a conservative rural constituency, creat-
ing an argument for renewable energy policy within this 
otherwise skeptical constituency. Colorado also has a 

3  As the term de facto suggests, 
“green growth” per se has, until 
recently, not been California’s 
goal in taking emissions reduc-
tion actions; however, the effect 
in practice has been to drive, first, 
the decoupling of emissions from 
growth and, later, the attempt to 
link growth to green technology.
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political structure that allowed a citizen’s movement to 
work around veto points – the conservative governor and 
conservative-controlled legislature – that had blocked 
legislative attempts at green policy. Together, these char-
acteristics created the opportunity for a determined 
group of leaders to assemble a set of interests around de-
ployment of green growth policy. This story now shows 
signs of becoming self-reinforcing in the way that the 
California story has, as utilities become comfortable with 
renewables standards and a green business constituency 
becomes a growing part of Colorado’s economic and po-
litical reality.

Please see our California and Colorado State Case 
Study reports (Green Growth Leaders 2011a and 2011b) 
for further discussion of the California and Colorado 
cases.
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1 Introduction
California’s current bid to become a global leader in clean 
-tech reflects a history of leadership in energy and clima-
te policy. In the last quarter of 2010 the state captured 50 
percent of global venture capital funding for clean-tech. 
In 2006 it passed AB 32 the most aggressive climate bill of 
any state in the nation. These developments were made 
possible by a historical trajectory of policy and business 
community development dating back to the 1940s. Early 
successful energy legislation laid the foundation for fu-
ture policy, created a precedent for unique cross-sector 
relationships and shaped policy tools available for future 
action. Building upon this foundation California’s al-
ready established venture capital community, supported 
by the state’s top-tier research universities and policy 
makers, is investing in clean tech as an attractive green 
growth initiative. Whether these investments will realize 
the economic gains venture capital and policy makers 
hope for, however, remains an open question.

California’s green growth history began in the mid 
twentieth century as a period of green growth compatible 
with emissions reductions. While emission reductions 
were achieved during this early period,  the primary fo-
cus of policy was air pollution and emissions reductions 
only a derivative effect. Relevant energy movements du-
ring this period were comprised of two strands: (1) suc-
cessful energy efficiency programs and [2] unsuccessful 
deregulation of the electricity industry. Energy efficiency 
programs, in combination with structural factors, were 
able to keep California’s per-capita electricity use relati-
vely flat, while permitting significant economic growth 
(discussed below). On the other hand, deregulation of 
the California electricity industry was riddled with unin-
tended consequences and was largely unsuccessful.

Recently, a third strand of green growth development 
in California began taking hold. This movement repre-
sents (3) a more emissions-aware energy movement, ba-
sed around the idea that growth could be driven by emis-
sions reduction, and that the clean-tech industry could 
represent the next major new source of economic growth 
for California. Below, we explore each of these three 

Chronological Overview

1941    Los Angeles experiences severe air pollution 

1947  State creates first ever county-level Air Pollu-
tion Control Districts  

1959  Through collaboration with the university re-
search community, policy makers require the 

  State Department of Public Health to set mo-
tor vehicle air quality standards

1961     Emission regulations for vehicles are passed 
into law, first in the nation

1967     The statewide regulator agency the California 
Air Resources Board is created

1967     California wins the legal right as the only state 
 allowed to deviate from national policy and 
impose more stringent air pollution regulation

1973     OPEC oil embargo creates political support for 
energy efficiency programs

1974     Creation of the California Energy Commission 
with the authority to regulate building and ap-
pliance efficiency standards

1977     Sate adoption of wide spread efficiency 
standards for appliances and buildings 

1977     An amendment to the national Clean Air Act 
allows California to regulate fuels and fuel ad-
ditives without EPA approval and gives other 
states the option to choose between adoption 
of California or national standards

1996     California implements aggressive electricity 
deregulation policy

2000    Deregulation leads to fiscal and energy crisis

2002     State legislature passes Assembly Bill 1493 
regulating GHG emissions reductions in  Cali-
fornia motor vehicles manufactured after 2009

2002   State Legislature passes SB 1078 mandating 
20% of state electricity be generated from re-
newable sources by 2017, the most aggres-
sive standard in the nation

2006     California Legislature passes Assembly Bill 32: 
the California Global warming Solutions Act

Chapter 5
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strands. For reference we have included a chronological 
overview of relevant state history.

2 Three strands of green growth

2.1 Energy efficiency
From the late 1970s onward electricity use per capita in 
California stayed flat, while increasing by 50% nationally. 
Over the same time period the state experienced long-
term economic growth—successfully decoupling growth 
and electricity consumption (Roland-Holst 2008). In this 
scenario California was able to successfully capture sig-
nificant green-compatible growth – that is, growth in 
which economic growth is compatible with emissions 
reduction or control. (Note, however, that this was an 
unintended consequence of energy efficiency policy; at 
the time, carbon emissions were not a policy focus.)

This success was due at least in part to deliberate 
energy efficiency policy measures and to a legacy of pio-
neering air pollution regulation and infrastructure al-
ready in place in California as a response to serious air 
pollution problems in the 1940s and 1950s. In the later 
part of the 1970s the state put into effect an aggressive 
energy efficiency policy package comprised of building 
and appliance standards and utility programs. In additi-
on, to encourage utilities to adopt energy efficiency tech-
nologies and programs, the state introduced policies to 
decouple utility profits from total electricity generation. 
These policies provided a compensatory revenue stream 
and performance incentives for utilities that met or ex-

ceeded efficiency savings.  Regulators used a new invest-
ment metric – “cost of conserved energy” – to calculate 
savings from avoided use and thus justify the program 
costs (Rosenfeld and McAuliffe 2008; Rosenfeld and Po-
skanzer 2009).

The political will and successful implementation of 
these policies stemmed from a myriad of inter-connected 
factors, including a history of air pollution problems and 
the resulting established regulatory infrastructure and 
grants of regulatory latitude to the state by the federal 
government; the OPEC embargo and rising fuel prices; 
and an absence of an entrenched fossil fuel sector.  In the 
1940s California began experiencing severe air pollution 
problems in the LA Basin area resulting in an acrid haze. 
The geography and quickly expanding population in the 
auto-centric city helped explain the unique severity of 
the pollution. California created a series of administra-
tive bodies to regulate and address this problem, develo-
ping finally into the California Air and Resource Board 
1967.  In conflict with less stringent national air pollu-
tion regulation passed a decade later, California was the 
only state awarded the legal right to pass more stringent 
air pollution regulation that at the national level due to 
the state’s “extraordinary conditions” and “pioneering ef-
forts.”  These existing regulatory bodies and legal rights 
played a central role in the later implemented energy ef-
ficiency measures (Hanemann 2007).

Momentum for further clean-air regulation was initi-
ally unable to overcome Republican and industry objec-
tion until the critical juncture of the OPEC oil embargo 
and resulting rocketing oil prices.  An absence of coal 

Figure 1: Per Capita Electricity Sales comparisons between California and the U.S. as a whole over the last 30 years. 

Per capita electricity sales

Source: Rosenfeld 2008.
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reserves further contributed to more limited resistance 
to regulatory policies than seen in coal states (Sweeney 
2002). Finally, policy makers were also able to take ad-
vantage of the established research universities in the 
area, forming a symbiotic relationship between regula-
tors and the researchers in which regulators funded re-
search that in turn greatly benefited policy implementa-
tion (Hanemann 2007; Rosenfeld and Poskanzer 2009). 
This partnership has continued over the last 40 years and 
played a role in shaping future climate policy. 

Approximately 25% of the reduction in per capita elec-
tricity consumption growth patterns can be attributed 
to the policy measures described above. The remainder 
was driven by a combination of, on the one hand, demo-
graphic and structural effects; and on the other, changes 
to industrial profile. In the first category, postulated de-
mographic and structural effects include: an overall rise 
in electricity prices which continued beyond the OPEC 
oil embargo and resulted in prices correspondingly hig-
her than those seen in other states; a mild climate; state 
trends toward increased urbanization and household 
size; and a perceived environmental ethic in California. 
Industrial factors are largely composed of the shift away 
from heavy industry toward non-energy-intensive firms: 
light industry, services, and IT (Mitchell 2009; Sudarshan 
and Sweeney 2008). These characteristics are much less 
amenable to policy manipulation than is efficiency (Ro-
senfeld and Poskanzer 2009).

"Meanwhile, the California business community’s 
ability to successfully weather and profit from techno-
logical change and business innovation during this pe-
riod, along with the lack of resistance from a powerful 
fossil fuels lobby, made California unusually open to 
enacting further pollution and energy policy"

Meanwhile, the California business community’s abi-
lity to successfully weather and profit from technologi-
cal change and business innovation during this period, 
along with the lack of resistance from a powerful fossil 
fuels lobby, made California unusually open to enacting 
further pollution and energy policy. This openness led 
both to policy measures, and to support for research and 
modeling that confirmed the practicality of efficiency 
policy and increased political will for it, in something of 
a virtuous circle (Hanemann 2007).

Some economists argue that California’s history of 
energy efficiency policy in fact exemplifies emissions re-
ductions as a driver of growth rather than simply being 
compatible with growth.  From 1972- 2006 it is calculated 
that Californians saved $56 billion dollars in household 
energy savings due to increased energy efficiency.  First, 
California households redirected expenditures towards 
consumption of goods and services with a higher emplo-
yment density and away from energy sector that has low 
employment density. Second, these goods and services 
usually had in-state supply chains creating a multiplier 

in local employment and Gross State Product (GSP) 
growth. This expenditure switching is estimated to have 
contributed over 1 million jobs to the state economy over 
the last 30 years. Moreover, energy efficiency programs 
disproportionately benefited low-income demographics 
who were found to generally spend a significantly hig-
her portion of their income on energy than more afflu-
ent demographics and live in less efficient homes with 
less efficient appliances. Finally, jobs were created in less 
energy-intensive sectors further contributing to emissi-
ons reductions (Roland-Holst 2008). It is important to 
note that this conception of green growth plays out partly 
as a competitive local strategy as well as a tool for global 
growth. While the distributional benefits to employment 
present in this expenditure switching could be globally 
duplicated, the move towards in-state supply chains im-
plies a loss of wealth elsewhere.

2.2 Deregulation
Rising electricity prices, declining capacity relative to 
per-capita use, and federal policy trends all made dere-
gulation an apparently attractive prospect to California 
in 1996.  Although the deregulation movement was not 
primarily designed to address issues of climate change or 
green growth, it has relevance as an example of an attempt 
to restructure an existing energy system, and of the types 
of obstacles that may be encountered in such an effort.

Proponents of deregulation argued it would lower pri-
ces through the introduction of competition and greater 
efficiency into the market. It would create greater market 
incentives for building out generation capacity and create 
more options for consumers with a more flexible mar-
ket. At the time of deregulation, electricity prices in Ca-
lifornia were the highest of any state in the nation. High 
rates could be traced back to a myriad of policies imple-
mented following the Oil Embargo of the 1970s, as well 
as the limits of the state’s natural resources.  Rocketing 
oil prices in the 1970s and 80s reduced the attractiveness 
of oil as an electricity generation source.  Following na-
tional directives and incentives the state began looking 

Figure 2: Average Annual Electricity Price in California, 
1990-2001 (EIA 2009)

Average electricity prices by year

Source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/page/sales_revenue.xls 
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for other fuel sources.  Nuclear was not a generally at-
tractive option due to numerous fault lines, limited ac-
cess to cooling water, and political opposition.  The state 
pursued renewable and cogeneration options instead. To 
promote alternative forms of energy, regulators set high 
prices on traditional fossil fuel based energy.  The state 
did also embark on several nuclear projects that later 
proved to be significantly more expensive than expected. 
By the early 1990s the state could boast both the highest 
renewable generation capacity and the highest energy 
prices in the nation.

In the 1990s electricity supplies in the entire Western 
region of the United States became tight as per-capita 
consumption outpaced growing generation capacity. In 
California an unusually lengthy application process to 
situate plants further exacerbated the issue. Given the 
sources of the problems California faced, deregulation 
was from the start unlikely to address high rates and ca-
pacity issues. These problems resulted from previously 
incurred high costs and long application processes ra-
ther than a lack of market forces. In 1996, however, the 
state nonetheless passed aggressive deregulation policies.  
These new policies separated generation and distribution 
within utilities, required all electricity produced from 
fossil fuel-fired plants to be sold on the power exchange, 
and promoted more open access to transmission.  The 
California Power Exchange only provided for spot-mar-
ket and day-ahead transactions, preventing utilities from 
signing more long-term supply contracts.  While whole-
sale markets were deregulated, retail rates remained re-
gulated in a policy attempt to both safe-guard consumers 
and address “stranded costs” if prices fell too quickly. 

"Moreover, the isolation between the different electric-
ity supply networks in the nation meant that even with 
the incentive of high prices electricity could not move 
from the Midwest or other regional networks"

California’s electricity deregulation further tightened 
already tight electricity supplies in the West.  Growth in 
demand had begun outpacing growth in supply throug-
hout the Pacific region over the decade leading up to 
the electricity crisis. While most states responded by 
ensuring electricity supply through generation facili-
ties or medium-to long-term contacts, California uti-
lities were mandated to use spot markets. Deregulation 
policies specifically disallowed use of long-term supply 
contracts by Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs). IOUs had 
previously used such contracts as a hedging method to 
buffer against price and supply volatility. This was com-
pounded by the fact that unlike many of the other states 
in the region, which were either self-sufficient or net ex-
porters, California imported about 25% of its electricity. 
When electricity supply fell considerably in 2000 due to 
drought in the hydro-powered Pacific North West, a lack 
of capacity, and political uncertainty, California was left 
particularly vulnerable. 

Moreover, the isolation between the different electri-
city supply networks in the nation meant that even with 
the incentive of high prices electricity could not move 
from the Midwest or other regional networks. 

While the policy did initially boost the number of ap-
plications submitted for new plants it did not address the 
slow application process at the root of the problem and so 
had little effect. Moreover, policy uncertainty following 
the legislation began to discourage private companies 
from investing in new electricity generating facilitates.  
Amid this tight market, utilities were forced to bid on 
even the electricity produced from their own generators 
and prices began to rise. Prices were further exacerbated 
by flaws in the market structure that allowed traders with 
multiple interests in the transaction to engage in market 
manipulation to drive up prices for their own gain. In es-
sence, deregulation policies combined with market ma-
nipulation and political incapacity greatly exacerbated 
California’s electricity concerns and plunged the state 
into crisis.

California politicians proved unwilling to make the 
difficult and unpopular choices needed to avoid deepe-
ning the crisis. As deregulated wholesale prices reached 
record highs retail prices remained regulated forcing uti-
lities to take substantial losses in the transaction. Despite 
pleas from the utilities, the Governor and Legislature re-
fused to deregulate retail prices, fearing consumer back-
lash.  This culminated in one of the state’s largest utilities, 
Pacific Gas and Electric, filing for bankruptcy. Then as 
prices spiked the state choose to reverse course and ne-
gotiate long-term electricity contracts, thereby locking in 
unfavorable rates for several decades. 

"Local deregulation can go very badly if it is not sup-
ported by policy at the regional and/or national level."

Two implications relevant to green growth policy can 
be drawn out from this story.  First, restructuring energy 
markets, necessary for many states’ green growth plans, is 
a difficult process fraught with the potential for uninten-
ded consequences.  Second, and related - one particular 
difficulty is that trying to transform one part of a system 
without a full assessment of how that part will interact 
with the rest of the system can create problems. Califor-
nia is part of a national and regional energy system, and 
this link provided a troublesome conflict between local 
and regional practices. Local deregulation can go very 
badly if it is not supported by policy at the regional and/
or national level. 

2.3 The next generation: venture capital, green policy, 
and green energy markets
California arrives at the present day with two major le-
gacies from its past. The first is the result of the narrative 
that has occupied the previous two sections: California’s 
history of successful leadership, within the context of the 
US, in pollution and energy efficiency policy and resul-
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ting regulatory infrastructure. This experience has made 
it more willing and able to enact green policy that will lo-
wer emissions and build green markets. This enables the 
passage of market-creating green policy such as AB32, 
discussed below.

The second derives from California’s general econo-
mic history of successful innovation and new business 
creation. This background and its commercial infra-
structure legacy prepares California to undertake a new 
wave of business creation in a highly technical field such 
as clean tech, embarking on a new stage of growth where 
emissions reductions drive growth. Below, we discuss 
California’s business legacy – the venture capital commu-
nity and associated resources. We then review AB32 and 
the green policy that this environment makes possible. 
We next discuss how the clean tech venture capital in-
dustry has grown over the last few years in tandem with 
green policy. We conclude by discussing some challenges 
facing California.

2.3.1 Finding a new home for venture capital
California’s venture capital (VC) community is a promi-
nent part of its economic landscape. The state’s tradition 
of tech-based entrepreneurship, venture capital invest-
ment, and innovation means California has in place the 
financial expertise, related services, and intellectual in-
frastructure to support a thriving high-tech VC commu-
nity, and constituencies in place who stand to profit from 
VC activities (Randolph 2011; Lecar 2011). This VC 
community has a strong backing in technical know-how 
local to the state: in the last half century production in 
the state has increasingly shifted away from heavy ma-
nufacturing and increased emphasis on innovation and 
high-tech light manufacturing (Sudarshan and Sweeney 
2008). In addition, California’s strong network of re-
search and innovation centers, such as the national labs 
and the University of California system, support research 
and discovery at a basic level and help nurture a commu-
nity of scientists and engineers.

This existing VC community was a critical and fully 
involved participant in the information technology in-
dustry boom in California. As that wave of new indu-
stry growth drew to a close, however, the VC machinery 
was in a sense left idling. With the community and its 
economic infrastructure ready and waiting, VC parti-
cipants began searching for the next major investment 
wave (Lecar 2011). This search has led business interests 
to focus on green technology as a possible new engine 
of growth in the state.  The potential to capture even a 
small portion of the $5 trillion global energy market with 
the rising demand for clean tech has proved seductive to 
many venture capital firms. Firms hope to earn high re-
turns by being able to provide the most advanced clean 
tech technologies to a rapidly growing, policy driven, 
market (Huberty et al. 2011). California’s existing VC 
community thus provides a driving force for California’s 
involvement in clean tech, as well as a fertile environ-
ment in which to begin new high-tech businesses (with 
some caveats, discussed below).

AB32 and associated green policy

Assembly Bill 32 orders the reduction of California GHG 
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, a 30 percent reduc-
tion from projected business-as-usual levels. The bill fur-
ther requires an 80 percent reduction in GHG emissions 
by 2050. It intends to meet these goals through the over-
sight and implementation of a suite of new and existing 
state laws and policy (CARB 2008).

Key policy initiatives under or further supportive to AB 32:

•  Development of California cap-and-trade program to 
interact with regional market system the Western Cli-
mate Initiative

•  Increase of Renewable Portfolio Standard to 33 percent
• California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan
• High Global Warming potential gas reductions
• Implementation of Light-Duty Vehicle GHG Standards
• Implementation of Low Carbon Fuel Standard

Regional efforts:

The Western Climate Initiative

Formed in 2007 Western Climate Initiative (WCI) sought 
to set regional green house gas emission targets and 
implement a multi-state cap-and-trade program. The 
initiative would regulate the electricity sector, most large 
industrial plants, and transportation in the region  (West-
ernClimateInitiative 2010). Political opposition to the 
program, however, has halted ratification of the initia-
tive in many of the key U.S. states. Of the original seven 
states: California, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, 
Utah, Montana, and Arizona, only California and New 
Mexico have passed legislation to move forward with the 
initiative.  Elected officials in the states that have pulled 
away indicate concerns over budget costs and political 
opposition. New Mexico may yet reverse its support of 
the initiative, as “anti-business” (Roosevelt 2010; LA 
Times 2011).

Regional initiatives such as the WCI can aid in the transi-
tion to a low-carbon economy in the U.S. by providing the 
scale, coordination, resources, and knowledge, absent 
in individual state initiatives, while bypassing the politi-
cal gridlock on the national level.  They can help over-
come cross-jurisdictional issues, eliminate duplication 
of work, and provide greater levels of policy expertise 
(Lutsey and Sperling 2008).  As the WCI demonstrates, 
however, in the current polarized political climate of the 
U.S. even regional initiatives may prove challenging.

2.3.2 Creating a clean tech market: green policy and 
AB 32
As noted above, California’s history has created a dyna-
mic in which its business community has come to see 
economic opportunity in green policy and has thus cho-
sen to back such policy. The narrative of successful pol-
lution and energy efficiency policy discussed in section 
2.1 above means there is a broader array of players that 
feel comfortable with, in favor of, and equipped with the 
innovative skills necessary to handle future green policy 
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measures. This makes constituencies across the state 
more broadly tolerant or supportive of green policy than 
those in many other states (Randolph 2011).  

These conditions set the stage in 2006 for the pas-
sage of AB32, California’s landmark climate legislation. 
AB32 established binding emission reduction targets and 
further entrenched support for renewable energy portfo-
lio standards, required vehicle efficiency, and a statewide 
carbon cap-and trade program. It is the most expansive 
and well known of a spectrum of green growth-supporti-
ve policies that California has passed, which range from 
building and appliance energy standards to investment 
vehicles to the California Solar Initiative. 

As the VC clean-tech industry has grown in Califor-
nia, a community of advocates for climate policy has 
grown in the business sector. 

California’s general receptiveness to green energy 
policy was amplified by VC community interest. AB32 
found ample support in California’s business and VC 
communities (Hanemann 2007; Prabhakar 2011), in 
contrast to attitudes toward climate legislation seen in 
the business communities of many heavy manufacturing 
and coal-producing U.S. states.  California’s VC commu-
nity advocated climate policy as a means to establish a 
market for clean-tech and to ensure continuity and sta-
bility of expectations. It has defended AB32 against chal-
lenges, contributing to a multimillion-dollar campaign 
to defeat Prop 23, a ballot initiative intended to repeal 
AB 32 (Walsh 2010; Prabhakar 2011). As the VC clean-
tech industry has grown in California, a community of 
advocates for climate policy has grown in the business 
sector. AB32 has in turn fed back into the growing sup-
port for green policy, creating a local, predictable, gro-
wing market and hence strengthening its own business 
constituency. In essence, California’s VC industries exist 
in a symbiotic relationship with California’s green policy; 
each supports the other and helps it grow.1

To achieve its goals of 30 percent GHG emission redu-
ctions by 2020 and 80 percent by 2050 the state has begun 
implementing and building upon a suite of policies with 
far-reaching impact. Those policies projected to have the 
most significant impact on GHG emission reduction are 
analyzed briefly below:

Cap and Trade: Intended to initially last from 2012 to 
2020, the statewide carbon cap-and-trade program will 
initially cover power plants, electricity importers and in-
dustrial combustion and processes that emit more than 
25,000 tons of CO2 equivalent a year. It is estimated that 
during the first compliance period, 37% of economy wide 
emissions will be covered. Beginning in 2015, coverage 
will extend to transport fuel and fuel distributors and is 
estimated to cover 85% of aggregate emissions. 

Emission allowances will be allocated based on pre-
vious emissions history with an auction for additional 

allowances and a portion of allowances held as reserves 
in order to stabilize price. Offset credits, basically emis-
sion reducing projects, will also be used alongside allo-
wances. Finally, there will be linkages set up with other 
GHG cap-and-trade programs. Firms will be able to buy 
and sell carbon credits issued by another cap-and-trade 
program. The state is in the process of attempting to link 
to other similar programs to create a regional market 
(CARB 2010). (See Box 3 for discussion of regional ef-
forts in this vein.)

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS): The Renewable 
Portfolio Standard expands on the previous standard to 
mandate that 33% of state electricity come from renewa-
ble sources by 2020 and is estimated to address 12% of 
the state’s emission reduction goals.

Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan: The Energy Efficien-
cy Strategic Plan builds upon the state’s previous work 
with a more synchronized and long term effort with 
greater focus on outreach, more stringent standards, and 
innovation and will address 15% of GHG emission redu-
ction goals.

Light-Duty Vehicle GHG Standards: Implementation 
of the California Light-Duty Vehicle GHG Standards will 
set more stringent GHG standards for in-state sales of all 
non-commercial light duty autos manufactured after 2008 
and will achieve 18% of GHG emission reduction goals. 

Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS): Finally, the Low 
Carbon Fuel Standard requires major distributors of 
transportation fuels to reduce the carbon intensity of 
their fuels by 10% in 2020 and is expected to achieve 8.6% 
of the state’s emission reduction goals (CARB 2008).

In addition to their impact on emissions, it is hoped 
that these polices will play an important role in creating 
long-term growth in the California economy. AB 32 sent 
a clear signal to clean tech venture capital of policy sta-
bility and support for low-carbon technologies. While 
clean tech venture capital had started to grow in Cali-
fornia prior to AB 32 with a more global market focus, 
investment numbers in California following the initiative 
grew considerably (Randolph 2011).  The Berkeley Ener-
gy and Resources (BEAR) economic model provides de-
tailed scenario predictions on the economic adjustments 
and emissions reductions of AB 32. The model, unlike 
previous models used for this purpose, factors in the 
role of innovation at a rate consistent with California’s 
history. The rate of innovation used for the model may 
actually prove conservative as it reflects a period with 
lower fuel costs and less compelling policy than the cur-
rent period. The BEAR model finds that the state’s Draft 
Scoping Plan for AB 32 will increase Gross State Product 
(GSP) by about $76 billion, create up to 403,00 new jobs, 
and increase real household incomes by about $48 bil-
lion (Roland Holst 2008). These policies may also affect 
the national or international economy. Due to the size of 
the California economy, the 8th largest economy in the 

1  Though note that our venture 
capital expert argues that the VC 
story is very much a global story. 
The local California market is a 
useful, but by itself not enough. 
Clean tech investors are very much 
driven by critical global markets 
(Prabhakar 2011).
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world, standards set for the California economy have a 
significant ripple effect (Lifsher 2010). 

Partly because of their national or international im-
plications, the policies have not been free of opposition. 
For instance, vehicle GHG Standards have been challen-
ged by national automakers in federal courts, but have 
thus far not found success. The LCFS has also received 
criticism from US ethanol interests, oil and trucking 
firms, Brazilian ethanol producers, and Canadian offici-
als (Bhanoo 2010; Power 2009). But thus far, California 
has maintained its legal right, built upon the state’s earlier 
energy efficiency work, to implement more stringent en-
vironmental legislations than national standards. 

2.3.3 VC growth: California’s clean tech industry re-
sponds to an expanding market
California has established a leading role in clean tech VC 
both nationally and internationally and its market domi-
nance is growing. 

In 2009 California captured 57% of U.S. clean tech 
venture investments totally 3.3 billion and 25% of wor-
ldwide investment.  By the last quarter of 2010 Califor-
nia had captured 70% of all U.S. clean-tech venture in-
vestment and 50% of global venture investment (BACEI 
2010). The state leads the U.S. in clean tech patents with 
458 registered clean tech patents between 2007-2009, 
30% more than that of the second place state. Clean tech 
and green business have had positive gains on California 
employment as well. Between 1995-2008 it is estimated 
that employment in green business in the state grew 36%.  
Moreover, during the 2007-2008-recession period in Ca-
lifornia where total state employment fell by 5%, green 
jobs grew 5% (BACEI 2010). 

Capturing funding
The California clean tech industry has thrived in part 
as it has managed to capture a disproportionate amount 
of federal funding in the sector. The number of top-tier 
research universities exploring the issue, and their estab-
lished connection to a network of early developers and 
venture capital has enabled the state with a competitive 
edge (Randolph 2011). Federal support has boosted the 
already present resources and further charged clean-
tech development. 

"In the last ten years, however, DOE funding has rap-
idly increased, supercharged by the U.S. stimulus in 
response to the 2008 financial crisis" 

Federal funding for Clean Tech has come in boom and 
bust cycles over the last 30 years. Following an initial fer-
vor of investment in the 1970s following the OPEC oil 
embargo, federal funding for research, development, and 
deployment of renewable energy technologies fell signi-
ficantly (Nemet and Kammen 2007). The Congressional 
Budget Office indicates that since 1978, adjusted for in-
flation, federal spending on all fields of energy research 

has decreased by over seventy-five percent (CBO 2010). 
In the last ten years, however, DOE funding has rapidly 
increased, supercharged by the U.S. stimulus in response 
to the 2008 financial crisis.  

California received the lion’s share of US stimulus fun-
ding in a number of green initiatives. Out of the 34.19 
billion of stimulus funds available through the national 
Department of Energy (DOE), California received more 
funding than any other state in the categories of: renewa-
ble energy, modernizing the electricity grid, and science 
and innovation. It also received large sums of funding 
for energy efficiency work.  It should be noted that with 
about 10 percent of the United States population living 
in California the per-capita percent of funding the state 
receives is at times actually lower than if evenly distri-
buted (www.recovery.gov; US Census Bureau 2010).  
California did, however, receive almost ¼ of total DOE 
stimulus funding on Science and Innovation, although a 
significant section of this funding takes the form of con-
tracts earmarked for security and maintenance of nuclear 
arsenals in the state. 

DOE funding supports both R&D basic research and 
contracts at the national laboratories in the state and 
more advanced stages of clean tech development. Bet-
ween 2008 and 2010 The Lawrence Berkeley National La-
boratory and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
received between 49 and 76 percent of total DOE fun-
ding to California (usaspending.gov).  These facilities are 
currently most concentrated in focus on energy efficien-
cy, biofuels, batteries, and nuclear fusion  (LLNL 2009). 
DOE funding for more developed stages of clean tech 
takes the forms of loan guarantees, tax credits, energy 
bonds in the forms of grants in place of tax credits, and 
direct grants (dsireusa.org). A number of clean tech VCs 
have profited indirectly from recent DOE loan guaran-
tees of considerable size. In 2011 California solar gene-

Figure 3: DOE spending, contracts excluded. Note the five states 
shown above are the recipients of the largest percentages of grant 
money from the DOE. (OMB 2011)
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ration firm Solar Trust received a 2.1 billion dollar loan 
guarantee, the same year fellow solar generation firm 
Sunpower received 1.18-billion loan guarantee. Over 
the last few years further large DOE loan guarantees to 
California clean tech firms have included: 1.6 billion to 
Bright Source Energy, 16 million to Nordic Wind Power, 
and 535 million to Solyndra (lpo.energy.gov).

Federal funding has assisted in the initial develop-
ment of clean tech, addressing investment gaps for basic 
research and possibly helping to overcome the otherwise 
potentially crippling capital intensity required to scale up 
many of these technologies.  However, whether the DOE 
should structure funding by picking winners, as it is cur-
rently doing, or consider other funding mechanisms re-
mains questionable.  Some of these programs may also 
have distorted markets and reduced the healthy competi-
tive environment essential to the long-term commercial 
success of firms receiving VC funding (Kenney 2011). 
We discuss this issue further in Section 3.2.

3 Challenges

Despite the perceived synergistic relationship between 
state climate policy and business interests, the success of 
this new phase of green growth in California remains to 
be seen.  

3.1 Policy stability
Cleantech, to a far greater degree than its IT predeces-
sor, relies on policy and regulation for market creation, 
and thus finds itself at the whim of political climate.  
Changes in the policy environment can lead to collapse 
of investment, as seen with the first failure of renewable 
energy policy in the 1980s (Kenney 2011). There may be 
exceptions – firms able to carve out a competitive niche 
market regardless of overall trends. Alternately, while re-
newable policy in the 1970s and early 80s tied to energy 
security concerns fell with the price of oil, current policy 
tied to climate change concerns may prove more perma-
nent, since the climate problem will not disappear in the 
near future. However, the success of California’s current 
phase of green growth depends on its ability to maintain 
political will and positive feedback over time – and how 
the current policy experiments will play out is difficult 
to predict. The defeat of Prop. 23, which would have sus-
pended AB32, is one positive sign.

"However, the success of California’s current phase of 
green growth depends on its ability to maintain politi-
cal will and positive feedback over time – and how the 
current policy experiments will play out is difficult to 
predict" 

3.2 Suitability of technology to funding models
Venture capital generally works best when it enters mar-
kets that are large and rapidly growing, with technology 

that is scalable, non-capital-intensive, and which provides 
large and rapid profits. With the exception perhaps of size 
(the energy market is large, at 5 trillion dollars), clean-
tech holds up to none of these characteristics. Energy 
technology, particularly generation, tends to be slow gro-
wing, slow and expensive to scale, and capital-intensive, 
with long-term investment horizons and conservative bu-
yers (Hargaddon and Kenney 2011; Lecar 2011).

In light of this, the tendency of early VC investment 
in clean tech to ignore these limitations, making major 
investments in renewable energy technologies ill-suited 
to the VC model, seems odd. One possible explanation 
is that the availability of federal funding and loan gua-
rantees has had a distortive effect, encouraging VCs to 
pursue investments that might otherwise not make sense 
(and which remain unsuited to VC’s strengths). Large 
infusions of federal funding into the clean-tech industry 
may thus have temporarily overcome these obstacles, but 
the VC model could prove incompatible with clean-tech 
development in the long term if it continues to pursue 
technological pathways not well suited to its strengths. 

However, it appears that there is something of a shift 
underway. As results come in from early rounds of in-
vestment, VC is in a “period of reassessment;” many are 
shifting their focus to more scalable, less capital-intensi-
ve, more rapidly profitable technologies such as efficien-
cy technologies (Prabhakar 2011). This kind of learning 
will be critical to making VC-led green growth successful 
in the long-term. Below, we discuss the creation of new 
investment strategies.

3.3 Creating new models and success strategies
As VCs have struggled with the long investment timeli-
nes, high capital intensity, policy dependence, and low, 
slow returns of clean tech, many of the more diversified 
general VC firms have begun to pull out of clean tech. 
2008 saw a significant reduction in clean tech invest-
ments from more diversified firms compared with the 
period between 2003 and 2008 (Moore 2011). However, 
the same period saw an increase in activity from clean-
tech-specialized VCs. This trend has led some to label 
the current period “Stage Two” in clean tech investment. 
These clean-tech-specific firms are prepared for the in-
vestment horizons and capital investments of the sector 
and in some cases have adopted new investment models 
(Moore 2011). Rather than following projects to com-
pletion in the more traditional VC model, these firms are 
instead focused on capturing a part of the clean tech sup-
ply chain. These strategies include either work on early 
stage development that is then bought out, or by functio-
ning in a model similar to hedge funds and with a focus 
on later stage development (Redman 2011).

The clean tech VC industry has also witnessed the en-
trance of a number of large corporate players and smaller 
family funds. Corporate players include Hewlett Pack-
ard, GE, Sony, Google, Intel, IBM, Chevron, and Coca 
Cola (among others). These large companies may prove 
better suited to handle the capital intensity and long inve-
stment horizons of clean tech. Some of these investments 
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take a more traditional corporate investment form while 
others are invested in third party venture funds focused 
on clean-tech  (Reuters 2010). The funds in question are 
significant, Energy Technology Ventures, a joint ven-
ture between GE, NRG, ConocoPhilips, is set to invest 
$300 million in 30 clean tech venture and growth-stage 
companies over the next four years (Danko 2011). Intel 
has announced plans to partner with a number of VC 
firms and other corporations to invest a total of $3.5 bil-
lion into with a focus on clean tech (Kanellos 2010).

3.4 Retaining created value
Finally, regardless of funding mechanism, California 
must retain enough of the economic value it creates to 
make current policy worthwhile. There are two per-
spectives on this issue. The first is that while the break-
through innovations may be generated in California, 
evidence suggests that clean-tech may follow traditional 
patterns of global trade with the majority of production 
taking place abroad (Glaeser 2011). Current California 
policy lacks a specific link between market creation and 
creation of local manufacturing jobs, and it is unclear 
that California is positioned to capture these gains. The 
second perspective, however, is that creation of a large 
local market means gains at other points in the value 
chain, such as innovation, installation, construction, 
marketing, and services. These functions are more likely 
to remain local, and could generate significant value in 
their own right. This perspective highlights the value of 
policy creating local markets, and not merely supporting 
the competitiveness of industry in global competition 
(Prabhakar 2011).

4 Conclusion

Two key lessons emerge from the California green 
growth case.

"The first is that green growth policy can be an iterative 
process in which each round of green or environmental 
policy helps to broaden the set of constituencies that 
are tolerant or supportive of further green policy steps"

The first is that green growth policy can be an iterative 
process in which each round of green or environmental 
policy helps to broaden the set of constituencies that are 
tolerant or supportive of further green policy steps. Thus, 
initial (successful) rounds of pollution and energy effi-
ciency policy are credited with building familiarity and 
support among consumers and industry that created 
a permissive environment for green policy like AB32. 
AB32 is, in turn, helping to swiftly create a significant 
industry group with a direct stake in seeing green policy 
survive and expand. This lesson is echoed in the Danish 
case; and we see the possible beginning of a similar pro-
cess in the Colorado case.

Second, green growth policies and initiatives must 

take into account and coordinate with existing systema-
tic and environmental characteristics.  In the case of de-
regulation, California’s deregulatory moves failed partly 
because they were mismatched with conditions in the 
regional electricity system California participated in. 
In that case, mismatch led to failure. California’s clean 
tech venture capital community now stands at a critical 
juncture. The current VC investment model may prove 
mismatched to the characteristics of clean-tech develop-
ment. However, it appears that the business community 
may be adapting; continuing to capitalize on the suppor-
tive environment created by clean tech market-creating 
policy while experimenting with new investment mo-
dels. How well these investment models are able to adapt 
to clean tech characteristics may determine their success.

California green policy works best when it can build 
industry coalitions and ensure long-term policy stabi-
lity.  Industry coalitions work to create sustainable policy 
across partisan shifts.  Long-term policy stability provides 
investment models the time and incentive to experiment 
until they find success.  Energy systems and the economy 
are large, complex, slow-moving systems, which means 
that designing well-matched policies for these systems is 
an inherently difficult problem. This suggests green po-
licy moves will work best when they are relatively simple 
and open-ended, supporting experimentation. 
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1 Introduction

Colorado’s move toward green growth policy is relatively 
new. Colorado does not have the iterative history of mul-
tiple, mutually reinforcing phases of green growth seen 
in California. Rather, its movement toward green growth 
policy has developed recently through the relatively rap-
id creation of a supportive coalition behind it. Colorado’s 
story, which effectively begins around 2000, is a short but 
exciting one. So here, we analyze the Colorado case by 
laying out the fascinating question of what has begun to 
happen in Colorado, and why it has happened.

Despite its vast reserves of fossil fuel,1 the state of 
Colorado has recently embarked on a surprising green 
growth path. In 2004, a grassroots advocacy movement 
in support of renewable energy put a renewable port-
folio standard (RPS) on the ballot. Despite opposition 
from major stakeholders like the utility company Xcel, 
the measure passed by slightly more than fifty percent 
(Broehl 2004). In this citizen-led Amendment 37, Colo-
rado pledged to increase the share of electricity generated 
by major utilities2 from renewable sources3 to 10% by 
year 2015. Colorado has met this goal ahead of schedule, 
and has since raised the standard twice, to 30% renewa-
ble energy4 by 2020. Among US states, this is second only 
to the 33% renewable energy by 2020 goal in California 
passed in 2011 (Minard 2010). 

The government of Colorado has subsequently un-
veiled a series of other progressive environmental legisla-
tions enabling the transition to a low-carbon economy. 
The latest Clean Air Clean Jobs Act, which led to the early 
retirement of two urban coal plants that will be closed or 
refueled to natural gas, is an example of such progressive 
legislation (2010). Colorado's green industries have been 
booming in the past few years; the state has attracted glo-
bal green technology leaders like the wind turbine maker 
Vestas, who already has 1,600 workers in the state and 
expect to reach 2,200 (Ritter 2010).

Colorado seems to be turning its fossil fuel-based 
economy toward a path of slow but steady emissions 
reduction, while growing green industries and creat-
ing jobs. Although the full economic effects of legisla-
tions like the RPS or the Clean Air Clean Jobs Act are 
not yet clear, one can still conclude that the government 
of Colorado is trying to drive employment and eco-
nomic growth through emissions reduction measures. 
Of course, this green growth strategy is a very recent 
development. Before Amd 37 passed, Colorado's legis-
lature rejected RPS bills four times; but in the six years 
since Amd 37, Colorado has embraced emissions reduc-
tion. Understanding the reasons behind this turnabout 
is not only important for ensuring a low-carbon future 
in Colorado, but may also hold answers for other states.

2 Colorado timeline

1 Colorado has 8% of American 
dry natural gas reserves, and 
roughly one third of US coal-bed 
methane reserves, as well as oil-
shale reserves equivalent to the 
world’s proven oil reserves, though 
it is currently uneconomic to ex-
ploit (Burnell, Carroll and Young 
2008).
 
2  Those serving more than 40,000 
customers.
 
3 In Amendment 37, renewable 
energy was defined as wind, solar, 
geothermal, biomass, hydrogen 
fuel cells, and small hydro power.
 
4 The latest RPS legislation adds 
recycled energy, which is power 
generated from waste heat of indu-
strial plans, as a renewable energy 
on top of those defined in Amend-
ment 37.

Timeline

Prior to 2004: Multiple attempts to pass clean energy 
and RPS legislation through Colorado’s Republican-
controlled General Assembly; all are defeated in either 
the state House or Senate, and would likely have been 
vetoed by then-Governor Owens if not.

2004: Amd 37, a citizen ballot measure calling for re-
newable energy standards as well as several related 
measures, passes in the general election. This same 
election gives Democrats a majority in both the state 
House and Senate.

2004 – 2006: Attempts at additional green legislation 
are passed but vetoed by Governor Owens.

2006: Governor Bill Ritter is elected after making green 
energy a primary issue in his campaign.

2007 – 2010: Colorado passes over 50 pieces of legisla-
tion intended to advance the “New Energy Economy.” In 
March 2007, the legislature increases the RPS to 20% 
by 2020.

2010: The legislature increases the RPS again to 30% 
by 2020.

2011: Shrinking federal funding and cuts to state fund-
ing begin to create future challenges for green policy.

3 Explaining Colorado's green growth

The critical questions in the Colorado story are: First, 
what allowed Colorado to pass a citizen-supported 
measure like Amd 37 – making it the first US state to 
do so, and a particularly startling achievement given 
that similar legislation had repeatedly died in the state’s 
General Assembly? And second, once Amd 37 passed, 
what drove Colorado on the relatively fast track of green 
policy that it has seen, from a 10% RPS to 20% to 30%, 
with accompanying growth in installed energy base and 
local green business? Below, we argue that the answer 
lies in a combination of 1) a public advocacy program 
that successfully showed several very different constitu-
encies in Colorado how clean energy could meet their 
different needs, thus building support among several 
communities; 2) a fertile environment provided by local 
centers of research and business innovation in cleantech; 
3) coincidental funding assistance from the federal gov-
ernment, and 4) immediate reinforcement generated by 
early successes.
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3.1 Public advocacy
Public awareness and support for renewable energy, as 
well as advocacy efforts from various NGOs, were indis-
pensable to the formation of Colorado's green growth 
strategy. It was, after all, a citizens' initiative that produced 
Colorado's first RPS. The widespread popular support 
for renewable energy (compounded by early successes) 
is also evident in the fact that Governor Bill Ritter's suc-
cessful campaign in 2006 emphasized what he called "a 
new energy economy", a green growth strategy aiming to 
create jobs by promoting renewable energy (Ritter 2010). 
Popular support for renewable energy in Colorado spans 
geographical regions and political spectrum, and this 
breakdown is considered in finer detail below. Support 
stems from a variety of sources; background character-
istics include the obvious ready availability of renewable 
energy resources; citizen pride in Colorado’s natural re-
sources; an independent political streak that favors en-
ergy independence; and more specific reasons discussed 
below. This emerging state-wide popular pressure paved 
the way for the recent green movement.

"Public awareness and support for renewable energy, 
as well as advocacy efforts from various NGOs, were 
indispensable to the formation of Colorado's green 
growth strategy"

Colorado’s population can be divided into three major 
geographic groups, each of which has its own economic 
and ideological make-up regarding renewable energy. The 
front range area in central Colorado, which includes ma-
jor urban centers like Boulder, Denver, and Fort Collins, 
tends to be more progressive and Democratic-leaning 
than the rest of the state. A survey of county commis-
sioners across Colorado shows that urban, Democratic 
administrators are more likely to implement renewable 
energy projects (Davis and Hoffer 2010), which may re-
flect the stronger public concern for the environment in 
these areas (and, if successful, may also tend to build sup-
port). Eight out of the thirteen coal-fired power plants in 
Colorado are also near these more progressive cities in the 
front-range area. Aside from greenhouse gas emissions 
concern, many people are affected by pollutants, like ni-
trogen oxides and mercury, that these power plants emit. 
This may stir public opinion against coal; there have been 
many protests in Coloradan cities against coal-fired power 
plants in the past two years (Finley 2009; Espinoza 2010).

The counties in the rural plains of eastern Colorado 
tend to be more conservative and Republican, but farm-
ers and ranchers could still find reasons to support the 
RPS. Agricultural communities have a history of utilizing 
wind as an important power source (Davis and Hoffer 
2010). With an RPS, they can increase their income by 
selling homegrown renewable energy back to utilities or 
by leasing land to wind farms. According to one Demo-
cratic legislative leader – Alice Madden, who participated 
in the advocacy movement – RRepublican support for 

renewable energy remains relatively narrow. However, 
the support of Republican former Speaker Lola Spradley, 
who represented a rural constituency in eastern Colora-
do, during 2003-2004 was indispensable to the eventual 
creation and passage of Amd 37, and provided significant 
rhetorical support for the effort (Plant 2011).

Finally, the western mountain counties are rural and 
relatively independent politically. Tourism is a major in-
dustry in these areas, meaning that protecting the natu-
ral landscape is important. However, these areas tend to 
have less in the way of exploitable wind energy.

As can be seen from these descriptions, advocates of 
Amd 37 had plausible arguments to offer voters in each 
of these areas. Precisely how critical arguments made to 
each constituency were to the success of Amd 37 is dif-
ficult to determine definitively. It is clear that support 
from urban Front Range and western mountain counties 
formed a core part of the vote. Voting returns show that 
all of the Colorado counties in which Amendment 37 re-
ceived more than 50% of the vote were Front Range or 
western mountains counties.

In the rural eastern plains counties, the amendment 
faced not only general ideological opposition from con-
servatives, but direct, specific opposition from rural pow-
er generation coops that felt threatened by the measure 
(Baker 2011). A poll roughly a month before election did 
show that a plurality of Republicans in the state support-
ed the measure (45% favoring and 33% opposed (Frates 
and Cox 2004)) and Speaker Lola Spradley in particular 
made a concerted effort to reach these voters based on an 
economic message about the potential monetary benefits 
they could accrue from local wind installations (Olinger 
2004; Paulson 2004; Purdy 2004). However, ultimately, 
the measure failed to win any of the eastern plains coun-
ties, outright; and in fact, eight of the eleven counties, in 
which 37 polled at less than 1/3 of the electorate were in 
the eastern plains. Nonetheless, selling 37 to these voters 
was inherently an uphill battle, ideologically. It is difficult 
to tell whether, without efforts to court these voters, 37 
might have done even worse in these areas, potentially 
resulting in a statewide loss. These efforts may also have 
paved the way for a subsequent quick turnaround to ac-
ceptance of the benefits of RPS in following years (dis-
cussed below).

Finally, a factor potentially affecting all constituencies 
was the fact that rate payers in general could look to gain 
from the RPS. Amd 37 mandates a $2 per watt rebate to 
consumers for solar installation. It also dictated that Xcel 
and Black Hills, the state’s two investor-owned utilities, 
must produce half of their solar standards by buying back 
power produced at customers' facilities. Amd 37 also 
capped the rate increase for a customer per month at 50 
cents, forcing the utilities to shoulder any additional cost 
increase. The legislation thus offered consumers rebates, 
potential buy-backs of homegrown renewable energy, 
and guaranteed low impact on rates. Later renewable 
energy legislation, like Net Metering HB08-1160  (2008) 
and Renewable Energy Financing Act SB09-051 (2009), 
expanded rebates to consumers for solar installation and 
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utilities buyback of homegrown electricity. All of these 
measures benefit the average ratepayer. 

Amd 37’s popular support thus came not only from 
the progressive, environmentally-minded part of the 
population, but also from a variety of independent and 
conservative rural sources across the state. The con-
sumer-friendly rebates and rate caps may have helped 
to render the RPS even more acceptable to the general 
public. This state-wide public support eventually led to 
Colorado's first RPS. 

3.2 Research, development and green industries
Colorado has a somewhat longer history in the area of 
green innovation and industry than in green policy per se. 
Colorado has long provided an encouraging environment 
for the research, development and commercialization of 
energy technologies, fostering many successful renewable 
energy and energy efficiency firms even before the state’s 
legislative move towards green growth. So it is not surpris-
ing that with new legislation offering even more incentives 
to green industries, Colorado has become a hub for clean 
tech and has attracted global players like Vestas.

Colorado houses multiple national laboratories, in-
cluding the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration, and National Center for Atmospheric Research,  
all of which contribute to research and development in 
climate change mitigation technologies. These national 
laboratories are located very close to each other, as well as 
to three higher education institutions in Colorado. The 
state of Colorado has encouraged collaboration among 
these education and research institutions via memo-
randums of understanding in order to ensure the rapid 
transfer and commercialization of new technologies.  
A fourth national laboratory, the National Institute for 
Standards and Technology, is playing a leading role in es-
tablishment of Smart Grid standards.

"The nurturing environment in Colorado saw many 
large and successful renewable energy and energy effi-
ciency firms spring up in Colorado long before the key 
legislations of the mid-2000s"

The nurturing environment in Colorado saw many 
large and successful renewable energy and energy effi-
ciency firms spring up in Colorado long before the key 
legislations of the mid-2000s. For example, Architectural 
Energy Corporation, headquartered in Boulder, was 
founded in 1982; it generates $10 million annual sales 
by providing energy efficiency consulting and services 
(ASES 2009, 57). Since Governor Ritter's "New Energy 
Economy" program began to take off, green industries 
have been expanding rapidly. The research community 
in Colorado directly helped the creation and growth of 
new firms. One example is AVA Solar Inc., a thin film 
solar panel producer with a new 500 worker, 200 MW 
capacity factory developed at Colorado State University 

with the support of NREL (ASES 2009).
As early as 2007, the renewable energy and energy ef-

ficiency industries had generated $10.2 billion in revenue 
and hired 91,285 workers (Bezdek 2009, 47). During the 
same year, the total revenue for the oil and gas indus-
try was $17.2 billion, and the industry employed 70,779 
workers (MacDonald et al. 2007, 55). Though green in-
dustries generated less revenue than the oil and gas in-
dustry, it hired more workers. 

In addition to existing strengths in renewable energy 
and energy efficiency industries, Colorado also has a 
generally attractive business environment, featuring low 
corporate and income tax rates and a highly educated 
workforce. According to Forbes, it is the fourth best place 
to do business in the US (Badenhausen 2010).  Once low-
carbon policies were in place and the state began to focus 
on green growth in earnest, it is no surprise that global 
clean tech leaders like Vestas and its suppliers were at-
tracted to Colorado.

3.3 Funding
Colorado also benefited, at least in the short term, from 
a coincidental conjunction with federal funding trends. 
Green policy took off in 2007 and 2008 with incoming 
Governor Ritter. Shortly thereafter, the global econom-
ic downturn led to the passage of the US stimulus bill, 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 
Since a meaningful percentage of ARRA funds were fo-
cused on renewable energy and efficiency in both new 
and existing programs, the sudden influx of funding 
from the federal government in areas like efficiency, 
weatherization, and renewable energy provided both a 
safety net for existing programs (which might otherwise 
have been cut in the face of state budget difficulties) and 
a kick start for programs that would otherwise have been 
slower or impossible to start, providing levels of funding 
larger and faster than those that states had envisioned for 
themselves (Plant 2011).

The corollary to this, however, is the potential chal-
lenge facing Colorado and other states as ARRA winds 
down. Funding for many of these programs, such as 
weatherization, are expiring or being cut. The need to re-
place them at the state level as the influx from the federal 
level ebbs will be a huge challenge in the near future, and 
it is uncertain how effectively states will respond. An in-
ability to find replacements could slow industry growth 
down (Plant 2011).

3.4 The Post-37 shift: turning opponents into allies 
In addition to the growth of its green industry sector, 
Colorado’s green policy support was ultimately strength-
ened by the tolerance or active support of several critical 
allies in the conventional energy industry, spurred by the 
configuration of policy proposed. In several cases, the 
immediate outcomes of Amd 37 – which turned out to 
be easier to achieve than utilities expected, and provided 
tangible benefits to rural plains voters – significantly 
raised support for renewables and green policy, particu-
larly in the eastern plains counties.
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3.4.1 Energy industry
Given Colorado's extraction industries, it should not be 
surprising that there was significant initial resistance to 
low-carbon legislations from energy industry stakehold-
ers. The RPS was rejected by Colorado's Republican con-
trolled senate twice in 2003 and 2004, before Amd 37 
passed as a ballot initiative.

Xcel Energy, the most influential utility company in 
Colorado, opposed the 10% RPS in the beginning, but 
quickly had a change of heart and ultimately supported 
the increase of the RPS, first to 20% and then to 30%. Xcel 
realized that it would not be difficult to meet the 20% tar-
get, as federal tax credits after 2008 made wind energy 
affordable (Minard 2010). With Colorado's significant 
wind potential, improving technologies, and increasing 
fossil fuel prices, wind energy may become competitive 
faster than envisioned. In fact, as early as 2001, Colora-
do's Public Utilities Commission ordered Xcel to build a 
wind farm in Lamar as part of its conventional genera-
tion capacity despite Xcel's protests. The PUC claimed to 
base this decision on purely economic grounds – wind 
energy at Lamar would be cheaper than natural-gas pow-
er (Laird 2008). In the end, cost and profitability would 
be the only things to bring firms truly on-board. 

"A large sector of Colorado's oil and gas industry has 
also jumped on the green-growth wagon, offering full 
support for Colorado's latest Clean Air Clean Jobs Act" 

A large sector of Colorado's oil and gas industry has 
also jumped on the green-growth wagon, offering full 
support for Colorado's latest Clean Air Clean Jobs Act. 
Under implementation of this act, Xcel will retire two old 
coal-fired power plants and retrofit one of them to burn 
natural gas. Given that coal provided for 65.2% of Colo-
rado's electricity in 2008 while natural gas only provided 
25.2% (EIA 2010), natural gas producers stand to gain a 
much bigger market share at the expense of the coal in-
dustry. Indeed, there has been a publicity battle between 
the coal and the oil and gas industry over the Clean Air 
Clean Jobs Act. 

The creation of stricter gas drilling rules, paired with 
the RPS, allowed environmental organizations to feel 
more comfortable lobbying for natural gas over coal.  

Although natural gas burns cleaner than coal, it is a 
non-renewable energy source that produces greenhouse 
gas emission.  Its longer term viability may depend on 
continued affordability and the development of extrac-
tion technologies that are acceptable to the public. Sup-
port from the oil and gas industry is recent and tentative.  
Many in Colorado feel that natural gas can hitch its wagon 
to wind to enhance public support and also may be com-
pensated by self-reinforcing effects of green policy-creat-
ed constituencies like those seen in the California case.

3.4.2 Consumers
Meanwhile, experience with renewables and particularly 

wind has increased support for green policy among ru-
ral consumers. By 2006, some of these constituencies 
had begun to receive tangible benefits from local east-
ern plains wind installations. Observers familiar with the 
Colorado politics suggest support has risen throughout 
the state, but especially among Republicans and in the 
eastern plains counties.

A possible demonstration of this effect is found among 
electoral returns for races that touched on this issue. For 
instance, Governor Bill Ritter was well known for mak-
ing renewable energy a critical part of his campaign plat-
form in 2006, making 2006 something of a referendum 
on the program’s success thus far. Gov. Ritter did well in 
the 2006 election, and notably, he did significantly bet-
ter amongst eastern plains state voters than Amd 37 had 
done two years before. Although Gov. Ritter generally 
did not receive a majority in these politically conserva-
tive areas, he was competitive; in eastern plains counties 
that had major wind installations in place or under con-
struction by 2006 (Bent, Logan, Prowers, and Weld), he 
received between 47 and 57% of the vote. In the eight 
eastern plains counties that had given Amd 37 less than 
1/3 of their vote, Gov. Ritter typically received around 
13% more of the vote than Amd 37 did.

4 Conclusion

Though a state with vast fossil-fuel reserves, Colorado 
has embarked on a surprising green growth path. Success 
stems from the combination of three elements: (1) the 
public advocacy movement leveraging both progressive 
support for environmental protection from Democratic 
urban regions and mountain counties as well as farm-
ers' and ranchers' support for an RPS that offers them 
economic benefits; (2) the nurturing environment cre-
ated by a collaboration of research and education institu-
tions in Colorado, policies favorable to green industries, 
and a generally good business environment; (3) an assist 
from high federal funding at a critical period; and (4) the 
subsequent increase in support from important industry 
stakeholders like Xcel Energy and key natural gas com-
panies, as well as rural consumers, based on perceived 
advantages offered them by green policy.

"Second, Colorado’s story demonstrates the impor-
tance of policy moves that have immediate, tangible, 
on-going benefits for constituencies that otherwise 
might be skeptical of green policy"

There are two key lessons to draw from Colorado’s 
success. First, Colorado was able to make a relatively rap-
id shift toward a green industry path because key policy 
leaders identified a potential partnership between mul-
tiple very different constituencies who all had interests 
that could be served by similar green growth policies. 
This provided the basis for a policy realignment based 
on an informal partnership between these groups.
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Second, Colorado’s story demonstrates the impor-
tance of policy moves that have immediate, tangible, on-
going benefits for constituencies that otherwise might be 
skeptical of green policy. Such policy moves can funda-
mentally alter the political landscape, creating new sup-
porters for green policy and hence broadening the po-
tential coalition for green policy. In a conceptual sense, 
this is the heart of the “green growth” or “green industry” 
policy: environmentalists have always supported renew-
ables, but the “green growth” argument focuses on show-
ing other groups that they have real economic interests in 
green policy as well.

Of course, Colorado’s green growth faces potential 
obstacles down the road; the depth of future support 
from the natural gas industry is an unknown. Also, Colo-
rado lacks the transmission capacity to best exploit re-
newable energy. Xcel Energy is trying to kick start solar 
projects in southwestern Colorado, but an influential lo-
cal landowner is fighting placing transmission lines on 
his land (Minard 2010). Public resistance is especially 
pronounced against transmission lines crossing residen-
tial areas or private lands (Davis and Hoffer 2010). The 
promotion of distributed generation at customers' facili-
ties also requires the grid to be able to accommodate dis-
tributed, intermittent power sources. As it is everywhere, 
upgrading to a renewable-friendly transmission grid will 
be a major challenge for Colorado. 

Colorado, like most other states, also faces some po-
litical and structural challenges to green policy. These 
include uncertainty over future federal funding (Plant 
2011); potential exhaustion of the renewable energy 
“low-hanging fruit,” leading to higher future costs; a re-
turn to partisanship after a honeymoon period of general 
support; and some internal fracturing of the green en-
ergy community (Baker 2011). The critical question for 
Colorado going forward is to what extent the strong suc-
cesses of existing policy have created a stable, embedded 
constituency for green industry – from new manufac-
turing installations to rural landowners that have made 
wind leasing a part of their income base to houses that 
have invested in solar panels – that will carry it forward 
through funding uncertainties and the challenges of in-
creasing scale.
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1 Introduction
Today, “green” tops the agenda for the Korean govern-
ment. The Lee Myung-bak administration has set im-
pressive goals: according to its plans, Korea will reduce 
carbon emissions, improve energy security, and create 
new economic growth engines, and improve the qual-
ity of people’s lives based on green technologies. Meet-
ing these goals will also improve Korea’s energy security, 
shielding it from fuel price and supply shocks that could 
hurt its economy.

The concept of green growth, and with it the devel-
opment of renewable and/or fossil-free energy, is natu-
rally attractive to a country that imports 96.7% of its en-
ergy from overseas and has the fastest growing emissions 
among OECD countries. The need to create a new engine 
for economic growth is also an important element of the 
Korean government’s exceptional commitment to green 
growth. The Korean government sees the push for green 
growth as an opportunity to open a new era of national 
development that not only incorporates sustainability 
into the conventional economic growth framework by 
reducing carbon emissions, but also further improves 
corporate competitiveness by greening and upgrading 
the existing industries and nurturing green industries.

 

"This strategy is envisioned as an economic and so-
cial paradigm shift that revolutionizes the daily lives 
of Koreans, by reorganizing energy systems, industry, 
and urban management systems including buildings 
and transportation"

The potential for a transformed society in which eco-
nomic growth comes from green energy could tie to-
gether key industrial players in Korea with other societal 
and international interests. President Lee Myung-bak’s 
strategy effectively creates a partnership between the 
advocates of “green” and the advocates of “growth,” in 
order to promote more balanced and sustainable future 
growth. This strategy is envisioned as an economic and 
social paradigm shift that revolutionizes the daily lives of 
Koreans, by reorganizing energy systems, industry, and 
urban management systems including buildings and 
transportation.

This definition of green growth goes beyond what was 
proposed in the green literature review (Green Growth 
Leaders 2011c) undertaken as a companion piece for 
our country studies. That review discusses three possible 
definitions of green growth, all of which are used in con-
temporary debates:

1)  Growth compatible with emissions reductions, such 
as growth that continues while efficiency measures are 
used to decouple growth from emissions.

2)  Growth driven by emissions reductions, which comes 
in two flavors:
a. Jobs created by green growth policy
b. GDP growth created by green growth policy

The Korean green growth vision encompasses all of 
these benefits and goes a step beyond, toward a multi-
level transformation that, if realized, will be more than a 
simple growth strategy and affect many more aspects of 
Korean lives than just the economy.1 A full exploration of 
the Korean vision for green growth and the multi-level 
transformation it entails is therefore beyond the scope of 
this report. Here, we focus on what we see as some of the 
key parts of the economic story. We seek to understand 
the goals Korea has set for itself in the spheres of energy 
and economy, what basic drivers underlie these goals, 
and what obstacles Korea may face in achieving them.

This report will first examine the overall green growth 
objectives Korea has chosen. Major green growth projects 
include developing green energy, building a smart grid, 
promoting smart work2, and laying rapid-transit rails. 
While all of these objectives are aimed at constructing 
a green infrastructure, this report focuses particularly 
on green energy (energy security, generation, and effi-
ciency), as well as green industry and energy markets. 
Specific plans regarding each green growth objective, as 
well as the structural challenges that deter the implemen-
tation of these plans, will be discussed.

2 Korean green growth objectives

In 2008, Korea faced two problems. First, concerned 
voices had been raised about whether Korea, as a non-
annex country to the Kyoto Protocol, was ready to start 

1  In this respect the Korean vision 
reaches intentionally for a trans-
formation that is conceptually 
similar to that which has occurred 
de facto in the Danish economy. 
See our Danish Country Case 
Analysis report (Green Growth 
Leaders 2011b) for further discus-
sion. However, Korea’s specific 
goals, specific tools chosen, and 
particular obstacles differ because 
Korea begins from the basis of a 
different political configuration 
and resource base than Denmark. 
One example is the way in which 
Denmark’s copious wind resources 
and particular political configu-
ration combine to create a critical 
mass of popular and business 
support for commitment to wind 
energy; Korea, with a different 
set of resources and a different 
political economic configuration, 
arrives at its visions for transfor-
mation in a different way and is 
aimed in different directions. Both 
represent potentially viable experi-
ments in green growth.

2  “Smart Work” is a term coined 
by the Korean government that is 
synonymous to telecommuting, 
in other words, allowing for all 
types of working conditions that 
are not confined by time or place 
by employing Information and 
Communication Technologies.
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bearing global emissions reduction requirements under 
post-Kyoto systems (Kim, Kim, and Park, 2). Meanwhile, 
after the global financial crisis in 2008, Korea was also 
searching for stimulus policies that would get the Korean 
economy back on track. The Green New Deal announced 
in January of 2009 was the Korean government’s effort to 
solve both problems. It was followed by the creation of 
the Presidential Committee on Green Growth; the Green 
Growth Development Strategy, a longer-term effort ex-
tending through 2050; and the Five Year Plan for Green 
Growth.

As seen from the progress report between 2008 and 
2009, issued by the Presidential Committee on Green 
Growth, the Green New Deal is an investment plan of 50 
trillion Korean won (45.4 billion USD) during the years 
from 2009 to 2012 on nine key green projects that include 
four major river restorations, green transportation, green 
cars and clean energy, waste resource catchment and 
reuse projects (PCGG 2010a, 9). The Green New Deal 
predated, but did not include, the establishment of the 
Presidential Committee on Green Growth, preparation 
and publication of Green Growth Development Strategy 
(for period up to 2050) and the 5YP for GG (2009~2013). 
The government has also promised an investment of 2% 
of GDP to initiate developments in the green sector as 
part of the five-year plan for Green Growth (PCGG 
2010b, 22). By now, the Lee Myung-bak administration 
has made the message clear: the government is serious 
about its commitment to its vision of green growth, and 
an over-arching plan for the near, middle, and long term 
is in place. 

The Korean goals for green growth, as outlined in the 
national strategy for green growth, are as follows: 1) re-
ducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving energy 
security, 2) creating new engines for economic growth, 
and 3) greening the country and Korean lifestyles, with 
the objective of becoming a model green growth country 
internationally. Together, these three objectives consti-
tute (and require) a transformation of Korean economy 
and society. The objectives are closely intertwined, with 
business opportunity and improvement in quality of life 
springing from the need to reduce emissions and in-
crease energy security. As noted above, the Korean green 
vision goes beyond the focus and scope of this project, 
particularly in the realm of the third objective (greening 
the country and Korean lifestyles, which includes green-
ing the land space and transportation). As mentioned 
above, green economic growth as defined for this project 
is growth that is compatible with, and driven by emis-
sions reductions. Our discussion below therefore focuses 
on the first two Korean objectives, which are most closely 
related to our central focus on green economic growth.

2.1 First objective: reduce green house gas emissions 
and improve energy security
The first objective set by the Korean government involves 
two major goals that are intertwined, in the sense that 
achievements in one tend to imply (but do not guaran-
tee) achievements in the other: reducing carbon emis-

sions and enhancing the nation’s energy security. Three 
strategic approaches contribute, to varying extents, to ac-
complishing these two goals:

The first strategic approach is increasing energy ef-
ficiency, thereby reducing fossil fuel consumption. Ac-
cording to the Ministry of Knowledge Economy (MKE), 
the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) plans to 
invest 4.7 trillion Korean won (4.2 billion USD) on smart 
transmission and distribution to decrease energy loss 
(MKEEID 2010, 4), while the introduction of the smart 
grid and demand side management will bring further 
improvements in energy efficiency. The strengthening 
of energy efficiency standards, introduction of energy 
management systems as well as smart grid techniques, 
deployment of high efficiency appliances, and the ration-
alization of the energy pricing system are all expected 
to boost energy efficiency. With better energy efficien-
cy leading to lowered consumption of fossil fuels, both 
green house gas emissions and import dependency are 
expected to be reduced.

The second method is deployment of clean energy: 
generating more energy from greener sources. The law 
on renewable energy development, usage, and dissemi-
nation has been amended in 2010 as part of the effort. As 
described in a report issued by the Korean Institute for 
Industrial Economics and Trade (KIET), the government 
has been using feed-in tariffs (FIT) to subsidize medi-
um and small sized renewable energy producers in the 
past. It is now shifting from FIT to a Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) system beginning 2012 (Choi 2009, 35). 
RPS targets are 2% by 2012, and 8% by 2020, with quotas 
concentrated on solar energy during the initial five years 

Figure 1: Planned Shift in Korean Energy Mix, 2008 to 2030 
(PCGG 2010a, 8)

Korea's current and projected energy mixes

Source: Presidential Committee on Green Growth 2010. "Progress Report 
2008-2009." Government report, Seoul.
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from 2012 to 2016 (MKE, 2010b). The current goal is to 
increase renewable energy usage to 11% of total energy 
consumption by 2030 (PCGG 2010a, 8) (See Figure 1).

In absolute terms, Korea’s renewables goal appears 
modest compared to those of renewables powerhouses 
like Denmark. This apparent modesty reflects in part the 
low installed base from which Korea must start (Korea’s 
goal of 10.7% is a 4-fold increase from 2009’s 2.7%). It is 
also a reflection of the relative dearth of strong renewable 
resources (Korea’s renewable plans are constrained by the 
fact that Korea’s wind and solar potential is limited com-
pared to many nations.) Korea believes that, given these 
limitations, it has set quite challenging goals.

The third method is to produce more energy from 
nuclear power plants, a carbon-free but not renewable 
source. Korea is already the fifth largest nuclear energy 
producer (151TWh), generating 5.5% of the world’s to-
tal nuclear energy (International Energy Agency 2010, 
17). By 2030, Korea aims to produce 59% of its domestic 
electricity from nuclear energy, according to the Korea 
Herald (Cho 2010) The Basic Energy Plan of 2008 further 
shows that nuclear energy will take up to 27.8% in the 
country’s overall energy mix. In addition to the potential 
to reduce carbon emissions, Korea hopes to emerge as a 
major exporter of nuclear power technologies and plants 
in the global market.

2.1.1 Challenges - nuclear development
There are some significant questions surrounding the de-
velopment of nuclear power in Korea. Whether nuclear 
power constitutes green energy has been as controversial 
an issue in Korea as it has been elsewhere. The Presiden-
tial Committee had attempted to include provisions for 
development of nuclear power in the Framework Act on 
Low Carbon Green Growth enacted at the end of 2009, 
but had to abandon this because of objections regarding 
the safety and cleanliness of nuclear power. Still, nuclear 
power is included in Korea’s blueprint for future energies 
as a major alternative energy to fossil fuels.3

However, nuclear energy’s safety concerns have gained 
further saliency recently. When Korea won the bid in 
2010 to construct nuclear power plants in the United 
Arab Emirates, with expected profits of four million dol-
lars, the country was excited about becoming the next 
major nuclear power exporter. Yet, despite such major 
accomplishments, safety issues regarding nuclear energy 
generation, including proper disposal methods of the nu-
clear wastes, continue to be debated. The fear of nuclear 
explosion and radiation exposure in Fukushima, Japan, 
has raised new nuclear safety issues, prompting the Ko-
rean government to undertake the “Domestic Nuclear 
Energy Security Check Plan” to ease safety concerns, and 
it expects continuing discussion about this issue in Korea.

Finally, it is worth noting that the effect of nuclear 
power on energy security is unclear. Despite KEPCO’s 
recent discovery of uranium in Waterbury Lake, Canada, 
Korea would have to import a major portion of its urani-
um from Russia, Kazakhstan, and/or Australia. While it 
is potentially simply trading one dependency for another, 

expanding nuclear power in the country’s energy portfo-
lio will reduce its high dependency on oil coming from 
the Middle East. At the moment, Korea is more concen-
trated on tackling the potential safety issues of nuclear 
power plants; potential dependency issues related to ura-
nium are not considered a major concern

2.2 Second objective: provide an engine for economic 
growth
The second major objective of Korea’s National Green 
Growth Strategy and Five Year Plan for Green Growth 
is to create new growth engines from green technologies, 
promoting green industries.

"The Korean government’s choice of the next genera-
tion’s growth-driving green industries such solar pan-
els, fuel cells, LED, and green cars industries, reflect 
well on the strengths of its current industrial sector" 

Korea has the market clout and technical skills to capi-
talize on green markets like those Objective One (with its 
goals of increasing national efficiency, renewables, and 
nuclear power) would create domestically. The Korean 
government’s choice of the next generation’s growth-
driving green industries such solar panels, fuel cells, LED, 
and green cars industries, reflect well on the strengths of 
its current industrial sector. The country is home to some 
of the top global corporations in many high-tech indus-
tries such as the electronics, semi-conductor, IT, auto-
mobile, and ship-building industries. Korea also owns 
some of the most advanced technologies in related areas, 
and since 2005, the government has been spending 253.2 
billion won (230 million USD) on research and develop-
ment in heavy electric equipment and semiconductors 
(MKE 2010d, 14). Technological capabilities, experience, 
and knowledge on market trends and consumer taste in 
those industries could help the Korean firms make a fast 
start in some of the new green industries.

"Korean companies are in fact making major moves in 
target industries"

Korean companies are in fact making major moves in 
target industries. Hyundai Heavy Industries is building a 
175MW (7 trillion USD) generator in what is to become 
America’s largest solar energy generation project (total of 
900MW) in California and Arizona (Park and Lee 2010). 
Samsung will invest 23 trillion won (20.9 billion USD) 
on solar panels, fuel cells, LED, and medical devices by 
2020. It will also start building a green industrial complex 
by 2021 with 7 trillion won (6.3 billion USD) initial in-
vestments (Ryu 2011). Hyundai-Kia Automobile has de-
veloped the Sonata Hybrid and K5 Hybrid using its own 
independent technologies, acquiring 1000 new patents. 
Hyundai will also release a new plug-in hybrid electric 

3  Private communication with 
Korean government official, 2011.
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vehicle (PHEV) model next year and a fuel cell car model 
in 2013, strengthening its environmentally friendly auto-
mobiles line up (Cho 2011).

The electricity and smart grid businesses also repre-
sent a major business opportunity for Korea. According 
to the International Energy Agency (IEA), 13.6 trillion 
dollars are expected to be spent worldwide on the elec-
tricity industry by the year 2020. In addition to leverag-
ing a significant domestic market, Korea can also hope 
to export to developed countries, as well as to China 
and Asia, where the markets for smart grid are expected 
to grow exponentially in the near future (qtd. in MKE 
2010a, 96). In the best-case scenario, Korea would see an 
annual increase of 50,000 jobs, 74 trillion won (67 billion 
USD) increase in domestic demand, and 49 trillion won 
(44.5 billion USD) in exports of smart grid related prod-
ucts by the year 2030 (MKE 2010c, 33).

With an industrial sector that is prepared and eager 
to take advantage of the market opportunities inher-
ent in capturing this new industry, Korea appears to 
have the commercial drive necessary to achieve the 
major transformations in energy systems, industrial 
structure, and life-style changes that the government 
has promised.

With an industrial sector that is prepared and eager 
to take advantage of the market opportunities inherent 
in capturing this new industry, Korea appears to have the 
commercial drive necessary to achieve the major trans-
formations in energy systems, industrial structure, and 
life-style changes that the government has promised.

2.2.1 Challenges – restructuring the market
However, significant challenges must be overcome to re-
alize Korea’s vision of a green economic engine. Some of 
these center around providing the right set of incentives 
in the domestic market and energy system. One major 
challenge is introducing the carbon pricing system such 
as the ETS and carbon taxes. In 2009, the government 
announced its plans to implement cap and trade policies 
starting 2013. Last year, the Federation of Korean Indus-
tries (FKI), representing Korea’s top conglomerate firms, 
strongly advised the government against the implemen-
tation, and implementation was delayed until 2015. This 
April, the bill was submitted to the National Assembly. 
The government hopes to see its passage before the end 
of the year. Carbon tax is currently under study. 

Delays in implementation have to do with concerns 
about the potential economic effects. According to the 
FKI, the proposed carbon trading schemes will raise 
production costs for Korean firms and erode their price 
competitiveness in global markets, especially because 
Korea’s major trading partners like America, China, and 
Japan are also delaying the implementation of similar 
carbon pricing systems. Also, the FKI argued that Korean 
firms, except for a few conglomerate ones, are lacking the 

appropriate tools to measure their own greenhouse gas 
emissions, and the government should first construct a 
national carbon measurement, report, and management 
system. It acknowledged that introducing the greenhouse 
gas target management system (starting 2012) which al-
lowed the collection of data on carbon emissions was 
the right step towards national carbon emissions man-
agement, and a sufficient one. On the other hand, the 
proposed ETS bill visualizes the parallel running of the 
systems, with graduation clauses for the emitters in the 
target management system with emission above a certain 
amount required to move into ETS while to the others 
this would be optional. 

Yet another change that the government must super-
vise is the restructuring of the electricity market. While 
the restructuring of electricity markets is a complex and 
often controversial challenge in most settings (see for in-
stance our discussion of the deeply troubled and largely 
failed deregulation attempt in the California system in 
our California State Case report (Green Growth Lead-
ers 2011a), some rearrangement of the market dynam-
ics may be necessary for two reasons. First, better price 
incentives could drive domestic efficiency, reducing con-
sumption and emissions. Second, it would make Korea a 
more suitable nursery for refining and commercializing 
effective new products in these areas, by providing the 
appropriate structure and market incentives for the de-
velopment and use of energy efficiency and smart grid 
products. Responsiveness within the energy system is 
likely necessary to support the kind of green transforma-
tion of the economy and society that Korea seeks.

In 1999, the government recognized the need for a 
more open and competitive market for electricity. Con-
sequently, KEPCO’s generation has been divided into 
five separate power generation firms (excluding nucle-
ar). However, while the government guarantees certain 
amounts of profits to independent power with Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPA), generation capacity of the 
private sector has not been increasing since 2001 (Kim 
and Kim 2010, 13). Also, further restructuring of the 
market has stopped since 2004, and significant improve-
ments in efficiency have not been observed. According 
to Kyung Hoon Kim and Hye Soon Kim, the Korean 
electricity market is currently structured so that KEPCO 
monopolizes transmission and distribution of electricity, 
while 93.3% of generation is also produced by KEPCO 
and its six subsidiary firms. Transactions of electricity 
over 20MW are required to go through the Korea Power 
Exchange (KPX), where wholesale price is determined by 
the actual variable costs of the generators and not by a 
market mechanism (Kim and Kim 2010, 13).

"In Korea, electricity usage is classified into six types—
residential, general, educational, agricultural, indus-
trial, and streetlight—and each type pays different 
rates."
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4  Private communication with 
Korean government official, 2011.

Current subsidies for electricity create distorted in-
centives for electricity usage and efficiency. In Korea, 
electricity usage is classified into six types—residential, 
general, educational, agricultural, industrial, and street-
light—and each type pays different rates. Electricity 
rates for consumers are determined by the government, 
based on consideration of KEPCO proposals and infla-
tionary pressure. For residential and general usages, the 
government imposes six levels of progressive utility rates 
to induce energy conservation. However, the industrial 
sector, which consumes more than 50% of the total elec-
tricity generated in Korea (qtd. in MKE 2010c, 50) uses 
electricity at a price which is only 86.59% of the produc-
tion cost (MKE 2010c, 11). This cost recovery rate var-
ies over time and year, and is said to be between 89.4% 
and 90% in 2010.4 While cheap utility prices have helped 
Korean industries to be price-competitive in the global 
market, distortions in the pricing structure of the elec-
tricity market fail to induce industries to reduce elec-
tricity usage. They further limit the introduction of real 
time pricing of electricity that is critical to the effective 
utilization of the smart grid, and generally weaken natu-
ral incentives to develop and use efficiency and smart 
grid products in the domestic market. These factors in 
combination make creating a pricing system that ef-
fectively conveys market incentives, a key feature of the 
smart grid, very difficult.

Currently, the PCGG is trying to reform the retail 
electricity market by introducing a variable pricing sys-
tem for electricity. The Ministry of Knowledge Economy 
thus has announced that it will release the Electricity 
Price Roadmap in June. The roadmap contains plans 
for introducing more realistic pricing mechanisms that 
reflect the actual costs of power generation. Though spe-
cifics have not been revealed yet, it is expected to call for 
increases in the prices of electricity, while also including 
measures to support the more vulnerable parts of society 
that might be hurt due to a possible increase in electricity 
prices (Lee 2011). As prior attempts at deregulation and 
privatization have shown – both in Korea and in other 
cases – the task of introducing responsiveness into the 
market is complex, and the solutions that will ultimately 
work to support the type of transformation Korea seeks 
may need to be the product of experimentation.

2.2.2 Challenges – playing the global standards game
Finally, Korea will face increasing incentives to meet, or 
in many cases set, global standards – that is, the techni-
cal standards that govern interoperability, and hence us-
ability, of products. Standards are critical in some of the 
emerging industries Korea wants to play in, particularly 
smart grid and related products. With a relatively small 
domestic market, Korea’s ability to satisfy scale econo-
mies without exports has limits. This means it will do best 
if it can sway international decisions on use of standards, 
ultimately acting as a leader in the international develop-
ment of newly emerging standards and hence ensuring a 
broad market for its own producers. If Korea can lead the 
international development of newly emerging standards, 

this will place it at the center of global innovation and 
position it to reap a strong share of the benefits from a 
global green transformation.

Korea intends to expand its influence on global stand-
ards by actively participating in international discussions 
and consortia. Taking the smart grid business as an ex-
ample, Korea and Italy’s selection as leading countries for 
the smart grid project during the expanded G8 summit 
in 2009 presented one early opportunity. Korea plans 
to lead international discussions of global standards for 
smart grid, by holding the World Smart Grid Forum and 
other conferences. 

"Korea intends to expand its influence on global stand-
ards by actively participating in international discus-
sions and consortia"

Already, there have been successful results in this re-
gard. Xeline’s Broadband Power Line, developed together 
with the US and Spain, was selected as the global standard 
by the International Standard Organization (ISO) in 2009. 
In terms of exports, Korea has secured major sales of solar 
energy generation and advanced metering infrastructure 
hardware to countries such as Japan, Australia, Mexico, 
Norway, Italy, and Sweden (MKE 2010a, 127-128).

2.2.3 The role of emerging firms
Interestingly, much progress is being made by smaller 
firms like Xeline and Nuri Telecom, which are not the 
traditional conglomerate industrial leaders in Korea. 
This suggests that Korea’s green growth is not entirely led 
by the familiar chaebol organizations, but offers new op-
portunities to smaller businesses as well. In order to fur-
ther improve these small and medium sized firms’ brand 
recognition and facilitate international cooperation, the 
government has introduced various measures such as 
Green Certification and Green Financing. The success of 
efforts to encourage the growth of small and medium-
sized firms in Korea has been controversial in the past, 
but the early participation of SMEs in the growth of 
green industry is encouraging.

The government has launched several programs aim-
ing to provide effective policy tools and support spe-
cifically for SMEs. Green Certification is one example. It 
will reduce the uncertainty for investors by presenting 
government-selected green technologies and businesses 
to the private sector investors. Investors who choose to 
invest in these green-certified businesses can enjoy tax 
benefits, and selected businesses also receive credit ben-
efits, get additional points when applying for foreign 
conventions, export incubator projects, and R&D in-
vestment projects, and finally, enjoy priority treatment 
in patenting. While firms can apply for Green Certifica-
tion regardless of their size, local governments such as 
the Gyeonggi are working with smaller firms so that the 
costs of preparing the necessary paperwork do not deter 
them from applying (Chung 2011).
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3 Government role in green growth

The government has historically played a major role in 
developing globally competitive domestic industries in 
Korea. Yet meeting Korea’s green growth goals require 
the development of new tools for economic guidance. 
The three objectives of green growth—reducing green-
house gas emissions and promoting energy security, 
achieving accelerated levels of economic growth, and 
improving the quality of life while also contributing to 
the international community—implies a paradigm shift 
that requires participation from all parts of the country 
and all levels of the economy – not just the top-level de-
cision makers and Korea’s leading conglomerates. The 
government has started progress in this regard, by set-
ting up channels for public-private collaboration. The 
Presidential Committee for Green Growth (PCGG) is 
one such institution: it includes the President, Prime 
Minister, 14 Ministers and 36 private experts, and it also 
actively seeks input.

The Korean government historically had a tight re-
lationship with conglomerate firms, which facilitated 
steps aimed at driving economic growth. Today, the 
government is concentrated on maintaining such rela-
tionships, amid the growing influences and sometimes 
diverging interests of conglomerate firms. Challenges to 
changing the pricing structures of the electricity mar-
ket or introducing carbon pricing systems come in part 
from a need to earn the cooperation of the industrial 
sector, which has a critical part in the government plans 
for green growth.

4 Conclusion

The Korean case is unusual in the extent to which its 
multiple objectives – energy security, economic growth, 
and emissions reduction – intertwine to create a com-
mon purpose. As its goals are currently formulated, there 
is little conflict between these three objectives. According 
to the plan, green growth will lower emission reductions, 
improve energy security, create significant employment, 
and drive economic growth, all in a “greener” way. This 
unity of purpose could translate to an unusually unified 
coalition of interests supporting these goals, assuming 
the different actors involved (government, business, con-
sumers) can reach comparable unity on the tools to use 
to get to the desired outcomes.

"Yet conglomerate businesses have picked up green 
technology because it is a product that will sell"

Of course the pleasant rhetoric of “green,” “environ-
ment-friendly,” and “emissions reductions” is not always 
warmly welcomed by businessmen – Korea is no differ-
ent in this from many other countries. Yet conglomerate 
businesses have picked up green technology because it is 

a product that will sell. In the end, their green technolo-
gies will reduce emissions and support better energy se-
curity. A strong perception of a purely economic ration-
ale strengthens the overall rationale for Korea’s package 
of energy objectives and helps build a coalition of inter-
ested parties. The fact that the country has a uniting eco-
nomic incentive pushing for green growth is a strength.

Korea does face meaningful challenges in achieving 
many of its goals. Yet considering that green growth is 
still at a very early stage of development, the government 
has definitely taken significant steps, such as laying out 
the institutional framework necessary for green growth. 
It is prepared to take active roles in delivering many of 
its promises to emerge as a role model for later develop-
ing countries in realizing the green growth paradigm for 
sustainable and balanced growth.

"Korea may also be somewhat unique in the scope and 
timeline of its ambitions"

Korea may also be somewhat unique in the scope and 
timeline of its ambitions. In this discussion we have, di-
rectly or implicitly, discussed a variety of transformations 
that are being undertaken or must be undertaken as part 
of Korea’s desired paradigm shift: a shift in power sourc-
es and use; a restructuring of the energy market and its 
pricing structure; a possible shift in industrial structure 
toward more incorporation of small and medium-sized 
firms that are natural fits for emerging niches in new in-
dustries; a shift in international role toward a more as-
sertive leadership in standard-making. And these are just 
a subset of the range of changes Korea wants to make; 
shifts beyond our scope of discussion here range from 
changes in ecological approach to mass transit to build-
ing and urban planning to citizen lifestyle.

Individually, these shifts are important. But taken 
together, the whole may be greater than the sum of its 
parts, if Korea succeeds in restructuring the expectations, 
logic, and behavior of Korea’s society and economy into a 
new, self-sustaining “green” whole with a momentum of 
its own – what President Lee Myung-bak termed “a new 
national development paradigm” (Lee 2008). We have ar-
gued that we have seen such self-reinforcing transforma-
tions occur, to greatly varying degrees, in the companion 
cases of Denmark and California. However, if Korea suc-
ceeds in a similar paradigm shift, its transformation will 
be somewhat unique in being the result less of the kind 
of path-dependent, evolutionary process seen in those 
cases, and more of a conscious effort undertaken at a his-
toric moment. It remains to be seen how fully Korea will 
succeed with its goals – individually and as a coherent 
whole – but the process commands attention from schol-
ars of green growth policy.
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I. Introduction
As international concern over climate change grows, 
many countries including China are pursuing "green 
growth" strategies that aim to both stimulate economic 
growth and reduce carbon emissions.1 The recently an-
nounced 12th Five-Year Guideline (FYG) dedicates an 
entire section to “green development”. China’s green ini-
tiatives, such as conserving scarce resources and invest-
ing in renewable energy, are important and necessary 
steps toward creating a more environmentally sustain-
able economy. Yet in order to assess the impact these 
initiatives are likely to have on China’s carbon emissions, 
it is imperative to place China’s green policies in the 
broader context of its manufacturing-driven economy 
and national energy system. The analysis presented here 
suggests that, given the rapid rate at which China’s overall 
energy demand is growing, the government’s green ini-
tiatives will not displace the country’s heavy reliance on 
coal, and hence will have limited effects on its total car-
bon emissions in the near term. China’s carbon emissions 
are not likely to plateau until 2030 when urbanization 
and population growth begin to slow, and when China 
makes more progress in its transition from an energy-
intensive industrial economy to a service economy.

At the highest level, the primary concern of the Chinese 
leadership is to secure enough energy to fuel the coun-
try’s hungry economic growth engine, and thereby keep 
a lid on social and political unrest.

At the highest level, the primary concern of the Chi-
nese leadership is to secure enough energy to fuel the 
country’s hungry economic growth engine, and thereby 
keep a lid on social and political unrest. In China, “ener-
gy security” – ensuring continued and expanding access 
to energy at relatively low prices – is a matter of political 
survival.  The legitimacy of the party and government 
comes through the ability to create tens of millions of 
jobs each year and raise the living standards of more than 
a billion people. From 1990 to 2007, 380 million people 
moved to Chinese cities; between 2007 and 2030, another 
380 million are expected to move to urban areas (Zhou 
et al. 2011, 4).  As it turns out, this task requires an enor-
mous amount of energy. To that end, the government is 
investing heavily not only in energy efficiency programs 
and non-fossil fuel energy sources, but also in new coal-
fired power plants and high voltage transmission lines to 

connect both new coal and new renewable sources to the 
state grid. Despite this massive investment, China is still 
rationing electricity and dealing with power outages in 
2011. The core challenge the government faces, there-
fore, is not how to supplant coal with renewables, but 
rather how to supplement existing energy sources with 
new sources and generate enough electricity to keep the 
lights on and the factories running. 

The core challenge the government faces, therefore, is 
not how to supplant coal with renewables, but rather 
how to supplement existing energy sources with new 
sources and generate enough electricity to keep the 
lights on and the factories running. 

The purpose of this report is to illuminate the oppor-
tunities and implications of China’s current green initia-
tives for both energy security and carbon emissions. Our 
key findings are as follows: First, because of China’s need 
for a cheap and abundant energy source, coal will remain 
the dominant energy source in the foreseeable future, 
even under the most optimistic scenarios. As such, car-
bon emissions as a policy issue will continue to take a 
backseat to energy security. Second, although renewable 
energy will barely make a dent in China’s overall energy 
needs, the country’s burgeoning green industries are like-
ly to significantly impact global energy markets through 
learning and scale effects. Third and finally, the greatest 
contribution the international community can make to-
ward reducing global carbon emissions is to help China 
devise methods to burn coal more efficiently and cleanly. 
Foreign criticism of – and energy proposals which ignore 
– China’s reliance on coal is unproductive.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. First, 
we investigate the broader political and economic con-
text of China's energy strategy. The legitimacy of China’s 
authoritarian, single-party government is contingent on 
its ability to create jobs for and improve the living stand-
ards of average Chinese citizens. Therefore, the govern-
ment’s priority is on securing enough energy to feed the 
country’s economic growth engine. Second, we examine 
China’s current energy-related initiatives – including 
energy efficiency, economic restructuring, expansion of 
renewable sources, and electricity transmission – and as-
sess the implications for both energy security and carbon 
emissions.  Third, we reiterate China’s continued reliance 
on coal as its primary energy source. China's present en-

1  Given the limited scope of this 
cross-country report, we confine 
our analysis to a narrower area of 
interest, defining green growth as 
job creation or economic growth 
compatible with or driven by 
actions to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. These summarize 
the types of growth that must be 
achieved in order to successfully 
support growth while simulta-
neously avoiding climate cata-
strophe. As such, we focus our at-
tention on those Chinese policies 
that affect carbon
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ergy goals represent an optimization of the current coal-
based energy system, with non-fossil fuel energy sources 
largely acting as supplements, not substitutes, for coal.

2. Political and economic context of 
energy policy in China

“Green development” is an important theme in China's 
12th Five Year Guidelines (FYG) for 2011-2015, the 
policy document which reveals the government’s top 
economic and social objectives for the coming years. 
Responding to global climate change via mitigation 
and adaptation measures is a clearly stated goal in the 
green development plan. Yet China’s targets for energy 
consumption reduction and carbon emission reduction 
are per unit of GDP, rather than absolute caps. Thus as 
the Chinese economy expands, the country’s total en-
ergy consumption and carbon emissions will also grow, 
though the rate of that growth will be modestly slower.   

Understanding the particular configuration of the 
China’s political and economic system can help explain 
why there is little political will to either reduce China’s 
reliance on fossil fuels such as coal or cap total emissions. 
During the reign of Mao Zedong, the Chinese Commu-
nist Party (CCP) derived its legitimacy through the ban-
ner of communism. With the winding down of commu-
nist ideology in China’s reform period (1978-present), 
many argue that the ability to create jobs and continu-
ously improve living standards has become the new 
source of legitimacy for the CCP. 2

In recent years, public awareness and concern over 
environmental degradation and poor natural resource 
management have increased. But carbon emissions are 
a unique breed of environmental problem. Unlike de-
forestation, air pollution, and water pollution, carbon 
emissions have had little immediate and tangible effect 
on economic productivity or people's daily lives. In ad-
dition, while many scientists would argue that China’s 
endemic problems of water shortage or desertification 
are the results of climate change, such claims are hard to 
“prove” to ordinary citizens. As a result, climate change 
has little obvious, immediate impact on Chinese living 
standards, and there has been little if any domestic pres-
sure on the Chinese government to reduce carbon.

Energy security, however, has been a top government 
priority, because it is critical to driving the economy and 
creating jobs. The Chinese economic model has relied 
heavily on manufacturing-intensive industries which re-
quire an enormous amount of energy.   The industrial sec-
tor is estimated to contribute to 46.8% of China’s economy 
in 2010 (CIA 2011b), much higher than in other promi-
nent industrializing and developing economies, such as 
28.6% in India or 26.4% in Brazil (CIA 2011a; CIA 2011c). 
The dominance of steel, cement, electronics and other 
energy-intensive industries, coupled with double-digit 
GDP growth, has led to soaring energy demand in China.3 
China is currently the world’s largest energy consumer.

Meanwhile, due to rising incomes and increasing ur-
banization, the Chinese are buying more homes, cars, and 

home appliances, all of which require energy to produce 
as well as to use. In its World Energy Outlook 2010, the 
International Energy Agency predicts that between 2010 
and 2035, China’s energy demand will increase by 75% 
(2010, 5). Equally alarming is the US Energy Information 
Administration’s prediction that China’s electricity gen-
eration alone will triple between 2009 and 2035, produc-
ing 10,555 billion kWh of electricity in 2035 (2010, 16).  
Though China has had a remarkable track record when 
it comes to improving energy efficiency, the 12th FYG’s 
stated goal of reducing the energy intensity of GDP by 
16% over the next five years is simply not enough to level 
off energy consumption.

As figure 1 below shows, China’s energy consump-
tion relies heavily on low-cost and domestically abun-
dant coal. According to the latest official data from its 
National Bureau of Statistics, China's total primary en-
ergy consumption measured 2.91 billion tons of stand-
ard coal equivalent in 2008, of which 70.3% came from 
coal.4 Similarly, China's electricity production is also 
overwhelmingly reliant on coal. In 2008, 83.3% of China’s 
electricity was generated by thermal power plants, which 
are mostly coal-fired with only a few natural-gas power 
plants. Hydroelectric power generated 13.8% of electric-
ity. Nuclear power contributed 2.0% to the total genera-
tion, wind 0.8%, and all others such garbage incineration 
plants, solar energy, and geothermal power contributed 
0.1% (State Electricity Regulatory Commission 2009, 10). 

Despite massive infrastructure investments in recent 
years, renewable sources not including hydroelectric 
currently comprise only a tiny fraction of China’s total 
energy consumption. Even if the Chinese government 
continues to commit billions of dollars of investment to 
the development of renewables and other non-fossil fuel 
energy sources, such installations are unlikely to signifi-
cantly shift the composition of China’s overwhelmingly 
coal-based energy system. In Section IV, we will further 
explain why, from the Chinese government’s perspec-
tive, coal remains the only plausible candidate to satisfy 
China’s energy demand.

To sum up, the legitimacy of China's single-party gov-
ernment rests largely on its ability to sustain economic 

2  In his investigation of the Chi-
nese political system, Guo (2003) 
suggests that this form of ‘utilitari-
an legitimacy’ is a powerful legacy 
from China’s imperial era. Perry 
(2010) argues that this concept of 
utilitarian legitimacy justifies anti-
government sentiments stemming 
from food, housing and other 
material necessities, which may 
in part explain why the CCP is 
more tolerant of protests over land 
and energy prices than those over 
religious and political freedoms. 
Utilitarian legitimacy also expla-
ins why the CCP places so much 
emphasis on sustaining high levels 
of economic growth, enhancing 
energy security, creating jobs, and 
controlling inflation.

3  Export industries and invest-
ment were largely responsible for 
the trend-breaking increase in 
energy intensity during the few ye-
ars after China first entered WTO. 
According to Kharl and Roland-
Hoslt’s research, export and inve-
stment accounted for more than 
70% of the growth of energy con-
sumption between 2002 and 2004 
(2009, 9).

4  These statistics only account for 
commercial fuel consumption; ru-
ral residents in China still rely he-
avily on biomass and waste fuels, 
which account for roughly 10% of 
total energy consumption accor-
ding to the IEA (2010c).

Figure 1: China’s reliance on coal

China's Primary Energy Consumption, 2008

Source: National Bureau of Statistics (2010, 2-7)
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growth and improve living standards. Environmental 
protection has become an increasingly salient social issue 
in the past few years, but the public’s attention has mostly 
focused on those issues which directly affect economic 
productivity and living conditions. The issue of carbon 
emissions has not yet hit the radar of the average citizen, 
and thus little public pressure has been put on the govern-
ment to reduce emissions. On the other hand, providing 
enough energy to sustain China’s energy and manufactur-
ing intensive economy is both a social and political prior-
ity. Indeed, meeting energy demand is the single most im-
portant objective of China’s green development. In next 
section, we will show how Chinese government plans to 
meet the challenge of satisfying China’ growing energy 
demand, and the opportunities and challenges for global 
climate change with China’s green development plan.

3. Overview of China’s energy policies: 
opportunities and challenges

It is our view that the key objective in the government’s 
green development plan is to enhance China’s energy se-
curity by moderating the growth of energy demand and 
at the same time increasing energy supply. Compared to 
a business-as-usual scenario, China’s carbon emissions 
will grow at a slower rate as a result of these initiatives. 
Yet these initiatives alone are highly unlikely to lead to a 
reduction in China’s total carbon emissions or even a full 
decoupling of emissions from growth in the next two dec-
ades.5 The findings presented in this section suggest that: 

•    Energy efficiency programs will lower the energy in-
tensity of GDP, but are not likely to reduce China’s total 
energy demand or total carbon emissions.

•   The government’s economic restructuring efforts may 
eventually bear fruit, but are not likely to reduce en-
ergy demand or carbon emissions in the near term.

•   China’s burgeoning green industries will influence glo-
bal energy markets through learning and scale effects, 
even though they will have little impact on China’s pri-
mary energy mix.

•   China’s new and improved electricity transmission and 
distribution system will not only integrate new renew-
able sources into the state grid, but also incorporate 
new coal developments and other fossil fuel sources; 
thus, its effect on emissions is likely mixed. 

•   Electricity pricing reforms are required to rationalize 
energy usage, but such reforms have stalled due to the 
government’s concern over inflation and social unrest.

We now turn to examine in greater detail each of these 
five aspects of China’s current energy policy framework 
to explain how we arrived at the above conclusions. To 
reiterate, these five initiatives are energy efficiency, eco-
nomic restructuring, expansion of renewables, electricity 
transmission, and electricity pricing reform.

3.1 Improving energy efficiency
The Chinese economy is very energy-intensive. In 2006, 
per unit of GDP, China consumed 48% more energy 
than the US and nearly twice as much compared to Ja-
pan or France (EIA 2008). The high energy intensity of 
the Chinese GDP is the result of a combination of fac-
tors, including but not limited to: inefficient technology, 
a manufacturing-driven export-led economy, and price 
controls that distort energy usage by industrial and resi-
dential consumers. 

From the late 1970s to the late 1990s, China actually 
had a rather strong track record of reducing the energy 
intensity of its economic growth. But after China’s acces-
sion to the World Trade Organization, manufactured ex-
ports began to soar, as did the energy intensity per unit of 
GDP. In order to curb this unwelcome trend, the Chinese 
government in 2004 began to adopt a number of policies 
to promote energy efficiency. Those policy measures in-
cluded fiscal incentives such as tax breaks for purchasing 
energy conserving equipment, stricter standards for new 
buildings and appliance, mandated closures of inefficient 
coal-fired power plants and manufacturing plants, and 
information-driven programs like appliance labeling and 
media advertising (Zhou, Levine and Price 2010). De-
spite the blip in the early 2000s, the Chinese government 
has been remarkably successful with its energy efficiency 
programs. 

The government has been particularly aggressive in 
closing small and inefficient power plants and produc-
ers of energy-intensive products. In 2007, the NDRC 
launched a “build big, close small” campaign to consoli-
date the number of coal-fired power plants. The follow-
ing types of generators had to be shut down: those under 
50,000kWh, those under 100,000kWh and in operation 
for more than 20 years, and those that do not satisfy ex-
isting environmental or efficiency standards. Between 
2006 and 2010, China closed down 72.1GW of small 
coal-fired generators (Wen 2011). Many inefficient pro-
ducers of coal, steel, concrete and coke were also closed 
down. This type of industrial upgrading has, and will 
continue to, improve energy efficiency in China. 

Perhaps more importantly, the central government 
has signaled that it will begin to evaluate the perform-
ance of local officials based on their ability to meet not 
only economic growth targets, but also national energy 
intensity reduction targets. The 12th FYG states that the 
central government will strengthen evaluation of energy 
conservation goals and improve the reward and punish-
ment system to ensure that local governments have the 
proper incentives to carry out energy efficiency policies 
(NDRC 2011, chapter 22 section 1). 

From 2006 to 2010, the implementation of energy 
efficiency policies has helped China to reduce energy 
intensity by 19.1% from 2005 levels. This achievement 
was a little shy of the stated target of 20%, but nonetheless 
significant. However, there were severe unintended con-
sequences of energy efficiency programs, particularly at 
the local level. Some local officials, struggling to meet the 
energy intensity reduction targets, scheduled brownouts 

5  According to the latest forecasts 
by the China Energy Group at 
Lawrence Berkeley National La-
boratory, China's emissions are 
likely to peak between 2030 and 
2035. However, this result is based 
on the crucial assumption that 
China's average GDP growth rate 
between 2010 and 2020 will be 
7.7%, considerably lower than the 
previous 10 years and in line with 
China's stated target, and even slo-
wer growth rates of 5.9% between 
2020 and 2030 and 3.4% between 
2030 and 2050 (Zhou et al. 2011, 
3). This again demonstrates that 
compatibility between emissions 
reduction and economic growth 
not only requires aggressive po-
licies, but also a much slower 
growth rate than what China is 
accustomed to.
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which caused temporary shutdown of factories, schools, 
and hospitals. When the lights were turned off, manufac-
turers fired up diesel generators to compensate for the loss 
of electricity from the grid. Such actions had the perverse 
effect of driving up diesel prices and ultimately food prices 
(Xinhua 2010), not to mention promoting an uncontrolled 
source of energy and emissions in the form of off-grid die-
sel generation. The use of ad hoc measures – brownouts, 
shutdowns, off-grid generation, etc. – suggests that China 
was pushing close to its practical limit of energy intensity 
reduction under the current policy framework.

Though the central government gave no specific rea-
son for lowering the energy intensity reduction target in 
the 12th FYG to 16% from the 20% target in the 11th 
FYG, it likely did so to limit these types of unintended 
consequences at the local level.  A lower target will hope-
fully preclude local officials and manufacturers from 
taking drastic and disruptive measures to reduce energy 
consumption.  And given China’s proven track record on 
energy efficiency, a 16% reduction in energy intensity 
appears achievable under the current policy framework.

3.2 Restructuring the economy
One of the goals of economic restructuring is to decrease 
the relative importance of the industrial sector in the 
economy while increasing the share of the service sec-
tor, and thereby slow the growth of energy demand.  The 
Chinese government has often discussed the need for 
economic restructuring in order to achieve a more bal-
anced and sustainable economic development and miti-
gate the depletion of China’s limited natural resources. 
Nonetheless, at present, the Chinese economy is still 
heavily reliant on manufacturing and energy intensive 
industries. 

The 12th FYG lays out various policies to promote less 
energy-intensive industries. The document states that 
the government should severely control the export of 
energy-intensive, pollution-intensive goods and natural 
resources and promote the export of services and serv-
ice-related products such as cultural products, Chinese 
medicine, software, and information technology (NDRC 
2011, Chapter 51 Section 1). The 12th FYG also calls 
for a 4% increase in the share of services in the econo-
my (NDRC 2011, chapter 3), which was about 43.6% in 
2010 (Central Intelligence Agency 2011). In part to meet 
this goal, the government is offering firms in the serv-
ice sector the same rates for water, electricity and natural 
gas currently enjoyed by firms in the industrial sector 
(NDRC 2011, chapter 17 section 2). 

How quickly the large Chinese economy can shift 
away from energy-intensive, export-oriented manufac-
turing and large infrastructure investments and toward 
increased services and domestic consumption is open 
for debate. Though the government’s intentions are clear, 
it has yet to put forth a detailed and actionable plan to 
facilitate the restructuring of the Chinese economy, be-
yond the shift in resource pricing noted above. In our 
view, a significant transition away from energy-inten-
sive industries such as steel and cement, not to mention 

downstream sectors like building and rail construction, 
to more services could take decades. 

3.3  Growing renewable energy
In the past few years, renewable energy, especially wind, 
has witnessed explosive growth in China. As of 2010, the 
country had a total of 25.8GW of installed wind capac-
ity, second only to the United States in absolute terms. 
More than half of that capacity, 13.8GW, was added in 
2009 alone (GWEC 2011, 4). China has become a huge 
market for renewable technology deployments, which 
has enticed the participation of the world’s leading en-
ergy companies. At the same time, China’s own green 
industries – particularly solar panel production – have 
themselves become globally competitive players. 

The two national grid companies are required by law 
to purchase energy from wind and solar farms at high-
er rates, which will ensure that renewable power plants 
can cover their cost and maintain a profit margin.

The current build out of renewable energy infrastruc-
ture in China will likely continue on the back of stronger 
policy support. The two national grid companies are re-
quired by law to purchase energy from wind and solar 
farms at higher rates, which will ensure that renewable 
power plants can cover their cost and maintain a profit 
margin. This pricing policy allows the nascent wind and 
solar industries to expand despite being more expensive 
than conventional energy. China’s major power produc-
ers, especially the five firms known domestically as the 
"Big Five," have been in negotiations with local govern-
ments to secure rights on land and at sea to develop new 
renewable resources. Ocean front investment agreements 
from the Big Five can exceed RMB 100 billion (USD $15 
billion) in committed funds (Zhang 2010a). This shows 
the scale of some of the investment in renewable energy. 
Similarly, there has been a wave of land deals in west-
ern China’s vast deserts with high solar potential (Dong 
2009). Numerous hydroelectric projects are also on the 
drawing board. China’s grid companies are also invest-
ing in a new transmission system that will help overcome 
current transmission bottlenecks and facilitate the inte-
gration of renewable sources into the grid. 

Renewables have the benefit of being zero emission, 
but that is not the primary reason for the government’s 
massive investments. Rather, investing in alternative 
energy resources is desirable because such investments 
allow China to both diversify its energy portfolio and 
expand its domestic energy supply. The reality is that 
the expansion of renewables along with other non-fossil 
fuel sources like nuclear will not have a large impact on 
China’s energy landscape or emissions. Not only is the 
government’s target of 15% non-fossil fuels in the pri-
mary energy consumption by 2020 rather modest, but a 
majority of that 15% will come from hydroelectric power 
(Zhou 2010).  
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Despite the limited impact renewables will have on 
China’s domestic energy mix, China’s domestic green 
industries are booming. China’s green firms enjoy many 
advantages: a large domestic market with potential 
for scale, cheap labor, an extensive electronics supply 
chain; as well as price supports, state-subsidized loans, 
and cooperation from local governments. China's wind 
turbine and solar cell producers are already some of the 
most competitive in the world. China's solar industry 
has enjoyed an annual growth rate of more than 100% 
for the past five years, and produced more than half of 
the world's photovoltaic cells in 2010 (SEMI, PV Group 
and CPIA 2011, 6). Several of the world's leading solar 
equipment companies, such as Suntech Power, Yingli 
Green Energy and JA Solar, are headquartered in China. 
Similarly, China was the world's largest producer of wind 
turbines in 2009 (Bradsher 2010),  led by the state-owned 
Sinovel, the second largest wind turbine manufacturer in 
the world in 2011 (Xinhua 2011). Industry experts are 
finding that Chinese solar firms are contributing to the 
falling prices of photovoltaic cells (SEMI, PV Group and 
CPIA 2011). The manufacturing scale advantage of Chi-
nese green industries has the potential to lower global 
equipment prices and hence reduce the costs of renew-
able energy installations around the world. 

Yet China’s green industries are not the only ones 
benefitting from China’s investment in renewable en-
ergy. Many foreign technology firms are also winning 
contracts to provide equipment and services in China. In 
2009, American firm First Solar signed a memorandum 
of understanding with the Chinese government to build 
a sprawling, 2GW solar power field in Inner Mongolia 
(Daily 2009). In 2010, General Electric signed contracts 
to supply 88 wind turbines to HECIC New Energy Co., 
Ltd, one of China’s leading wind energy developers, for 
three new projects in Hebei and Shanxi Provinces (Gen-
eral Electrics 2010). These are only two of many exam-
ples of the many foreign firms participating in Chinese 
domestic market for clean energy.  Experience, learning, 
and scale gained from playing in the large Chinese market 
could also help these firms grow and bring costs down.

Given the Chinese government’s long-term commit-
ment to renewables, it should be able to reach its 15% 
non-fossil fuel target by 2020, but the impact on total car-
bon emissions will likely be marginal. 

3.4 Ultra-high voltage transmission grid
One of the most important enablers of the continual 
growth of non-fossil fuel energy will be the ultra-high 
voltage (UHV) transmission grid currently under con-
struction. Grid connectivity and long-distance transmis-
sion have been two of the greatest obstacles to expanding 
renewable energy in China. The majority of China's hy-
droelectric, wind and solar energy resources are located 
in western and northern regions, far away from the re-
gions where energy demand is the greatest (State Grid 
2010). As might be expected, the regions where renew-
able opportunities are the greatest are also those in which 
grid networks are the weakest (GWEC 2011).6 Lack of 

transmission capacity in part explains why a shocking 
30% of China’s wind generation capacity is not connected 
to a power grid of any kind (Xinhua 2010b).

To overcome the transmission bottleneck, the State 
Grid, China’s largest transmission and distribution com-
pany, is building a new UHV transmission grid that is 
scheduled to be completed by 2020. By 2015, there will 
be seven long distance, alternate current UHV transmis-
sion lines, as well as eleven 800kV direct current UHV 
transmission lines. Together these lines are capable of 
transmitting electricity across a distance of more than 
two thousand kilometers, linking renewable energy re-
sources in northern and western China to load centers 
in the east (State Grid 2010, 28; Zhang 2010b). The new 
UHV transmission grid will enhance the expansion of re-
newable energy by providing access to new markets and 
strengthening the grid's capacity to accept intermittent 
renewable power.  State Grid predicts that in 2015 the 
grid will be able to accommodate three times more clean 
energy sources compared to 2005 (2010, 53). Less talked 
about, however, is the fact that this same UHV transmis-
sion grid will also expand the transmission capacity and 
reach of coal-fired electricity plants.

3.5 Electricity pricing reform
Unlike the market liberalization that occurred in other 
areas of the Chinese economy, much of the energy sector 
remains under heavy state control. While prices for pe-
troleum and natural gas have been allowed to move more 
or less with global prices, the government continues to 
tightly control electricity prices for residential and some 
industrial users.  Electricity subsidies distort the market 
and may prove to be one of the greatest obstacles to re-
ducing energy use and overall energy intensity in China. 

The price of energy inputs and retail energy prices are 
set by China's National Development and Reform Com-
mission (NDRC), the main agency in charge of national 
economic policy. The NDRC has always been reluctant 
to raise utility rates, despite the fact that market-based 
coal prices have climbed precipitously due to China’s 
exploding energy demand. The average price of coal at 
Qinhuangdao port, a major coal terminal in China, in-
creased from roughly US$60 per metric ton in early 2005 
to US$160 per metric ton at the height of energy prices 
in 2008 (Morse and He 2010, 7). During the same pe-
riod, there were only one or two modest electricity rate 
hikes per year, and not a single adjustment exceeded 5%. 
Chinese power producers and grid companies have been 
squeezed between rising coal prices and state-controlled 
retail prices, often suffering huge losses. Rather than al-
lowing electricity prices to rise, the NDRC and other 
government agencies have supported state-owned utili-
ties and grid companies by helping them negotiate for 
lower coal prices, or in some cases, by offering govern-
ment hand-outs to compensate for losses.

Another problem with subsidized electricity prices is 
that they may encourage residential and industrial us-
ers to consume more energy than they otherwise would 
under market-driven prices. This makes lowering emis-

6  For example, the province of In-
ner Mongolia, where the majority 
of China’s wind resources is lo-
cated, has an independent regional 
power grid and is not connected to 
the rest of China. Consumers in 
Inner Mongolia alone do not pro-
vide sufficient demand to digest 
all the wind energy, and distant 
demand from other parts of China 
cannot be satisfied with this sup-
ply due to the lack of transmission 
infrastructure. Thus despite that 
wind energy from Inner Mongolia 
is already cheaper than thermal 
electricity produced in eastern and 
southern China, this cheap, clean 
energy cannot reach consumers 
and generation capacity is often 
forced to remain idle (Xin 2010).
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sions or per-capita/per-unit GDP energy use more dif-
ficult. Price supports may also make China a less effec-
tive “nursery” market for new efficiency products that 
Chinese firms could eventually export to the rest of the 
world. If such distortions cannot be removed, then ef-
forts to reduce energy intensity may be limited. The 
NDRC has expressed its intent to adjust electricity prices. 
For example, the NDRC is planning to introduce tiered 
rates for residential users in order to promote conserva-
tion (Liu and Huang 2010). But as a new round of in-
flationary fears grip China, increasing energy prices may 
continue to be socially and politically unpalatable. 

4. China’s continued reliance on coal

Though China's renewable energy sources are expand-
ing, one cannot ignore the stark reality that China's en-
ergy system will continue to rely on coal as its primary 
energy input for the foreseeable future. As discussed in 
Section II, the Chinese government’s top priorities are 
to maintain the economic growth engine and to im-
prove living standards, both of which require a cheap 
and secure supply of abundant energy. Coal is not only 
relatively inexpensive compared to other energy sources, 
it is also plentiful in China. In countries that lack large 
domestic sources of fossil fuels (especially coal), such as 
Denmark and Korea, the need for energy security natu-
rally overlaps with the need to develop non-fossil fuel en-
ergy sources. However, in countries where fossil fuels like 
coal are abundant, such as the US and China, the need 
for energy security often means exploiting available do-
mestic sources first. 

As such, the government is not likely to reduce the use 
of coal, despite its contribution to atmospheric green-
house gases. Indeed, it may not be possible to do so 
without creating major economic disruption.

According to several estimates, China has 114.5 bil-
lion tons of proven coal reserves, or 14% of the world's 
total reserve (EIA 2008; Morse and He 2010).7 China is 
capable of satisfying most of its own coal demand, though 
some provinces do import coal when international coal 
prices are more competitive than domestic prices. Not 
only does China have domestic coal sources, it is also 
situated near a number of other large coal-rich coun-
tries, including Mongolia, Russia, and Australia. From 
the Chinese government’s perspective, coal's abundance 
and relatively low costs make it the best option to satisfy 
China's rapidly expanding energy demand. As such, the 
government is not likely to reduce the use of coal, de-
spite its contribution to atmospheric greenhouse gases. 
Indeed, it may not be possible to do so without creating 
major economic disruption.

The government is actively seeking ways to mine 
and burn coal more efficiently, safely, and cleanly. These 

measures address economic efficiency as well as energy 
efficiency and local pollution. As mentioned earlier, Chi-
na is overhauling its fragmented coal mining industry via 
closure of small mines as well as merger and acquisition.8   
The 12th FYG emphasizes consolidation in coal mining 
industry to create large, efficient mining conglomerates 
(NDRC 2011, chapter 11 section 1). More efficient mines 
can better enforce safety and environment standards for 
local pollution, but they also produce cheaper coal, which 
may lead to increased use of coalThe Chinese government 
is also actively closing down small coal-fired power plants 
and installing larger, 600MW and higher power plants 
that produce less pollution, including CO-2 emission, per 
unit of energy produced (Yang, Guo and Wang 2010). 

Improving the efficiency of coal is also intimately tied 
to the UHV transmission grid mentioned earlier. The 
use of coal has been somewhat constrained by the trans-
portation capacity between coal producing areas and 
eastern regions where energy demand is greatest. Cur-
rently, coal is transported from mines in northwestern 
China to coal-fired power plants in the eastern seaboard 
via railroads, or first via rail to a northern seaport, then 
via boats to southern cities. In 2008, 49% of the freight 
cargo by weight traveling on national railroads and 21% 
of China's total port throughput were coal, most of which 
was destined for power plants (NBS 2009, 15-20; State 
Grid 2010).9 Thus the transportation of coal is one of the 
greatest bottlenecks for meeting energy need in China.  
The new UHV grid will allow more coal-fired power 
plants to be built where the coal is mined, and electricity 
can be sent to load centers on a new long-distance trans-
mission network. This can also reduce the energy used 
and emissions resulting from the transport of coal. Pro-
ducing electricity where coal is mined will also allow the 
exploitation of lignite. Nearly 55% of China’s coal deposit 
is lignite, but because lignite loses too much heat con-
tent during long transportation, these resources have not 
been used in every coal-fired power plant. With the new 
ability to place power plants where the mines are, this low 
grade coal can be fully exploited (State Grid 2010, 34).

Vertical integration of mining, transport, power gen-
eration and chemical industries is also being promoted to 
by the government to optimize China’s energy industry 
and other related industries. Such vertical integration will 
allow firms to operate more efficiently. Coal mines are en-
couraged to own and operate railroads and ports to facili-
tate the transportation of their products, as well as have 
on-site power plants. A policy document from the NDRC 
and approved by State Council calls for local governments 
to give priority approval to coal mines planning to build 
on-site power plants (State Council 2010). According to 
a newspaper published by the NDRC, there are fourteen 
coal production bases planned for the next five years, all 
of which will have on-site power plants (Diao 2010).

Alongside these measures to expand coal-fired power 
plants in coal-producing regions, China is also expand-
ing transport capacity between coal producing regions 
and southern and eastern China, where the demand is 
the greatest. Rail transport in eastern China will be ex-

7  Recent explorations show that 
China has 1,275 trillion cubic 
feet of shale gas reserve, 12 times 
the size of its natural gas reserve 
(EIA 2011, 4). As of 2009, only 
3.9% of China’s primary energy 
consumption comes from natural 
gas (National Bureau of Statistics 
2011, 7-2). If exploitation of shale 
gas can prove to be economical, 
then share of gas in China’s energy 
portfolio may increase given the 
abundance of the resource. While 
natural gas is still a fossil fuel and 
produces greenhouse gases, its car-
bon content is 45% less than that 
of coal (EIA 2010, 7) and increased 
use of natural gas will help China 
lower its carbon intensity.

8  For example, in the major coal 
producing province of Shanxi, 
restructuring has slashed the 
number of operating mines from 
2600 to 1053; all mines with an-
nual production less than 300,000 
tons were closed, and 70% of the 
remaining mines produced more 
than 900,000 tons every year (Nie 
2010).

9  China’s highway systems are also 
overburdened by the transportati-
on of coal, as well known episodes 
of monster traffic congestions can 
attest. The 60 miles long monster 
traffic jam on the Beijing-Tibet 
highway in the summer of 2010 
was due mostly to trucks carrying 
coal from Inner Mongolia to the 
capital, and the truckers say they 
are used to such congestion (Ni 
and Chua 2010; Watts 2010).
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panded (Diao 2010), and new railroads connecting Inner 
Mongolia, Shanxi and central China will also be devel-
oped. In addition, coastal ports are being constructed to 
facilitate more north-south coal transport via sea lanes 
(Zhen and An 2011). 

The wild card in China’s carbon story is carbon cap-
ture and sequestration (CCS). In order to reduce the 
carbon intensity of coal, the government is actively ex-
ploring CCS. In the mid-2000s, the government did not 
consider CCS a serious option. Yet by mid-2009, China’s 
first near-zero-emission coal plant had won state ap-
proval. Other pilots are in the works, including one in 
Inner Mongolia that could be the largest sequestration 
project in the world (Friedman 2009). However, it is yet 
unclear how much CCS projects will cost to build and 
operate, what the environmental consequences might be 
of putting tons of CO2 into the ground, or what the ul-
timate impact will be on China’s total carbon emissions.

These large infrastructure investments throughout 
the domestic coal supply chain indicate that the Chinese 
government considers coal a vital part of the country’s en-
ergy future. Indeed, if the Chinese government continues 
to be compelled to supply the growing domestic economy 
with cheap energy inputs, coal appears the only viable op-
tion. The continued reliance on coal has detrimental con-
sequences for global greenhouse gas emissions.

5. Conclusion

China’s version of “green growth” is drastically different 
from much of the advanced industrialized world. The 
government’s prioritization of energy security over car-
bon emissions is driven in part by China’s stage of de-
velopment – it is still a developing country – and in part 
by the nature of its political system. China’s single-party 
government maintains its legitimacy and political power 
by improving living standards, which in turn requires 
sustaining high rates of economic growth, creating tens of 
millions of new jobs every year, and controlling inflation. 
Coal, a relatively inexpensive and domestically abundant 
energy source, has been –and will continue to be—an im-
portant enabler of China’s prosperity. The looming ques-
tion for China is not how to reduce its consumption of 
coal but rather how to use it more efficiently and cleanly. 
Because of the rapid pace at which China’s overall energy 
demand is growing, renewables are viewed as desirable 
supplements to – but not viable substitutes for—coal.  

The magnitude of the energy and environmental chal-
lenges facing China is unprecedented. On the one hand, 
the government is attacking the country’s mounting en-
ergy problems on multiple fronts: energy efficiency, eco-
nomic restructuring, investment in non-fossil fuels, and 
expansion of transmission capacity. All of these measures 
are designed to slow the growth rate of energy demand 
and increase the supply of energy. As a result, the growth 
rate of carbon emissions will also slow. To its credit, Chi-
na appears to be on a path that will enable it to meet its 
target of reducing the carbon intensity of its economy by 

40 to 45% by 2020 from 2005 levels. 
On the other hand, significant obstacles remain, the 

most serious of which are distorted incentives at the lo-
cal level, the difficulty of retail pricing reform, and the 
energy intensity of the manufacturing-driven economy. 
Without a solution to these issues, the improvements in 
energy efficiency and carbon intensity resulting from the 
12th FYG’s green initiatives alone can do little to prevent 
China’s overall carbon emissions from growing. Rather, 
China’s green initiatives will only slow the pace of emis-
sion growth. We calculate that even if China meets its 
goal of reducing carbon intensity by 40% to 45% and eco-
nomic growth slows down to an average rate of 7% per 
year for the next ten years, its total emissions would still 
increase 83.7% by 2020 from 2005 levels. If China meets 
its carbon intensity reduction targets but grows at an av-
erage of 10% per year, which has been its average growth 
rate during the past two decades, then its total emissions 
would increase 142.2% by 2020 from 2005 levels. Despite 
its genuine efforts to curb the energy and carbon inten-
sity of its economy, China’s carbon emissions are unlikely 
to plateau until 2030 (Zhou et al. 2011).

The fate of China’s greenhouse gas emissions may rest 
with a yet elusive technological solution to de-carbonize 
coal. There is ample opportunity for international coop-
eration in the advancement of emerging technologies like 
carbon capture and sequestration. The European Union, 
for example, pledged up to €50 million (US$70 million) 
in mid-2009 to help China build the near-zero-emission 
coal plant mentioned earlier. Partnerships like this will 
be crucial in the global effort to combat climate change. 
If China in collaboration with concerned members of the 
international community cannot figure out how to safely 
and cheaply de-carbonize coal, then the planet may have 
no choice but learn how to adapt to a warmer world.
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Deforestation’s challenge to green growth 
in Brazil

1 Introduction
Understanding Brazil’s green growth and emissions sto-
ry requires a second look. Brazil’s energy matrix is ap-
proximately 46% renewable, so when one compares the 
share of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from energy 
in Brazil to that of most OECD countries, Brazil is do-
ing relatively well (IPEA 2010, 133). However, looking at 
energy alone misses the core GHG story in Brazil: The 
principal drivers of GHG emissions in the country are 
not energy production or heavy industry, but rather de-
forestation and agriculture. Deforestation is responsible 
for about 55% of Brazil’s GHG emissions, and agricul-
ture for another 25% (McKinsey & Company 2009, 7). 
In fact, the two areas of emissions are intimately linked: 
deforestation is principally a problem of agriculture. Cat-
tle ranching and soybean and sugar cane farming are the 
major industries contributing to Brazil’s emergence to-
day as an agricultural and agroenergy superpower – and 
are directly and indirectly responsible for deforestation 
in Brazil’s largest forests, the Amazon and Atlantic (Ban-
co Mundial 2010, Barros 2009, Margulis 2004, McAl-
lister 2008b, Nassar 2009, Nepstad et al. 2008, Sennes and 
Narciso 2009). By extension, because Brazil’s large and 
growing renewable energy sector is principally based on 
agriculture, it has ties to deforestation and may not be as 
green as it first appears.

In short, the problem of deforestation cuts across sever-
al of Brazil’s fastest growing economic sectors, includ-
ing renewables. 

Brazil therefore faces contradictory imperatives on the 
road to green growth: First, cattle ranching and soy-
bean farming revenues – which contributed 25% to 
Brazil’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2008 – risk 
being squeezed by enforcement of legal restrictions on 
cultivation and grazing in the Amazon forest.1 Second, 
Brazil’s energy grid has a comparatively high proportion 
of renewables in it, but each major renewable – sugar 
cane-based ethanol, biodiesel, and hydropower – comes 
at some cost to forests and biodiversity because of its ex-
tensive land use.  In short, the problem of deforestation 
cuts across several of Brazil’s fastest growing economic 

sectors, including renewables. As a result, the potential 
for divergence between “greenness” and “growth” in the 
Brazilian case is particularly great. The analysis below ex-
plores this problem in greater depth.

This study examines the problems of deforestation-
related GHG emissions and green growth in Brazil in cat-
tle ranching and agriculture; sugar cane-derived ethanol 
and other biofuels; and in hydropower. Section 2 begins 
this analysis by discussing Brazil’s GHG emissions profile 
in greater depth, detailing the contributions made by de-
forestation, agriculture, and energy. Section 3 shows how 
ranching and agriculture contribute to Amazon deforest-
ation, the leading cause of GHG emissions in Brazil; and 
profiles the strengths and limitations of Brazil’s current 
policy responses. Finally, Section 4 argues that, despite 
its potential to reduce energy-related GHG emissions, 
renewable energy production in Brazil in the forms of 
ethanol, biodiesel, and hydropower threaten to increase 
GHG emissions from deforestation in the medium run if 
strict zoning and environmental laws are not effectively 
enforced.

2 Overview of GHG emissions in Brazil

Brazil is a federal democracy of almost 200 million peo-
ple, has a diversified economy (Baer 2008, 1-3),2 and is 
the fourth largest greenhouse gas emitter in the world 
– responsible for 5% of world emissions, or 2.2 GtCO2e 
in 2008 (World Resources Institute, cited in McKinsey & 
Company 2009, 2).3 However, unlike the United States 
of America and other OECD countries, the majority of 
GHG emissions in Brazil stem from deforestation – the 
logging and burning of large tracts of forest to clear land 
for cattle pasture or agriculture in the Amazon rainforest 
– not from energy and industry.4 Thus, GHG emissions 
in Brazil are primarily an agricultural, not an industrial, 
problem.5

While annual GHG emissions data from deforestation 
in the Amazon are not available, it is clear from Brazil-
ian satellite data that high deforestation rates there since 
1988 have caused the release of massive amounts of CO2 
and other GHGs into the atmosphere. Deforestation does 
appear to be declining: the Brazilian National Institute 
for Spatial Research (INPE 2011) uses satellite images 
to calculate annual deforestation rates in the Amazon, 
and finds that after spikes in 1995 and 2004, the annual 
deforestation rate dropped to an estimated 6,451 km2 in 

1  This study defines green growth 
as “job creation or GDP growth 
compatible with or driven by ac-
tions to reduce greenhouse gases” 
(see Huberty et al. 2011, 3).

2  In 2005, Brazil’s GDP per capita 
was US$3,326. That year, services 
accounted for 56.09%, industry for 
34.86%, and agriculture for 9.05% 
of total GDP (Baer 2008, 405). 
However, agribusiness straddles 
the divide between agriculture and 
industry: Counting production, 
industry, commerce, and inputs, 
agribusiness is estimated to have 
contributed to 31% of Brazil’s GDP 
in 2003, and to 26% of Brazil’s total 
employment in 2002 (ibid., 303).

3  GtCO2e refers to gigatons of car-
bon dioxide equivalent.

4  The Brazilian Legal Amazon 
consists of nine states (Acre, 
Amapá, Amazonas, Maranhão, 
Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, 
Roraima, and Tocantins), and 
originally had approximately 4.3 
million km2 of forest (Baer 2008, 
336). According to Baer (ibid., 
332), the Amazon “stores about 60 
billion tons of carbon, or 8 percent 
of the total carbon present in the 
atmosphere in the form of carbon 
dioxide.”

5 McKinsey & Company (2009, 
5) estimates Brazilian per capita 
GHG emissions at 12 CO2e, com-
parable to industrialized coun-
tries. However, “if we exclude the 
forestry sector, Brazilian per capita 
emissions drop to 5 tCO2e, which 
would bring this country down to 
the level of low/moderate emit-
ters” (ibid.).
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Figure 1: Deforestation Rates in the Brazilian Amazon, 1988-2010 (IPEA 2010, 82; INPE 2011)

Deforestation rates in the Brazilian Amazon, Km2 deforested per year

Source:  IPEA 2010, 82; for 2009, 2010: INPE 2011 PRODES website.
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2010 (IPEA 2010, 82; INPE 2011) – largely due to less 
competitive commodity (beef and soybean) prices result-
ing from the appreciation of Brazil’s currency (the real) 
against the U.S. dollar, but also partly to conservation 
policies and stronger environmental law enforcement ef-
forts (Banco Mundial 2010, 40).6

But despite the recent decline in deforestation, forest 
loss in the Amazon and elsewhere has been severe: The 
World Bank estimates that the Amazon lost 18% of its for-
est cover from 1970 to 2007. During the same period, the 
neighboring Center-West savannah, the Cerrado, lost 20% 
of its forest cover, and the coastal Atlantic Forest – of which 
only 7% of its historical expanse remains today, accord-
ing to São Paulo-based NGO S.O.S. Mata Atlântica (2011) 
– lost 8% (Banco Mundial 2010, 39-40). Cattle ranching 
and soybean cultivation contributed to forest loss in the 
Amazon and Cerrado, while sugar cane farming, coffee 
plantations, logging, urbanization and other population 
pressures have over centuries decimated the Atlantic for-
est (McAllister 2008b, S.O.S. Mata Atlântica 2011).

Agriculture, including cattle ranching, is Brazil’s 
second-largest greenhouse gas emitter, at 25% of Brazil’s 
total GHG emissions – and much of the sector’s growth 
involves deforestation on the Amazon frontier.7 Cattle 
ranching and soybean farming contribute directly and 
indirectly to particularly high deforestation rates in the 
Amazonian states of Mato Grosso, Rondônia, and Pará 
(Greenpeace 2009; INPE 2011; Margulis 2004). In addi-
tion, deforestation rates are exacerbated by the fact that 
the productivity of cattle ranching is generally lower in 
the Amazon than elsewhere, due to the widespread and 
increasing availability of land.8 Section 3 will study the 
relationship between ranching, agriculture, and defor-
estation in greater depth.

Finally, in contrast to OECD countries, Brazil’s energy 

sector contributes very little to Brazil’s GHG emissions. 
Depending on how energy-related GHG emissions are 
calculated, estimates vary from 13% (McKinsey & Com-
pany 2009, 6) to 16% of Brazil’s total GHG emissions 
(IPEA 2010, 128).9 Whatever the true number, energy 
in Brazil contributes comparatively little to Brazil’s GHG 
profile because the sector is relatively green, with 46% 
of energy generation stemming from renewable sources 
such as wood, biomass, ethanol and biodiesel, and hy-
droelectricity in 2008 (ibid., 133-134).10 However, Brazil 
plans to double the supply of energy in the next twenty 
years, which will exacerbate two trends that threaten to 
increase the sector’s GHG emissions: First, the share of 
fossil fuels (oil and gas) in Brazil’s energy matrix will in-
crease from the current 9% to 14% by 2030, which will 
triple energy sector emissions from 30MtCO2e in 2008 
to 90 MtCO2e (McKinsey & Company 2009, 13). Second, 
investments in expanding the supply of energy from hy-
droelectric dams, sugar cane-derived ethanol, and other 
biofuels will place greater pressure on land, which could 
lead to higher emissions from deforestation.11 Section 4 
will examine the environmental risks of Brazil’s renew-
able energy industries.

3 Ranching, agriculture, and Amazon de-
forestation

The story of green growth in Brazil must begin with a 
look at agriculture and the deforestation of the Ama-
zon, since together these contribute the largest share of 
Brazil’s GHG emissions and, in the case of agriculture, 
a growing share of Brazil’s economy. Brazil’s problem is 
that two of its most lucrative industries are agriculture 
and ranching, and both of these industries have a long 

6 INPE counts Amazon deforesta-
tion rates in the nine states of the 
Brazilian Legal Amazon (see fn. 4).

7  Brazilian agriculture is respon-
sible for 10% of world agricultural 
GHG emissions, second only to 
China (McKinsey & Company 
2009, 24). McKinsey & Company 
(2009, 24-25) expects agriculture-
related GHG emissions to grow by 
40% from 2005 to 2030, of which 
cattle rearing will account for 37% 
of the growth (ibid.).

8   In the South, Southeast, and 
parts of the Center-West regions 
of Brazil, cattle ranching compe-
tes with sugar cane farming for 
land, so ranchers there are forced 
to adopt more efficient methods 
of production (Nassar 2009, 62). 
Margulis (2004, 35-36) finds that 
cattle ranching productivity also 
varies within the Amazon region, 
depending on factors such as cli-
mate, the productivity of grass, and 
the mortality rate of cattle.

9  The McKinsey & Company 
(2009, 6) estimate of 13% inclu-
des electric power generation and 
fuels for transportation. The 16% 
number, from IPEA (2010, 128), 
includes energy generation as well 
as consumption in the energy sec-
tor itself, which accounts for 10% 
of national energy consumption. 
Exact calculations used for each 
of these estimates are unavailable.

10  According to McKinsey & 
Company (2009, 13), “Brazil emits 
an average of 94 t[ons] of CO2e 
per gigawatt hour (GWh) pro-
duced. The global average is 580 
tCO2e per GWh and, in countries 
that rely heavily on coal fired po-
wer plants, can be as high as 1,000 
tCO2e per GWh.”

11  In addition to the controversial 
Belo Monte mega-dam project 
in the Amazonian state of Pará, 
there are 311 hydroelectric plants 
of various sizes planned or being 
built, which will add over 15,000 
MW to Brazil’s energy grid (IPEA 
2010b, 137).

Chapter 8
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history of expanding into the Amazon – facilitated by in-
dustry subsidies, poor property protection, and institu-
tional weakness. Brazil has only recently begun to try to 
correct incentives and halt deforestation, but with mixed 
results. It is too early to say whether Brazil will be able to 
control deforestation successfully, especially if doing so 
requires slowing the growth of core industries. However, 
to do so it needs to make significant progress in imposing 
rule of law and creating market incentives to enhance the 
sustainability of these industries.

3.1 Background on ranching and agriculture in the 
Amazon
The rapid growth of ranching and agriculture in Brazil, 
due to growing domestic and international demand for 
beef and soybeans, is the leading driver of deforestation 
in Brazil.12 To ensure that the recent decline in Amazon 
deforestation (see Figure 1 above) continues and to re-
duce GHG emissions in the long run, increases in ranch-
ing and agricultural productivity, payments for avoided 
deforestation, domestic and international consumer 
pressures, and more consistent environmental law en-
forcement are needed.

Much of the expansion of beef production (along with 
leather and other cattle-derived products) has been 
in the Amazon region, and it is estimated that 70% of 
area deforested there is converted to cattle pasture 

Much of the expansion of beef production (along with 
leather and other cattle-derived products) has been in 
the Amazon region, and it is estimated that 70% of area 
deforested there is converted to cattle pasture (McAl-
lister 2008b, 10,875).13 From 1995 to 2006, Brazil’s cattle 
herd grew by 10%, from 153 million to 169 million heads 
of cattle. However, “[w]hile outside the Amazon region 
total numbers decreased by 4 million head, inside num-
bers increased by almost 21 million, to 56 million head 
in 2006” (Greenpeace 2009, 13). During this period, the 
Amazonian states of Mato Grosso, Pará, and Rondônia 
increased their cattle stock by 36%, 111%, and 120%, re-
spectively. Meanwhile, ranches in Amazonian states have 
increased in size by 90% (ibid.), a result both of the low 
price of available land and the opening up of new lands 
through illegal logging (Margulis 2004). Increases in cat-
tle head and ranch area correspond to alarming defor-
estation numbers: By 2007, Mato Grosso had lost about 
38% of its original forest area, Rondônia 39%, and Pará 
20% (Greenpeace 2009, 14-15).14

3.2 Systemic problems create incentives for deforestation
The relationship between deforestation and the expan-
sion of beef and agriculture in the Amazon involves a 
system of perverse incentives provided by the Brazilian 
federal and subnational governments, as well as domes-
tic and international consumer behavior. These perverse 
incentives encourage expansion into the Amazon in spite 

of the problems expansion creates. They include weak 
property rights, subsidized credits and tax exemptions 
from the Brazilian government, weakness of federal and 
state agencies, and collusion between state agencies, cat-
tle ranchers, and soy farmers. Together, these factors re-
duce the ability of the federal and subnational states to 
enforce environmental laws.

Like most policy areas in Brazil, environmental gov-
ernance is decentralized: The federal Ministry of the 
Environment enacts norms and broad policy, but state 
environmental agencies have considerable policy and 
administrative autonomy. Combined with their relatively 
low capacity and periodic collusion with illegal defor-
estation activities, decentralization poses risks to the 
Amazon: Hochstetler and Keck (2007, 151) characterize 
Amazonian politics as one of “state absence,” in which 
elites refuse to crack down on illegal logging because 
they benefit from the revenues from beef and agricul-
tural exports.15 Even where the state is present, it may 
be unable to enforce environmental laws. Indeed, there 
have been several cases of corruption in state agencies: 
In December 2008, the Federal Ministério Público (Pub-
lic Procuracy) charged 33 people – including the former 
Secretary of the Environment for Pará – with trafficking 
in illegal wood in Pará (“Ex-secretário…” 2008). Other 
reports indicate that corruption is endemic in Amazo-
nian state environmental agencies (Hochstetler and Keck 
2007; Luíse 17 March 2011; McAllister 2008a).

Corruption and weak state capacity lead to high rates 
of impunity for environmental crimes in the Amazon. 
Although Brazil’s Ministério Público has constitutional 
autonomy and both enforces environmental laws and 
roots out corruption in federal and state environmen-
tal agencies (McAllister 2008a), it cannot always ensure 
that punishments for environmental transgressions are 
carried out: A 2009 study by the Amazonian Institute 
for Man and the Environment (IMAZON) think tank 
in Belém, Pará, found low rates of punishment for ille-
gal deforestation in the Amazon’s extensive network of 
environmentally protected areas, due to the inefficiency 
of the police and court system (Barreto et al. 2009). In 
this context, ranchers and farmers often have incentives 
to increase production by expanding their landholdings, 
rather than investing in productivity increases.

Expansion of landholdings is also due to lack of effec-
tive land titling, which when combined with low levels 
of environmental law enforcement on the Amazonian 
deforestation frontier, worsens deforestation by depress-
ing incentives to invest capital in productivity and rais-
ing incentives to expand horizontally – into neighbor-
ing fallow pastures or virgin forests (Barreto et al. 2008). 
This process exacerbates the problem of illegal and often 
violent land seizures on the Amazon frontier: Land grab-
bers invade and deforest public and unclaimed lands (ter-
ras devolutas) – as well as the lands of the small settlers, 
whom they expel – and falsify titles to them.16 In 2009, 
the Brazilian federal government enacted a program of 
Amazonian land titling, part of a larger effort to reduce 
deforestation by identifying property owners who may be 

12  In the 2000s, Brazil became the 
world’s largest exporter of beef. 
Beef exports grew over 450% in 
volume and 385% in value from 
1994 to 2005 (McAllister 2008b, 
10,875). In 2008, agriculture and 
ranching (including both produ-
ction and distribution) accounted 
for 25% of Brazil’s GDP, and 36% 
of Brazil’s total exports (Green-
peace 2009, 3). That same year, 
Brazil accounted for 31% of the 
global trade in beef, and 36% of 
the global trade in soybeans – and 
its share in each is expected to 
increase to 61% and 40%, respec-
tively, by 2018 (ibid., 2).
  
13  Nepstad et al. (2006, 1599) es-
timate that “more than 80% of the 
Brazilian Amazon could sustain 
profitable cattle production.”

14  Margulis (2004) traces the 
micro-processes by which cattle 
ranching drives illegal Amazon 
deforestation: Loggers enter virgin 
forest, build roads, and remove the 
valuable timber. They then sell 
the land to cattle ranchers. Wit-
hout the possibility of selling the 
land on to cattle ranchers, loggers’ 
incentives to deforest would be 
greatly reduced (Margulis 2004, 
XVIII).

15  “’[I]nstitutional weakness’ and 
‘absence of the rule of law’ often 
cited by studies of the ‘failure’ to 
enforce environmental standards 
or pursue miscreants is not an 
accident of recent settlement but 
rather a strategy deliberately pur-
sued by powerful operators in the 
region for which a more robust 
state geared to maintaining law 
and order would be highly incon-
venient” (Hochstetler and Keck 
2007, 153).

16  Falsification of land titles is wi-
despread in Brazil, especially in the 
Amazon, and known as grilagem, 
after grilo, the Portuguese word for 
cricket. Sometimes, land grabbers 
write a false title, and then place it 
in a jar with crickets. The crickets 
chew on the paper, and this makes 
the land title look old, so that land 
agency bureaucrats are less likely 
to suspect that the claim is false.
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held accountable for illegal logging on their properties (t, 
3 June 2009).17 It is too soon to evaluate the effects of this 
program on deforestation rates.

Furthermore, the Brazilian state has only recently be-
gun to embrace a sustainable development model in the 
Amazon. Indeed, from the late 1960s to the 1980s, Brazil-
ian Amazon settlement policy promoted deforestation to 
ensure national security and to expand agricultural pro-
duction, and settlers in the region were required to defor-
est their lands to lay claim to them and become eligible 
for subsidized credits. Mineral extraction and industrial 
development in the Amazon were key economic goals 
for Brazil’s 1964-1985 military dictatorship, and from 
1965 to 1974, subsistence farmers were expelled from 
the agricultural frontier “to make way for enormous cat-
tle ranches, whose pastures required the burning of huge 
swaths of forest” (Hochstetler and Keck 2007, 145). In 
1974, the current agribusiness and ranching model of 
development was consolidated, setting the trajectory of 
deforestation seen today. In addition to national Amazon 
settlement policy, subsidized credits and tax exemptions 
for agribusiness lowered production costs and stimulated 
deforestation for many years (Binswanger 1991).

This suggests that access to credit needs to be more 
strongly conditioned on environmental sustainability, 
but doing so will require more coordination between 
Brazil’s developmental and environmental ministries.

Over the last decade, some of the perverse incentives 
driving Amazon deforestation detailed above have been 
removed. At the same time, cattle expansion has become 
profitable independently of state subsidies – thus, now 

market mechanisms are the principal drivers of cat-
tle ranching expansion and consequent deforestation, 
rather than policy (Margulis 2004). However, the Brazil-
ian federal government continues to be a major investor 
in Amazonian agribusiness, through institutions such 
as the Brazilian National Development Bank (BNDES) 
(Greenpeace 2009, 3), which gives the government con-
flicting incentives vis-à-vis tradeoffs between production 
and environmental sustainability. The Brazilian govern-
ment has also indirectly subsidized the soy industry in 
the Cerrado and Amazon by investing in transportation 
infrastructure (Fearnside 2001). Finally, studies find 
that the more access farmers and ranchers have to rural 
credit, the more deforestation occurs (IPAM 2008). This 
suggests that access to credit needs to be more strongly 
conditioned on environmental sustainability, but doing 
so will require more coordination between Brazil’s devel-
opmental and environmental ministries.

3.3 Mixed results: efforts to fix the system
In conjunction with the removal of some perverse in-
centives, federal and state government initiatives have 
helped to reduce Amazon deforestation. These initia-
tives, however, must be combined with productivity en-
hancements, stronger law enforcement, and domestic 
and international consumer pressures if they are to con-
tribute to reducing deforestation in the long run.

At the federal level, the Action Plan to Prevent and 
Control Deforestation in the Legal Amazon (PPCDAM) 
and the Amazon Protected Areas Program (ARPA) have 
sought to increase law enforcement and land area des-
ignated as environmentally protected.  In addition, the 
federal government enacted a National Climate Change 
Plan in 2008, which includes the ambitious goal of elimi-
nating deforestation by 2040 (Governo Federal 2008). Fi-

Figure 2: Area of Soy Planted in the Center-West 

Area of Soy planted by year and region

Source: CONAB 2011
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17  This program is controversial, 
as formalizing property rights 
implies forgiving the past trans-
gressions of land grabbers. Some 
Brazilian environmentalists fear 
that this program may actually 
increase deforestation, as new land 
grabbers see the potential to oc-
cupy land illegally and then argue 
for legal title.
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nally, the Amazonian states of Acre and Amazonas have 
sought to create markets for sustainably produced forest 
products, and Amazonas has enacted a program to pay 
smallholders monthly stipends not to deforest (Viana 
2009; 2010, 38-42).18

Conflicts between those who favor development at any 
cost and those who support conservation and sustainable 
development continue, but the programs described above 
(and in greater depth in Appendix 1) indicate that Brazil 
is becoming serious about reducing GHG emissions from 
deforestation, and about protecting biodiversity.

3.4 Enhancing ranching and agricultural productivity
The alternative to expanding agriculture into new areas 
is to do more with existing areas. Thus, while federal 
and state initiatives have helped to reduce deforestation, 
meeting Brazil’s National Climate Change Plan target of 
zero deforestation by 2040 while maintaining the coun-
try’s stature as an agro-industrial powerhouse will require 
further investments in enhancing the productivity of ag-
riculture and ranching. Subsidized credit for inputs such 
as machinery and fertilizer have increased productivity 
in both industries: Some older ranches on the Amazon 
frontier have managed to increase their beef production 
per hectare (Margulis 2004), and, as figures 2 and 3 show, 
though the area in the Center-West Cerrado devoted to 
soybean production continues to grow, soybean produc-
tivity has also increased steadily from 1,452 kg/hectare in 
1976 to 3,135 kg/hectare in 2010. A combination of ad-
vances in farming techniques that enabled soybean farm-
ing in the Cerrado in the 1980s, and the fertile virgin soil 
of that region and the Amazon have contributed to this 
(Luna and Klein 2006, 120).

Increasing cattle and soy productivity is to be cel-
ebrated for its potential to reduce ranchers’ and farmers’ 
dependence on deforestation for expansion, but it is not 
sufficient to render ranching and farming “green” in the 

Figure 3: Soy Productivity in Center-West and Mato Grosso.
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Source: CONAB 2011
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medium run. Indeed, continued increases in productivi-
ty and profits in these industries may place stronger pres-
sures on state and federal governments to loosen forest 
conservation laws.19 Continued government investment 
in improving law enforcement in the Amazon region and 
the effective implementation of Brazil’s policies to reduce 
deforestation are necessary to ensure that these sectors’ 
productivity increases do, indeed, lead to reductions in 
GHG emissions from deforestation. 

Finally, domestic and international consumers could 
help to ensure that environmental laws are enforced by 
demanding that beef and soybeans be produced sustain-
ably. Some efforts have already begun: “A large Swed-
ish grocery store chain” (Nepstad et al. 2006, 1600) has 
demanded that Brazilian soybeans meet environmental 
criteria, the U.K.’s National Beef Association called for a 
boycott of Brazilian beef (ibid.), and international NGOs, 
producers, and consumers imposed a “soy moratorium” 
for three years on Brazilian soybeans, from 2006 to 2009 
(Greenpeace 17 June 2008). In addition, domestic beef 
retailers in Brazil, such as the supermarket chains Car-
refour and Pão de Açúcar, and the meat processors Friboi 
and Bertim, are seeking to sell beef “produced on ranches 
that obey environmental legislation and use good land-
management techniques” (Nepstad et al. 2006, 1600). 
More effort is needed on this front to promote environ-
mental sustainability in the beef and soybean industries.

In their current states, the agriculture and ranching 
industries present Brazil with a real dilemma between 
“green” and “growth.” Solving this problem – and achiev-
ing green growth – means finding a way to decouple 
growth in these industries from rising emissions. With-
out significant progress in increasing the productivity of 
cattle ranching and soybean farming, enforcing environ-
mental laws, implementing anti-deforestation policies 
responsibly, and cultivating domestic and international 
consumer pressures, it is unlikely that Brazil will move 

18  See Appendix 1 for details on 
federal and state environmental 
programs.

19  Pressures to loosen conserva-
tion laws are already being felt in 
the ongoing acrimonious debate 
in the Brazilian Congress over re-
vising the 1965 Forest Code. The 
agribusiness sector would like the 
legal reserve requirement (the 
percentage of land on private pro-
perty in different biomes that must 
be preserved in its natural state) 
in the Amazon to be significantly 
reduced from its current 80%. The 
environmental movement and en-
vironmental bureaucracy oppose 
this change (Noronha 2011). Revi-
sions to the Forest Code to loosen 
conservation rules for small-scale 
farmers and ranchers passed in 
the lower house of Congress on 
25 May 2011, but are expected to 
have a tough fight in the Senate. 
President Dilma Rousseff is also 
exptected to veto certain provi-
sions in the legislation, such as 
amnesty for illegal deforestation 
on private lands prior to July 2008 
(Brooks 2011).
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off of its current track of deforestation-driven increasing 
GHG emissions.

This section has shown how cattle and agribusiness in 
the Amazon region drive deforestation, and how through 
deforestation and their own emissions they contribute to 
about 80% of Brazil’s total GHG emissions. Brazil’s energy 
sector, discussed in the next section, provides a contrast-
ing perspective on the potential for green growth in Brazil, 
but there are environmental risks there as well: like cattle 
and soy, agroenergy production is land use-intensive, and 
risks increasing competition for land among different 
crops. This is especially true in the small but growing bi-
odiesel sector, which currently extracts fuel largely from 
soybeans and bovine fat (IPEA 26 May 2010, 28). Mean-
while, large hydropower projects in the Amazon threaten 
to flood large tracts of forest and disrupt ecosystems.

4 Brazil’s energy generation: A renewable 
powerhouse with a possible dark side

Brazil’s energy matrix is remarkably green, with 45.9% 
of its domestic energy supply provided by renewables in 
2008 – well above the world average of 12.9% (IPEA 2010, 
133). As can be seen in Table 1 below, though petroleum 
and derivatives account for the largest source of energy in 
the country, the renewable energy sources of sugar cane 
products and hydroelectricity come second and third, 
respectively (EPE 2010, 31). This impressive perform-
ance results from policies enacted since the 1970s that 
have aimed to secure Brazil’s energy independence, and 
growth is expected to continue due to recent technologi-
cal breakthroughs (e.g. flex-fuel cars), global demand for 

ethanol, and government investments in ethanol, biodie-
sel, and hydroelectric dams.

Nevertheless, there is a possible dark side to renew-
able energy in Brazil: Growth in the production of etha-
nol requires increases in both crop productivity and the 
amount of land cultivated, which may displace food 
crops (raising the price of food), and force more farmers 
to move into the Center-West Cerrado by increasing the 
price of land in coastal regions, exacerbating deforesta-
tion on the Amazon frontier (IPEA 2010, 417). Expand-
ing land area in the Southeast and Northeast of Brazil 
under sugar cane cultivation, meanwhile, is expected 
directly to worsen deforestation in the Atlantic Forest 
(IPEA 2010, 431-432). Meanwhile, because the major in-
gredients in biodiesel are soy and bovine fat, Brazil’s cur-
rent investments in biodiesel production may increase 
Amazon deforestation in the medium run. Finally, large 
hydroelectric dams, such as the proposed Belo Monte 
dam in Pará, require logging of surrounding lands and 
displacement of local residents, and may have deleterious 
downstream ecological effects from diverting river flows.

This section will examine the potential for green 
growth in Brazil’s renewable energy sector. It will first 
profile the share of renewable energy sources in Brazil’s 
energy matrix. Then, it will analyze growth and envi-
ronmental risks in the ethanol and biodiesel sectors. 
Finally, it will discuss the environmental tradeoffs of 
hydroelectricity.

4.1 Profile of Brazil’s energy matrix
Brazil has succeeded in providing a large share of its 
domestic energy supply from renewable sources such 
as ethanol, biomass, and hydropower – and in the com-

Table 1: Brazilian energy supply by source in 103 tons of oil equivalent (Percentage share of each source in total energy supply).
Adapted from EPE (2010, 31-32).

Brazilian energy supply by source 

Source: MSWord Tables, Brazil: A Country Case Analysis, prepared by Benjamin S. Allen

Source 

Petroleum, 
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Gas, and 
Derivatives

Mineral 
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Products
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ing years increasingly from biodiesel. Table 1 below 
shows the changes in Brazil’s energy supply from 1940 
to 2009 by source. Overall domestic energy supply rose 
from about 23 million toe in 1940 to 243 million toe in 
2009. Concomitant with growth in the domestic supply 
of energy, production grew among all sources of energy. 
The use of petroleum in Brazil has steadily increased 
over time, but the substantial rise in production of sugar 
cane products (ethanol, biomass) and the generation of 
electricity from dams have reduced petroleum’s overall 
share in the energy matrix. The growth of sugar cane 
and hydroelectric energy production was especially high 
between 1970 and 1980, when the 1973 OPEC oil shock 
induced Brazil’s military dictatorship to reduce national 
dependence on imported oil.20

Table 1 also illustrates the changing shares of each 
source of energy in Brazil’s energy matrix. The share of 
petroleum in total domestic supply peaked in 2000 at 
50.9%, and has since fallen marginally to 46.6% in 2009. 
21 Meanwhile the share of hydropower has risen substan-
tially, from 1.5% in 1940, to 9.6% in 1980 and 25.2% in 
2009. Much of this is consumed as electricity. At the same 
time, sugar cane products (ethanol and biomass from ba-
gasse) have increased their share from 2.4% in 1940 to 
8% in 1980 and 18.2% today. This changing balance be-
tween renewable and non-renewable sources of energy 
over time makes Brazil an impressive case of energy sys-
tems transition.

This section will focus its analysis on three important 
and growing renewable energy sectors: ethanol, biodie-
sel, and hydropower.

4.2 Ethanol
Ethanol is Brazil’s signature biofuel, and its production 
and consumption both within Brazil and abroad are 
growing due to the advent in 2003 of flex-fuel cars in 
Brazil (which can run on any combination of petroleum-
based gasoline and ethanol), and to world demand for 
renewable energy sources. Though Brazil’s sugar cane-
based variety of ethanol may reduce GHG emissions by 
up to 92% (from production to burning), sugar cane re-
quires land on which to grow, and extension of farm land 
devoted to sugar cane may directly worsen deforestation 
rates in Brazil’s Atlantic forest, as well as indirectly in-
crease Amazon deforestation by displacing other crops 
and cattle ranching in coastal regions and the Cerrado 
toward the Amazon.

Ethanol is widely considered to be a carbon-efficient 
fuel when compared to petroleum because it burns more 
cleanly than oil and is extracted from crops, the next gen-
eration of which re-absorbs some of the carbon emitted 
from the burning of the previous generation. Studies in-
dicate that Brazil’s sugar cane-based ethanol is especially 
advantageous, reducing GHG emissions up to 92% per 
liter of ethanol when compared to one liter of petroleum-
based gasoline (measuring life cycle emissions of each 
from production to burning). The U.S.’s corn based-eth-
anol, by contrast, only reduces carbon emissions by 19-
47% (La Rovere et al. 2011, 1031). In addition, at about 

US$23/liter in 2005, Brazilian ethanol is more efficient 
to produce than sugar cane-based ethanol produced in 
other leading countries, such as Thailand and Australia 
(Nassar 2009, 70). Part of these advantages lies in climat-
ic conditions, and part is due to the fact that all ethanol 
distilleries in Brazil power the production of ethanol by 
burning their own sugar cane bagasse, rather than fossil 
fuels – which reduces their own energy costs as well as 
net carbon emissions (Hofstrand 2008; Nassar 2009, 71).

State support (including subsidies and the creation of 
a domestic market through minimum ethanol-petrole-
um blending requirements in gasoline) since the imple-
mentation of the Pro-Álcool Program in 1975 has ena-
bled the sugar cane-based ethanol industry to grow and 
thrive, and there are currently 434 ethanol distilleries in 
operation in Brazil (IPEA 26 May 2010, 14). Production 
is driven both by high domestic and global demand: In 
2007, Brazil exported 185 million gallons of ethanol to 
the U.S. and produced just under 6 billion gallons for do-
mestic consumption (Hofstrand 2008).22

Furthermore, if environmental laws in the coastal At-
lantic Forest areas are not effectively enforced, ethanol 
production may lead to higher rates of deforestation 
there in the coming decades. 

However, as land area in Brazil dedicated to sugar 
cane farming for ethanol grows to meet domestic and 
world demand for biofuels, other crops and cattle ranch-
ing may be displaced toward the Cerrado and Amazon, 
which may indirectly worsen GHG emissions from Am-
azon deforestation by increasing competition for land 
there (McAllister 2008b, 10,876). Furthermore, if envi-
ronmental laws in the coastal Atlantic Forest areas are 
not effectively enforced, ethanol production may lead to 
higher rates of deforestation there in the coming decades. 
Figure 4 (below) shows the growth in the land area de-

20  Today, most of Brazil’s petro-
leum is produced domestically, 
though some light petroleum is 
imported from elsewhere to mix 
with Brazil’s heavy crude in the 
refining process (Sennes and Nar-
ciso 2009, 33-34).

21  Petroleum’s share may rise in 
the coming decades as Brazil be-
gins to explore its recently disco-
vered pre-salt oil fields.

22  For an extended discussion of 
the development of Brazil’s etha-
nol industry, see Appendix 2.

Figure 4: Area of sugar cane planted in Brazil, 1975-2009 
(MAPA 2010)

Area of sugar cane

Source: MAPA 2010. (Ministero de Agricultura, Pecuaria e Abastecimento, 
Anuario Estatistico de Agroenergia,
http://www.agricultura.gov.br/arq_editor/file/Desenvolvimento_Sustentavel/Agro
energia/anuario_agroenergia/index.html#)
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voted to sugar cane cultivation (to produce both sugar 
and ethanol) from 1975 to 2009.

Land area devoted to sugar cane cultivation grew es-
pecially rapidly in the 2005-2009 period, due to growing 
domestic and global demand for ethanol. To give a sense 
for ethanol’s contribution to the trajectory shown in Fig-
ure 4, in the 1975/76 harvest, only 14% of sugar cane har-
vested on 1.9 million hectares was used to produce etha-
nol – the other 86% was converted to sugar. In contrast, 
in the 2009/10 harvest, 57% of the sugar cane harvested 
on 9.67 million hectares was used to produce ethanol, 
while only 43% was converted to sugar (MAPA 2010). 
Based on this pattern, we may conclude that a continuing 
rise in world demand for ethanol will lead to growth in 
the land area used to cultivate sugar cane in Brazil, which 
may exacerbate deforestation.

Indeed, econometric modeling by the Brazilian In-
stitute for Advanced Economic Studies (IPEA) indicates 
that sugar cane cultivation will lead to more deforestation 
in the Atlantic forest over the next two decades.  IPEA 
(2010, 431) estimates that sugar cane crop area will grow 
to 22-23 million hectares by 2035, with most growth con-
centrated in the Southeastern states of Minas Gerais, São 
Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro, and a lesser share in the more 
arid Northeast region. These two regions contain much 
of what remains of the Atlantic Forest, and if strict eco-
logical zoning policies to protect forests are not imple-
mented and enforced, sugar cane production may reduce 
the Southeast’s remaining forest cover by 67%, and the 
Northeast’s by 21% (ibid., 432).23 

Some policy progress is being made to address the 
long-term environmental risks of ethanol growth, but 
more must be done to ensure that ethanol remains envi-
ronmentally sustainable. A national law proposed in 2009 
would prohibit sugar cane cultivation in the Pantanal and 
Amazon biomes (IPEA 2010, 144) – a measure that will 
have little effect, since sugar cane is expected only indi-
rectly to affect the Amazon, as it does not grow well there 
(Nassar 2009, 68). More positively, in 2007 the state of 
São Paulo and the president of that state’s sugarcane pro-
ducers’ union signed an Agroenvironmental Protocol, 
which sets deadlines to phase out and eventually elimi-
nate sugarcane harvest burning – a major source of agri-
cultural GHG emissions in the state – and commits sugar 
cane farmers to reforesting 400,000 hectares of degraded 
lands (Lucon and Goldemberg 2010, 343-344). São Paulo 
is also in the process of implementing an ecological-
economic zoning program to minimize biodiversity loss 
in sugar cane expansion areas (Author’s interviews with 
personnel of São Paulo’s Forestry Foundation, July 2010). 
Finally, unlike in poorer states in Brazil, São Paulo’s state 
environmental and forestry agencies are relatively com-
petent, and the state’s Ministério Público vigilantly en-
forces environmental laws (McAllister 2008a).

Finally, the productivity of sugar cane production has 
improved considerably since 1975. Tons of sugar cane 
produced per hectare has risen from 65 in the 1977-78 
harvest to an average of 85 in the 1989-2004 period. 
Similarly, liters of ethanol produced per hectare of sugar 

cane planted increased from 4,550 to 6,800 over the same 
period (IPEA 26 May 2010, 13). Productivity is expected 
to continue to rise to about 7,160 liters of ethanol per 
hectare by 2020,24 and if this is combined with effective 
ecological-economic zoning and environmental law en-
forcement, ethanol’s potential to contribute to deforesta-
tion may decline from current estimates.

4.3 Biodiesel
Brazil has been investing in biodiesel production since 
2005, and the country’s 2008-2017 Decennial Plan aims 
to produce enough biodiesel not only to power vehicles, 
but also integrate into the electricity grid (IPEA 26 May 
2010, 21). Though the industry remains small, growth in 
the coming decades may directly worsen deforestation 
rates: Despite Brazilian government efforts to diversify 
the agricultural ingredients in biodiesel, current inputs 
are largely soy and bovine fat, and soybean farmers and 
cattle ranchers in the Cerrado and Amazon regions – the 
principal economic drivers of Amazon deforestation – 
are beginning to invest in biodiesel production to take 
advantage of government supports for the sector.

Despite Brazilian government efforts to diversify the 
agricultural ingredients in biodiesel, current inputs are 
largely soy and bovine fat, and soybean farmers and 
cattle ranchers in the Cerrado and Amazon regions – 
the principal economic drivers of Amazon deforesta-
tion – are beginning to invest in biodiesel production to 
take advantage of government supports for the sector.

Soy and bovine fat account for 75.04% and 17.79% 
of raw materials used in biodiesel, respectively.25 These 
raw materials are produced by the same industries that, 
as discussed in Section 2 above, are responsible for the 
majority of deforestation in the Amazon.26 In regards to 
the international market for biofuels, McAllister (2008b, 
10,876) notes that “…the production of biofuels else-
where in the world may [increase]… the price of soy-
beans or cattle on the international market, thus stimu-
lating further production of these commodities in the 
Amazon and the resultant deforestation.” A mechanism 
by which this may happen is through the displacement 
of soybeans for corn cultivation for ethanol in the U.S., 
which may raise the price of Brazilian soybeans on the 
world market and induce Brazilian farmers to increase 
production (ibid.).

Although in 2008 biodiesel accounted for less than 
1% of Brazil’s domestic energy supply, it is being gradu-
ally integrated into the energy matrix: Currently, na-
tional standards require that all diesel gasoline sold in 
Brazil contain 3% biodiesel as of 2008 – and most diesel 
sold now contains 5% biodiesel (IPEA 26 May 2010, 20-
22).27 A 2005 law established state support for biodiesel, 
including research support and financing from BNDES 
and other public institutions.28 These investments have 
begun to yield results: From 2006 to 2008, production of 

23  Rosa et al. (2009, 16) are more 
optimistic: they calculate that 
there are 90 million hectares of 
land in Brazil still “available for the 
expansion of agriculture without 
deforestation.”
  
24  See Table 3 in Appendix 2.

25  Cotton and other oils and fats 
account for only 7.17% of raw ma-
terials included in biofuels (IPEA 
26 May 2010, 28).

26  On 18 March 2011, the Bra-
zilian meatpacking company Mi-
nerva opened a bovine fat-based 
biodiesel plant in the Center-West 
state of Goiás (Business News Ame-
ricas 16 March 2011). Together 
with four other large meatpacking 
companies – Bertim, Independên-
cia, JBS, and Marfrig – Minerva 
controlled over 50% of Brazil’s beef 
export market in 2007 (Green-
peace 2009, 6).

27 Biodiesel has been integrated 
into diesel gradually since 2005: 
2% in 2005-2007, 3% 2008-2012, 
5% starting in 2013, per Law No. 
11,097/2005.

28  Law 11,097/2005 introduced 
biodiesel into the Brazilian energy 
matrix, though BNDES Resolution 
No. 1,135/2004 established its Fi-
nancial Assistance and Investment 
in Biodiesel Program (IPEA 26 
May 2010, 23). From 2005 to 2009, 
through its Programa Biodiesel, 
BNDES provided R$9.156 billion 
to 47 programs or actions related 
to biodiesel, including energy ge-
neration (R$520 million), bioelec-
tricity (R$580 million), marketing 
(R$627 million), agriculture and 
industry (R$2.406 million), and 
credit for industry, commerce and 
services (R$3.295 million) (ibid., 
32-33).
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biodiesel in Brazil jumped from 69 million to 1.167 bil-
lion liters, placing Brazil fourth in world production, be-
hind only Germany (3.193 billion liters), the U.S. (2.644 
billion liters), and France (2.063 billion liters) (ibid., 27).

Growth in biodiesel is good news for Brazil’s energy-
related GHG emissions profile, but its effects on land use 
and its consequent potential to contribute to GHG emis-
sions from deforestation means that enthusiasm over bi-
odiesel’s overall greenness must be tempered. Indeed, if 
biodiesel production grows considerably in the long run, 
the potential for an increase in deforestation in the Ama-
zon is alarming. Area devoted to the planting of soybeans 
in Brazil has increased from 6.9 million hectares in 1976 
to an estimated 24.2 million hectares today, of which 6.4 
million hectares are in Mato Grosso state, one of the two 
leading Amazon deforesters after Pará (to put this in per-
spective, in 1976 Mato Grosso had only 310,000 hectares 
under soybean cultivation) (CONAB 2011 data).

As the world market for ethanol grows, and as new 
technologies to extract biodiesel from soybeans and bo-
vine fat are developed and implemented, agroenergy is 
likely to contribute more directly to deforestation than 
it currently does. This, in turn, will partially offset etha-
nol biodiesel’s potential contribution to reducing Brazil’s 
GHG emissions.

4.4 Hydropower
Finally, hydropower presents another paradox in Brazil’s 
quest for green growth: Hydropower has the third largest 
share in Brazil’s domestic energy supply (Table 1 above), 
and is essential if domestic electricity generation is to 
meet growing demand over the coming decades (OECD/
IEA 2006, 9-10). However, large hydropower projects in 
the water-rich Amazon require that massive tracts of land 
be deforested – with the corresponding release of massive 
amounts of GHGs – and dams may damage ecosystems 
upstream and downstream by altering river flows.

Brazil’s 852 hydroelectric plants produce 72.5% 
(79,182.3 MW) of Brazil’s domestic electricity supply, 
and 311 new plants are under construction (potentially 
adding another 15,336.7 MW) (IPEA 2010, 137). The 
Bi-National Itaipú Dam, whose management is shared 
between Brazil and Paraguay, alone “accounts for 20 per-
cent of the Brazilian energy supply, providing most of the 
energy consumed in the country’s Southeastern region,” 
Brazil’s industrial hub (Sennes and Narciso 2009, 47-48).

Hydropower is key to the Brazilian government’s re-
newable energy strategy, but it is one that in some cases 
generates opposition from the domestic and internation-
al environmental movements. This is the case of a pro-
posed mega-dam on the Xingú River in eastern Pará. If 
constructed, the Belo Monte dam will be the world’s third 
largest, and the Brazilian government estimates that it 
will produce 11,200 MW of electricity (Inter-American 
Dialogue 2011). However, to build the dam will require 
the displacing of local indigenous communities, and the 
logging and flooding of 400 km2 of currently standing 
forest – a process that is expected to generate “enormous 
quantities of methane” (Amazon Watch 2011). Finally, 

dam construction will attract an estimated 100,000 mi-
grants to the region, which will exacerbate deforestation 
problems there, as dam construction is only expected to 
create 40,000 new jobs – the rest of the migrants will like-
ly become loggers and cattle ranchers (Amazon Watch 
2011). Worse, critics argue that the Belo Monte dam will 
only produce 10% of its expected annual mega-wattage 
during the 3-5 month long dry season – or only 39% 
of its nominal annual capacity (Amazon Watch 2011). 
Thus, Belo Monte’s long-run clean energy generating po-
tential may be canceled out by its up-front environmen-
tal impacts.

It is still unclear if the dam will be built, but what 
becomes clear in the debate over Belo Monte is that the 
green benefits of hydropower are contingent on the eco-
logical vulnerability of surrounding areas.

5 Conclusion

This study has demonstrated that deforestation presents 
a challenge to prospects for truly green growth in Brazil. 
Cattle ranching and soybean farming contributed to 25% 
of Brazil’s GDP in 2008, and must continue to grow if 
Brazil overall is to grow economically (absent major re-
structuring of its economy). However, agribusiness pro-
duces approximately 25% of Brazil’s annual GHG emis-
sions, and the industry is a direct driver of deforestation, 
which produces another 55% of annual GHG emissions. 
Finally, as stated in the introduction, each option for 
renewable energy in Brazil may directly or indirectly 
worsen deforestation rates in the Amazon and Atlantic 
forests: Soy- and bovine fat-derived biofuels directly af-
fect deforestation rates in the Amazon by making cat-
tle ranching and soybean farming more lucrative; sugar 
cane-derived ethanol may directly contribute to defor-
estation in the Atlantic, and indirectly to deforestation 
in the Amazon by displacing other farming and ranching 
activities; and the construction of large dams to produce 
electricity requires deforestation and the flooding of 
fragile ecosystems. Thus, Brazil faces contradictory im-
peratives with respect to green growth, and responsible 
governance by federal and subnational states is necessary 
to ensure that agro-industrial growth has a minimal im-
pact on the environment.

This study has demonstrated that deforestation 
presents a challenge to prospects for truly green growth 
in Brazil. 

Brazil will continue to invest in renewable energy and 
agricultural exports, but to reduce its overall emissions, it 
must do so in a way that minimizes GHG emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation. More consistent 
environmental law enforcement on the Amazon fron-
tier and other rural areas, and the effective application of 
punishments for transgressors are necessary to raise the 
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perceived costs of deforestation relative to investments 
in enhancing agricultural productivity. Compensation 
mechanisms for avoided deforestation must also be im-
plemented – the federal government, and state govern-
ments, may look to Amazonas’ Bolsa Floresta as a model. 
Finally, credits for farmers and ranchers must be strictly 
conditioned on environmental sustainability.

 

Appendix 1: details of Brazilian anti-de-
forestation policy

Brazil’s environmental laws date back to the 1934 Forest 
Code. This was Brazil’s first attempt to regulate logging 
and land occupation practices, and was revised in 1965 
(Drummond and Barros 2006, 87-89). In 1981, Brazil 
enacted a National Environmental Policy (ibid., 92), and 
environmental concerns were later codified in the 1988 
Constitution (ibid., 96) and in the Environmental Crimes 
Act of 1998 (ibid., 90). Nevertheless, these laws have of-
ten generally been only weakly enforced, and have not 
effectively prevented illegal deforestation.29

In recent years, progress has been made by both the 
federal and state governments to enhance conservation 
by gathering information about deforestation from satel-
lite images, increasing the land area under legal environ-
mental protection, and enforcing environmental laws. 
Federal programs such as Action Plan to Prevent and 
Control Deforestation in the Legal Amazon (PPCDAM) 
and the Amazon Protected Areas Program (ARPA) have 
been implemented in coordination with Amazonian 
states, and benefit from financial and technical support 
from federal and state agencies, as well as the World 
Bank, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the Ger-
man Cooperation Fund (KfW), the German Technical 
Cooperation Agency (GTZ), and others (Soares-Filho et 
al. 2009, 11 fn. 11). These initiatives involve collecting 
and analyzing satellite data, promoting environmentally 
sustainable economic activities, and undertaking insti-
tutional reforms and ecological-economic zoning (to 
determine what lands need to be protected, and what 
lands can be cultivated); and, in the case of ARPA, creat-
ing 340,000 km2 of new environmentally protected ar-
eas in the Amazon from 2003 to 2009 (IMAZON 2011, 
23).30 Finally, in 2008 Brazil enacted a National Climate 
Change Plan, which includes the ambitious goal of elimi-
nating deforestation by 2040. The plan is currently in the 
early stages of implementation (Governo Federal 2008).

In conjunction with the aforementioned federal pro-
grams, some states have implemented their own plans to 
promote green growth by reducing deforestation: Acre 
and Amazonas have both sought to create or expand 
markets for sustainably produced forest products, in an 
attempt to offset smallholders’ incentives to deforest. 
Acre’s program began in the 1990s, and has focused on 
implementing extractive reserves and creating markets 
for forest products (Kainer et al. 2003); Amazonas’ began 
in 2003, and builds on the state’s longstanding Free Trade 
Zone of Manaus to create a “Green Free Trade Zone,” 

in which producers of sustainable forest products have 
greater market access and can fetch better prices than be-
fore. As of 2008, Amazonas has also enacted a program 
to pay poor families for not deforesting their lands – a 
program based on Reduction of Emissions from Defor-
estation and Forest Degradation (REDD) principles and 
called Bolsa Floresta (Forest Basket) (Viana 2009). Bolsa 
Floresta supports families with US$25/month direct pay-
ments via debit cards, and benefited 6,325 families in 
2009 (Viana 2010, 38). Bolsa Floresta also provides fund-
ing for various social programs and sustainable income 
generating programs (Viana 2009; 2010, 38-42). In con-
junction with green free trade and income support, since 
2003 the government of Amazonas has greatly expanded 
the state’s network of environmentally protected areas 
(CEPAL 2007, Viana 2010), which now covers 23.5% of 
the state’s territory (IMAZON 2011, 21).

There are limitations, however, to the contributions 
to deforestation reduction in Acre and Amazonas: the 
worst deforestation rates occur in Mato Grosso, Pará, 
and Rondônia, while Acre and Amazonas already have 
relatively low rates of forest clearing – 2,636 km2 in Am-
azonas and Acre in 2003 (the year Amazonas began its 
sustainable development program), versus 21,147 km2 in 
Mato Gross, Pará, and Rondônia that same year (INPE 
2011). In contrast to Acre and Amazonas, whose rural 
areas are largely populated by traditional populations 
(including rubber tappers, fishing communities, and in-
digenous tribes) and a comparatively small cattle ranch-
ing sector, Mato Grosso, Pará, and Rondônia have large, 
organized beef and soy industries in their countrysides, 
with an interest in expanding the territory available for 
production. These states have unsurprisingly been slow-
er to enact policies to reduce deforestation, though re-
cently Pará passed a state plan (Governo do Estado do 
Pará 2009), and the former governor of Mato Grosso, 
Blairo Maggi – a soy mogul and longtime enemy of con-
servation – recently embraced the environmental cause 
(Patury and Edward, 16 September 2009).

 

Appendix 2: A brief history of Brazil’s 
ethanol industry

Brazil has been producing sugar cane-based ethanol since 
the 1920s (IPEA 26 May 2010, 3), but the development of 
the modern ethanol industry began with the Pro-Álcool 
program in 1975, as the Brazilian government sought to 
secure energy independence by creating alternatives to 
expensive petroleum imports to power Brazil’s industri-
alization process (IPEA 26 May 2010; Sennes and Ubi-
raci 2009).31 Pro-Álcool involved four policies to stimu-
late ethanol production: A minimum required ethanol 
purchase by the state-owned oil company, Petrobrás, to 
create demand; US$4.9 billion in low-interest loans to 
stimulate ethanol production; subsidies to ensure that 
ethanol’s retail price was 41% lower than gasoline; and 
a requirement that all fuels be blended with a minimum 
22% ethanol (Hofstrand 2008).

29 For a detailed historical discus-
sion of the development of public 
environmental institutions in Bra-
zil since the 1970s, see Hochstetler 
and Keck (2007) and McAllister 
(2008).

30 Nevertheless, challenges re-
main: many protected areas in 
Brazil lack effective management, 
most are under ecological pres-
sure from nearby populations, and 
few states have implemented their 
ecological-economic zoning plans 
(IMAZON 2011).

31  At the time, Brazil imported 
over 80% of its crude petroleum, 
and the cost was causing economic 
growth to slow (Hofstrand 2008).
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Pro-Álcool’s policies stimulated both production and 
demand: ethanol production grew rapidly, and sales of 
domestically-produced automobiles that ran exclusively 
on ethanol reached 85% of total automobile sales in Bra-
zil by 1985. Unfortunately, in that year oil prices dropped 
and in 1986, the newly democratic government removed 
ethanol subsidies, which reduced ethanol producers’ 
profit margins. By 1989, consumers faced ethanol short-
ages at the pump, and sales of ethanol-only cars plum-
meted to only 11.4% of total car sales in 1990.

Over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, the Brazilian 
government deregulated the ethanol sector, and in 2001 
state market controls were completely removed (IPEA 26 
May 2010, 4). Nevertheless, during that time the govern-
ment continued to require that all gasoline contain 20% 
ethanol, thus maintaining a market for the industry (Levi 
et al. 2010, 77). Demand and production began to rise 
again in 2003, with the advent of flex-fuel cars, whose 
engines can run on any combination of petroleum gaso-
line and ethanol (IPEA 26 May 2010, 3-4). By 2007, over 
70% of new cars purchased in Brazil were flex-fuel cars, 
and ethanol-only cars have virtually disappeared from 
the market (Hofstrand 2008). Almost all gas stations in 
Brazil now sell both petroleum-based gasoline and eth-
anol, and demand for flex-fuel cars continues to grow, 
while demand for gas- or ethanol-only cars is declining 
in Brazil: from 2004 to 2008, sales of flex-fuel cars rose 
from 328,380 to 23.3 million, while sales of gas-only cars 
fell from over 1 million to 217,000 (IPEA 26 May 2010, 
5). Since the advent of flex-fuel cars, the ethanol industry 
has grown, and there are now 434 ethanol distilleries in 
operation in Brazil (IPEA 26 May 2010, 14).

As countries around the world have become con-
cerned about global warming and instability in the oil-

Table 2: Evolution of sugar cane and ethanol productivity in Brazil.

Evolution of sugar cane and ethanol productivity 

Source: IPEA (26 May 2010, 13)
Note: *Estimates

Period Productivity

Agricultural (tons/hectare)       Industrial (liters/ton)       Agro-industrial (liters/hectare)

Initial phase of Pro-Álcool: 
Low efficiency in the 
industrial process and in 
agricultural production

65   70     4,550

75  76     5,700

85  80     6,800

81  86.2     6,900

83  87.7     7,020

84  89.5     7,160

Consolidation of Pro-Álcool: 
Agricultural and Industrial 
Productivity Increase 
Significantly

Process of production 
operates 
with best available 
technology

First Stage of Process 
Optimization

Second Stage of Process 
Optimization

Third Stage of Process 
Optimization

1977-1978

1978-1988

1989-2004

2005-2010*

2010-2015*

2015-2020*

producing countries of the Middle East, international 
demand for ethanol has grown. Although the U.S. has a 
domestic corn-based ethanol industry, and imposes tar-
iffs on Brazilian ethanol, it imported 453 million gallons 
of Brazilian ethanol in 2006, and 185 million gallons in 
2007 (out of total U.S. ethanol imports of 731 and 439 
million gallons, respectively, in 2006 and 2007) (Hof-
strand 2008). In fact, the United States is Brazil’s largest 
ethanol export market, accounting for 47% of exports in 
the 2006/7 harvest year, while the next largest market, 
Holland, accounted for only 11% (Hofstrand 2008).32  
Production for the domestic market is also rising, from 
just over 5 billion gallons in 2006 to just under 6 billion 
gallons in 2007.33

Concurrent with the rise in demand for ethanol, tech-
nological changes have increased the sector’s productiv-
ity, as shown in Table 2 below:

These productivity increases have been made possible 
in part by the growing profitability of the industry, but 
also by new government investments in ethanol: the Bra-
zilian state currently provides price guarantees to main-
tain ethanol’s competitiveness in the domestic market, 
and requires minimal blending of 25% with petroleum-
based gasoline. The state also finances the ethanol sector 
through BNDES – indeed, the sugar-alcohol sector is one 
of the largest borrowers from BNDES in Brazil. The bank 
provided R$6 billion in loans to the sector in 2009 (up 
from R$1.97 billion in 2006). Meanwhile, Petrobrás Bio-
combustíveis – a subsidiary of the national oil company, 
Petrobrás – seeks to control 15% of the ethanol market, 
and to invest R$500 million in the sector through 2013. 
Finally, Brazil’s Decennial Energy Expansion Plan esti-
mates that by 2017 R$147 billion will be invested in bio-
mass energy from sugar cane bagasse and capim elefante 

32 In 2009 and 2010, the trade 
relationship was reversed: Brazil 
imported ethanol from the U.S. 
because adverse weather condi-
tions reduced the size of Brazil’s 
sugar cane crop in those years 
(Crooks and Meyer 2011).

33  The potential to use ethanol 
as a base for a new generation of 
biofuels known as “drop-in fuels” 
is also driving partnerships bet-
ween Brazilian ethanol firms and 
international investors, including 
oil companies and other investors. 
For instance, Brazil’s third-largest 
sugar producer, Cosan, has estab-
lished a joint venture with Anglo-
Dutch oil company Shell and the 
California-based alternative-fuels 
firm Codexis to explore the pos-
sibility of using sugar cane as a 
base for drop-in fuel, a hydrocar-
bon derived from plants that may 
someday replace fossil fuel-based 
hydrocarbons (Economist 28 Oc-
tober 2010).

34  Capim elefante is a type of 
grass used in biomass, introdu-
ced into Brazil from Africa in the 
1920s (Carbonovo do Brasil 2009).

35 Optimism is not universal: 
Hira and Oliveira (2009, 2455) 
counter that the mechanization 
of sugar cane harvesting to reduce 
emissions from burning the sugar 
cane at harvest time has “…created 
massive unemployment among 
labourers in the industry of up to 
100,000 of a total of 1.2 million 
workers….”
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(IPEA 26 May 2010, 16).34 In terms of socio-economic 
development, UNICA (the Brazilian National Sugar 
Cane Industrial Association) estimates that the sugar 
cane and ethanol sector generates from 588,000 to 1.4 
million jobs, accounting for seasonal variation (though 
salaries are on average lower than in the petroleum sec-
tor) (ibid., 16-17).35

State support is related not only to growing demands 
for renewable fuel sources, but also to the Brazilian gov-
ernment’s continued concern for energy independence 
and its growing role as a leader in Latin American energy 
integration efforts (IPEA 25 May 2010, 7; Ubiraci and 
Narciso 2009). The Brazilian government has also active-
ly advocated for global standards for ethanol and biofuels 
in international forums, to ensure continued internation-
al market space for ethanol and the country’s small, but 
growing, biodiesel industry (IPEA 26 May 2010, 7; Levi 
et al. 2010, 79).
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